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The Division of Higher Education of the UNESCO Secretariat produced, during 

1983-1989, thirty-six titles in the series Papers on Higher Education (a complete 

list of titles appears on the last page). From 1990, this series continue in a new 

form New Papers on Higher Education with two sub-titles: one, Studies and 

Research and the other, Meeting Documents. 

Other studies in the series New Papers on Higher Education, Meeting Docu- 
ments: 

1. The Role of Higher Education in Society: Quality and Pertinence. UNESCO- 

Non-Governmental Organizations 2nd Collective Consultation on Higher Educa- 

tion, Paris, 8-11 April 1991. ED-91/WS-23 (English/French). 

2. Research on Higher Education in Developing Countries: Suggested Agendas 

and Research Strategies. Final Report. UNESCO-University of Pittsburgh. 
Forum of Exprerts on Research on Higher Education, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 

USA, 17-19 March 1991. (English only) ED-91/WS-29. 

3. Experts’ Meeting on the Integration of International Education into Higher 

Education. Tunis, 21-25 September 1991. Final Report. (English only) ED- 

92/WS-3. 

4. La gestion universitaire dans des contextes cosio-culturels différents. Rapport 

de la Table Ronde, Conférence internationale sur |’éducation, Geneve 1992. 

(French only) ED-92/WS- 16. 

5. The Management of International Co-operation in Higher Education. Pro- 

ceedings of the 3rd UNESCO-NGO Collective Consultation on Higher Educa- 

tion, Paris, 9-11 December 1992. (English/French) ED-93/WS-14. 

6. Higher Education: Capacity-building for the 21st Century. Proceedings of the 

4th UNESCO-NGO Collective Consultation on Higher Education, Paris, 26-28 

Septembre 1994, (English/French). ED-95/WS-9 
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NOTE BY THE SECRETARIAT 

Since 1947 UNESCO has collected information and carried out studies 

aimed to promote academic mobility and to facilitate the international compari- 

son of studies and qualifications obtained at the level of Higher Education. Be- 

tween 1969 and 1981 nine titles were published in the series ‘Studies on the 
Evaluation of Qualifications at the Higher Education Level’. The first two edi- 
tions of the World Guide to Higher Education were part to this series. In parallel, 
UNESCO has developed a normative action which resulted in the adoption, in 

the 70's and early 80's, of five regional and one international Conventions in this 
field. All together they were ratified by some 110 Member-States of the Organi- 

zation. Moreover, the 27th session of the General Conference of UNESCO has 

adopted the international Recommendation on the Recognition of Studies and 

Qualifications in Higher Education (16 November 1993). 

This normative action of UNESCO is supplemented by multifaceted ac- 
tivities implemented at several distinct levels international, regional and national 
and through a variety of means and mechanisms established for this purpose. Its 

operational ‘modus vivendi’ is assured through the regular sessions of the Re- 

gional Committees in charge of application of the above conventions and of their 

subsidiary working groups. Co-ordination of work at the international level is 
assured through the Joint Plan of Action adopted by the International Congress 

on Academic Mobility and Recognition of Studies (UNESCO, Paris, 2-5 No- 

vember 1992). 

Amongst the priorities identified during the said international congress, 

special emphasis was placed on the importance of further efficient and effective 

collection and dissemination of data and information on academic mobility and 

the recognition of higher education studies and qualifications. To this end 

UNESCO has undertaken several important activities: 

- it has produced ‘Study Abroad (28th edition) - a major international publication 

which provides information on scholarships and financial assistance, university- 

level courses, entry-level upgrading and short-term courses, training programmed 

extra-mural and other continuing education programmes, etc. in all academic and 

professional fields in 128 countries, valid for the years 1994 and 1995. 

- in collaboration with the International Association of Universities, a compara- 

tive survey of systems, degrees and qualifications in 160 countries was carried 

out and the World Guide to Higher Education (3rd edition) was produced.



- ithas produced World Directory of National Information Centres for Academic 
Recognition and Mobility. The Directory supplements the third edition of the 

World Guide to Higher Education in so far as it provides useful names and 

addresses of persons and institutions in charge of academic recognition matters. 

The present Training Handbook and Reference Guide for Evaluators of 

Educational Qualifications, Credentials and Academic Documents contributes to 

the accomplishment of the objectives fixed by the above-said international con- 

gress. It is expected that this publication will enhance the professional capacity of 
various educational qualifications evaluators. Finally, I would like to thank Dr. 

Arunas J. Alisauskas for his valuable contribution to on-going international 

discussion on this important issue in the field of higher education. 

Dimitri Beridze 

Editor 

Division of Higher Education 

Authors are responsible for the choice and the presentation of the facts con- 
tained in signed articles and for the opinions expressed therein, which are not 

necessarily those of UNESCO and do not commit the Organization. 

The designations employed and the presentation of material throughout this 
Handbook do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of 

UNESCO concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area of its 

authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.
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Introduction 

A more clearly defined role for the professional. evaluator of foreign 

educational qualifications, credentials, and other academic documents have 

begun to emerge in recent years in response to a series of far-reaching changes 

that began after the end of the Second World War and have accelerated in the last 

two or three decades. The rapid globalization and internationalization of 

economic exchange and of social and cultural interchanges, in particular, have. 
resulted in the large-scale transnational mobility of individuals and groups for 
purposes of further study, economic and professional advancement, and personal 

interest, discovery, and fulfillment. Certainly, the easing of ideological tensions 

between the major global powers over the past decade has added another 

dimension to this pre-existing and general process. Concurrently, but less 

positively, persisting ethnic and religious tensions, regional conflicts, and abuses 

of human rights in various parts of the world have created large populations of 

refugees displaced from their homelands by fears and concerns for their personal 

safety. The end result of these different pressures and processes has been a 

movement of peoples across national, cultural, and social boundaries on a scale 

previously unimagined. 

Many of these individuals bring with them prior educational experiences 

and academic qualifications which have intrinsic value, which may facilitate their 
social integration, and which represent an investment in training and skills that 

will contribute to the economic development and well-being of their host 
countries. Unfortunately, because of a general lack of knowledge of foreign 

educational systems and qualifications and in the absence of clearly developed 

professional standards for evaluating prior learning and training, such educational 

experiences and academic credentials may not always be appropriately and 

consistently assessed and recognized. Those who suffer as a consequence are not 
only the newcomers whose educational qualifications may be misunderstood and 

inadequately appreciated but also the receiving countries which may deprive 
themselves of the obvious economic benefits associated with the skills and the 

training which immigrants and refugees have acquired in their homelands. 

This handbook and reference guide outlines some general principles and 

procedures which will assist credential evaluators in ensuring that their 

assessments of foreign educational qualifications and other academic documents 

are conducted in a consistent, equitable, and professional manner. While the



perspective and some of the illustrative materials are based, to a certain extent, 
on North American experiences and practices, it is hoped that the principles and 

procedures presented here will have general applicability and contribute to the 

"professionalization” of the credential evaluation process in the many different 

settings where it occurs. 

This publication has evolved out of materials which were compiled for and 

presented, at two workshops sponsored by UNESCO for officials working in the 

field of academic credential evaluation. The first of these workshops was held in 

September, 1991 in Cairo, Egypt; the second took place in November, 1992 in 

Paris, France as part of the International Congress on the Recognition of Studies 

and Academic Mobility.



Purposes for Which Academic Credentials and Documents are Evaluated 

The purposes for which academic credentials and documents are evaluated 

and assessed are quite varied, reflecting in large measure the ever-increasing 

emphasis which modern industrial and post-industrial societies place on 

educational attainments, qualifications, and skills for many different social and 

economic activities. Credentials evaluators should be keenly aware, in advance, 

of the specific purposes for which an assessment of prior education is being 

requested or expected, because the very nature of the assessment provided - in 

terms of depth, detail, method, and organization - may differ significantly 

depending upon the particular reason for which it is required or requested. 

One of the most common purposes for which academic credentials are 

evaluated, of course, is to determine whether an individual qualifies for further 

study, typically, though not exclusively, at the post-secondary level. Much of the 

credential evaluation activity that takes place in North America, for example, 

occurs in admissions and registrar's offices of universities, colleges, and other 

institutions of higher learning. Because large numbers of overseas students apply 

for entrance to Canadian and American colleges and universities, these 

institutions usually have trained staffs whose major function is to determine the 

admissibility and appropriate academic placement of overseas applicants and also 

of more recent immigrants and refugees who may have been educated abroad. 
The successful achievement of these tasks requires a sound knowledge not only 

of many different educational systems and academic qualifications but, equally 

important, of institutional policies and procedures pertaining to admission, 

recognition of prior learning, and academic placement. 

A second major purpose for which credentials are evaluated, at least in 

North America, is to determine eligibility for professional certification or 

licensure. Very rarely, in North America, is a particular academic qualification or 

credential the sole requirement for practicing a profession; typically, there is 
additional testing or practical work experience that must be evaluated in order to 

be certified or licensed to practice a regulated profession (such as law, medicine, 

or accountancy). However, some type of formal academic attainment is normally 
a necessary precondition for professional certification or licensure. When that 

requisite academic credential has been obtained abroad, the professional 
credential evaluator must determine whether and how far it is comparable to local 
or domestic educational standards. Employers and employees in the non-



regulated sectors of the labor market also frequently require assessments of 

educational attainment, particularly when training and credentials were received 

abroad, in order to determine whether a particular applicant has the necessary 

general and specific qualifications required for a particular position; employment 

and career progression are thus major reasons why individuals request formal 

assessments of their educational qualifications. 

Eligibility to immigrate to some countries such as Canada and the United 

States is, for certain categories of individuals, dependent in part on their level of 

educational attainment and their academic and professional qualifications. As a 

consequence, when that level of educational attainment is not clear or requires 
external verification, a credential evaluator may be called upon to render a 

professional opinion or provide professional advice on this matter. This is 
another (and fairly specialized) purpose for which academic credentials may be 
evaluated, certainly in North America. , 

Finally, it should be noted that some individuals with foreign or non- 
conventional academic credentials and documents wish to have these assessed (or 

re-assessed) more than once because they are dissatisfied or disagree with an 

earlier evaluation that had been rendered by another institution or agency or 
because they feel that there is inappropriate recognition of their prior learning. 

Indeed, the desire to obtain a second or third opinion is frequently the reason why 

credentials are evaluated and re-evaluated. 

In order to be effective, the professional credential evaluator must 
understand the diversity of purposes for which assessments are requested or 

required and develop evaluation instruments that are most appropriate to the 

needs of the particular client or client group - immigrants and refugees, 

employers, educational institutions, professional licensing and regulatory bodies, 
government agencies--they are serving. An assessment of prior learning 

undertaken to determine admissibility and academic placement in an institution 

of higher learning may differ quite significantly in terms of scope and specificity 
from an assessment intended to be used for professional certification or 
employment purposes. Conversely, an evaluation of prior learning undertaken for 

an employer or a professional licensing body may be of limited use in 
determining admissibility and academic placement in an educational institution, 

even though in all cases the same set of academic credentials or documents is 

being reviewed.



Three Key Components of the Credential Evaluation Process: 

Authentication, Evaluation, and Recognition 

The professional evaluation of credentials and other academic documents 

involves three distinct but related procedures: authentication, evaluation, and 

recognition. First, the academic documents presented for assessment must be 

authenticated; we shall refer to this aspect of the process as “authentication”. 
Second, once the relevant documents are determined to be genuine, the evaluator 

assesses these academic documents and qualifications and renders an informed, 

professional judgment as to their comparability in terms of local or domestic 

educational standards; this is the "evaluation" proper. Third, once an assessment 

and judgment regarding comparability has been rendered by the professional 
evaluator, that evaluation must be recognized as having some practical validity or 

outcome. We shall refer to this final aspect of the process as “recognition”. 
"Recognition" represents the practical applications or outcomes of the credential 
evaluation process. Normally, "recognition" is provided not by the credential 

evaluator per se but rather by some body or agency which has the juridical 

authority or formal mandate to recognize academic qualifications or educational 

attainments for certain specific purposes and which may bestow certain concrete 

benefits as a consequence of "recognition". "Recognition" bodies would include, 

for example, university senates, professional corporations, and various 

government bureaus. 

We shall discuss document authentication procedures in greater depth later 

in this publication. However, it should be noted at this point that the 

authentication process itself has several different aspects. First and most 

obviously, the evaluator must ensure that the actual academic documents 

presented for evaluation have not been altered or tampered with in any way and 

are, in fact, what they purport to be. This involves close scrutiny of all credentials 

and records presented and subsequently assessed. Second, the evaluator must 

authenticate the institution or agency issuing the academic documents presented 

for evaluation to ensure that it is legitimate. This aspect of the authentication 

process will be discussed more fully below. Finally, the evaluator should 

authenticate, as best as possible, the bearer of the academic documents presented 

for assessment to ensure that that individual is, in fact, the same person whose 

hame appears on those documents. Although still relatively rare, there have been 

cases where a false identity has been assumed and the academic documents, 

while themselves genuine, did not belong to the bearer or holder of those



documents. Authentication is an extremely important component of the entire 

evaluation process because a failure to authenticate the academic documents 

being assessed and judged can easily undermine public confidence in the 

credibility and professionalism of the credential evaluator. Once the relevant 

academic records, the issuing institution or agency, and the identity of the bearer 
of those documents have been authenticated, the professional evaluator can then 

turn to the more challenging task of assessing these documents and determining 

comparability to local or domestic structures and standards of educational 

attainment. As noted above, the actual recognition and any practical applications 
of the assessment are really outside of the scope of the credential evaluator's role, 
since "recognition" can only be granted by a corporate body or agency which has 

the juridical authority or formal mandate to recognize academic qualifications, 

both domestic and foreign, and to bestow certain concrete benefits as a 
consequence of recognition. In most jurisdictions, there are usually several 

different types of more or less autonomous "recognition" bodies, each of which is 

responsible for “recognizing” previous educational attainments and bestowing 

commensurate concrete benefits (such as entry to a country, access to further 

study, employment and career progression, authority to practice a profession, and 

so on) within its area of responsibility. In some jurisdictions and situations, the 

professional credential evaluator may be employed by or act as a representative 

for one or another of these officially designated "recognition" bodies; in others, 

the evaluator merely serves as a consultant or expert advisor in matters pertaining 

to the evaluation of foreign qualifications and has no authority to actually 

"recognize" such qualifications for any or all of the several purposes for which an 

assessment may be requested or required.



General Principles to Observe in Evaluating Academic Credentials and 

Documents 

Self-knowledge is the precondition of all knowledge. For this reason, while 

professional credential evaluators should make every effort to understand foreign 

educational and qualifications systems on their own terms and in a comparative 
framework, it is absolutely essential that they first have an excellent knowledge 

of their own educational system(s) and subsystems, of domestic academic 
qualifications, and of the policies and procedures pertaining to recognition of 

credentials issued in their own country or jurisdiction for educational, 

employment, and other purposes. Only when this understanding of domestic 

educational systems, qualifications, and recognition practices is achieved will the 

credential evaluator have the necessary perspective to assess foreign credentials 
and academic documents in an objective, equitable, and professional manner. 

Too often, credential evaluators make superficial and uninformed judgments 

about foreign educational systems and academic qualifications without having a 

deep and comprehensive base knowledge of domestic educational systems and 

academic credentials (against which to suggest more appropriate and perhaps 

more meaningful comparisons). 

The general principles that should be observed in the credential evaluation 

process may be summarized as follows: 

Before even attempting to assess foreign qualifications, credential 

evaluators should ensure that they know and understand the educational 

system(s) of their own country or jurisdiction and the various academic 

documents that are issued domestically. Because most educational systems, 

whether domestic or foreign, are quite heterogeneous and complex, professional 

credential evaluators will be in a much better position to appreciate the diversity 
and richness of foreign educational systems and credentials if they have first 

achieved a full understanding of their own educational system(s). With a strong 

base knowledge of domestic educational system(s) and qualifications, they will 

also be much better prepared to establish informed comparisons between foreign 

and domestic studies and levels of educational attainment. 

Credential evaluators should know and understand the structures, polictes, 

and practices of their own institution or agency with respect to academic 

credentials commonly issued in their own country or jurisdiction. This is essential



to ensure that foreign qualifications are evaluated and recognized in the same 
manner as comparable locally-issued credentials and that all comparative 

judgments are supportable, objective, and equitable (as well as being critical, 

cautious, and well-informed). 

Having mastered and observed the first two principles outlined above, the 

professional evaluator should make every effort to know and understand foreign 
academic credentials in the context of the educational system from which they 

originate. Before attempting to compare a qualification or credential to domestic 
educational standards or structures, the evaluator should make every effort to 

understand that particular qualification on its own terms and be.able to determine 
where and how it fits into the larger educational system(s) which produced it. 

Only after all of the preceding principles have been mastered and realized 

should the professional evaluator attempt to assess comparability (if any can be 

found) between a foreign academic credential and the appropriate domestic level 

of study or educational attainment.



Three Methodological Approaches to Evaluating Academic Credentials and 

Documents 

There are three different, but by no means mutually exclusive, methods for 

evaluating academic credentials and levels of educational attainment: first, 

calculating years of formal schooling; second, identifying and comparing 

standard educational benchmarks; and third, assessing the content and quality of 

studies. As suggested above, the three methods can be considered complementary 

and, in fact, most professional credential evaluators employ some combination of 
all three. 

The simplest method of assessing educational attainment is to calculate 

and compare years of formal education. The underlying assumption of this 

method is that a year of schooling at a particular educational level in country or 

jurisdiction X is substantially similar to a year of schooling at the same 

educational level in country or jurisdiction Y. Thus, if the number of years 
required to complete a particular educational program are the same in both 

(sub)systems, then the academic credentials should be considered comparable or 

substantially “equivalent". While this method has the attraction of simplicity, 

mathematical exactitude, and thus apparent objectivity, its utility is seriously 

limited because, in the real world, educational systems are, structurally and 

programmatically, quite varied. For example, should twelve years of schooling in 

a vocational or technical program be considered comparable to twelve years of 

schooling in a general academic or university preparatory program? If one were 
simply to count years of formal education, the answer would be "yes". However, 

without some further qualification, this answer would fly in the face of common 

sense. By the same token, is a general academic program that is normally eleven 

or thirteen years in length substantially different from a maturity program that 

follows a twelve-year pattern of study? If one were simply to count years of 

schooling, the answer would be “yes", yet in practice eleven-, twelve-, and 

thirteen-year academic programs are often evaluated similarly for purposes of 

admission to and academic placement in a higher education institution or 

program. One could cite other concrete examples that illustrate the limitations of 

relying simply on calculating years of schooling to determine comparability of 

academic credentials. While this method represents an important first step or 

checkpoint in comparing educational systems and qualifications, additional and 

different types of assessment are usually required in order to produce more 

meaningful evaluations of formal academic attainment.



This leads directly into a second method of evaluating academic 

credentials which relies primarily on the notion of standard structural 
benchmarks, rather than the simple calculation of years of schooling, for 

determining comparability. Employing this method, the credential evaluator is 
much more interested in identifying, assessing, and comparing general levels of 

educational attainment or key "benchmarks" in the normal educational process. 

Thus, to cite one example already used above, the fact that an individual has 

completed a general education program leading to further study at the university 

level or a technical program leading to employment in a particular field is a much 
more significant and meaningful basis for assessing that individual's "formation" 

- to use a very apt French term - and associated academic qualifications than the 

specific number of years that were required to attain that particular educational 

level. The fundamental assumption of this evaluative approach is that there are 

comparable benchmarks across educational systems and that they represent 

substantially similar levels of educational attainment (more or less independent of 

the specific number of years required to reach that level or achieve that 
benchmark). This method is often applied not only at the primary and secondary 
levels of study, but also with respect to higher education. Thus, to use another 

example, in country or jurisdiction X, the first diploma or degree in a particular 

discipline or specialization may require five years of study, while in country or 

jurisdiction Y, because the educational system is different, the first diploma or 

degree in that same discipline may only require four years of study. Even though 

the years of enrollment or attendance differ in this hypothetical case, by 

employing a "benchmarks" approach, the evaluator may conclude that the two 

academic credentials are comparable since they represent substantially similar 

levels or "benchmarks" of educational attainment. The advantage and 
disadvantage of this approach is that it does not necessarily entail detailed 

assessment of the specific content and quality of studies completed. 

A third approach, sometimes sparingly applied because of the time and 
effort required and because it is also susceptible to highly subjective judgments 

about educational systems, involves a very detailed and intensive analysis of the 

content and quality of studies required to obtain a particular academic credential. 

In many ways, this method is the most effective one for determining the exact or 

"true" comparability of qualifications. However, as previously indicated, it 

requires a very substantial commitment of time and resources to conduct 
effectively and, in the absence of comprehensive and accurate information and 

clearly-defined international standards to guide the process, may involve 

questionable or unsubstantiated qualitative judgments.-Carried to an extreme, this 

method also highlights the minor differences, rather than the substantive 

similarities, between programs of study, and, since no two programs of study are 
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almost ever exactly the same in terms of content (if not quality), it would 

ultimately result in a situation which would make comparability difficult, if not 
impossible, to determine. Notwithstanding these theoretical caveats, in their 

actual practice, professional credential evaluators--in addition to calculating 

years of formal schooling and determining appropriate benchmarks - do engage 

in some "highlevel" content analysis to assess comparability of qualifications and 
also frequently make qualitative judgments, of varying validity, about educational 

systems and credentials. 

Thus, no one method by itself is sufficient to produce meaningful 

evaluations of foreign academic credentials and, in fact, elements of all three 

approaches to understanding and comparing educational systems and 

qualifications should be employed in a judicious mix. The specific permutations 

and combinations of approaches and methods that may be applied most 

appropriately to a particular assessment are, in turn, dependent, to a large degree, 

on the purposes for which that assessment is requested or required and on the 

specific practical needs of the client or client group for whom the assessment is 

being prepared. In some cases, years of formal schooling may be the critical 

clement that is emphasized in the evaluation; in others, the comparable 
"benchmarks" of educational attainment; in still others, the content and quality of 

studies completed. Rarely, however, will only one approach be used in complete 

isolation from or without at least some reference to the other two. 

A final word of caution should be interjected at this point. None of the 

three methods outlined above purports to assess or determine general or specific 
competencies or skills, whether linguistic, technical, communication, 

entrepreneurial, or other; all that any of these credential evaluation 

methodologies can produce--whether applied individually or in some judicious 

mix - is an informed judgment regarding formal educational attainments and 

qualifications achieved in other jurisdictions and their comparability to domestic 
standards of formal educational attainment and locally-issued qualifications. 

General or specific competencies or skills should be validated through other 

assessment instruments, such as formal and structured testing, or through 

practical observation, experience, and demonstrated achievement in academic 

and employment markets (both regulated and non-regulated). 

il



Compilation of Biographical and Academic Background Information from 
and about Applicants 

Before attempting to evaluate a particular academic document (whether 

foreign or domestic), the professional credential evaluator should be aware of the 

larger biographical and educational context in which this particular qualification 

or document was obtained or awarded. In order words, information about the 

holder of a specific academic document and where that particular record fits into 

the holder's overall personal and educational history can prove very valuable in 

authenticating the credential and subsequently providing context and meaning for 

the evaluation. 

To obtain helpful information about applicants who are requesting an 

assessment of their credentials or presenting academic documents for evaluation, 

professional credential evaluators should develop a special form as part of their 

normal procedures. Such a form should request both demographic and academic 

information about the holder of the documents or credentials which are to be 
assessed. 

Essential background demographic information about an applicant would 
minimally include the following elements: 

complete and accurate names of the applicant (both current and previous); 

date of birth: 

place of birth; 

citizenship; 

legal (visa) status (if appropriate). 

Essential background academic or educational information about an 
applicant would minimally include the following: 

a complete listing of all educational institutions attended; 

dates of enrollment at each educational institution attended; 

12



locations of each educational institution attended; 

names of all credentials awarded (in the original language and in 
translation). 

Credential evaluators will find that this background information will assist 
them greatly in authenticating academic documents and also in providing a 

context for assessing credentials and determining comparability. Depending on 

the purposes for which credentials are being evaluated, evaluators may wish to 

request additional biographical and academic information to assist them in 

assessing formal educational attainment. Samples of specific forms and 

worksheets that may prove useful in determining what specific types of personal 

and academic information should be collected as part of the assessment process 
are provided in a later section of this publication. 

13



Required Supporting Academic Documentation: Parchments and 
Transcripts 

The credential evaluation process proper begins with the presentation and 

examination of concrete academic documents or records. Under no circumstances 

should an evaluator attempt an assessment of prior learning in the absence of 

actual, preferably "official", supporting documentation. “Official” academic 
records or documents are those which are provided directly to the evaluator or 

evaluating agency by the issuing institution; since there has been no third-party 
access to the documentation submitted for evaluation, this is the best guarantee 

(although by no means absolute) that the documentation has not been tampered 

with and is genuine. All other academic records submitted as part of the 
evaluation process--parchments, diplomas, certificates, grade sheets or transcripts 
provided by the applicant, student or study books--should be considered 

“unofficial” and treated with a great deal of caution as to their authenticity 

As suggested above, the types of academic documents that a professional 

credential evaluator is likely to encounter may be quite varied. Most frequently, 
these will be originals or photocopies of “parchments" issued by an academic 

institution to the bearer of the document certifying completion of a specific 

program of studies and signifying the award of a particular certificate, diploma, 

degree, or some other formal educational qualification. Such parchments will 

typically indicate the issuing institution or agency and its responsible academic 
officers, the name of the qualification awarded, the date of the award, and the 

specialization or discipline of study (if there is one); information about the 

duration of studies may also be provided on the diploma or certificate. By its 

very nature, the parchment itself provides rather limited information about the 
details of an individual's studies, although in some jurisdictions a "diploma 

supplement” may be appended to the parchment which lists the specific subjects 
or disciplines covered in the academic program or course, the hours of 
instruction, examinations and tests completed or attempted as well as grades 
awarded, and other information that can be very helpful to the evaluator in 

determining comparability with domestic educational standards and 
qualifications. Some samples of parchments issued by various institutions from 

different jurisdictions are provided in Appendix A, in particular Example 1.0 
(Diplome d'etudes collegiales), Example 4.0 (Meister-Prufunsgszeugnis), 

Example 5.0 (Diplom), Example 8.0 (Diplom), Example 11.0 (Diploma), and 

Example 12.0 (Todistus). A large number of sample "parchments" are also shown 
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in Appendix B. An example of a "diploma supplement" (in original and 
translation) is provided in Appendix B as Case 23.2-23.7. 

In North America, much of the standardized academic information that 

might appear on a separate “diploma supplement" (and often much more than 
that) is usually maintained by the registrar or a similar academic officer of an 

educational institution and is referred to as a "transcript". Transcripts provide a 

wealth of detail] about a current or former student's entire educational history, 

including usually the date and basis of admission to the institution or program, 

prior learning evaluated and recognized as being applicable to the program of 

study, a chronological listing of all courses or subjects attempted at the institution 

together with their credit value and/or hours of instruction, all grades awarded, 

notations pertaining to academic standing and conduct, and whether, when, and 
what type of diploma, certificate, or degree has been awarded. At most North 
American colleges and universities, such information is routinely maintained in a 

machine-readable format, so it is very easy to access and distribute to other 

authorized users; there are also well-developed and relatively simple procedures 

in place for issuing "official" copies of academic transcripts directly to other 

educational institutional, to employers, and to domestic and foreign credential 
evaluation agencies, thus ensuring the integrity and authenticity of the academic 

information being transmitted. Most educational institutions, whether in North 

America or elsewhere, maintain, to a greater or lesser degree, the sort of detailed 

academic data that typically appears on the transcripts issued by North America 

colleges and universities; however,depending on the jurisdiction involved, that 

information may be more difficult to retrieve and access and to provide to other 
authorized users. Some samples of North American academic transcripts (and 
comparable documents from other jurisdictions) are provided in Appendix A (in 

particular, Example 2.0-2.1 and Example 3.0-3.1) and in Appendix B (Case 1.1, 
Case 2.1, Case 3.0-3.1, Case 4.1, Case 5.0, Case 7.0, Case 8.0, Case 9.0, Case 

11.0-11.1, Case 12.0-12.1, Case 13.0-13.1, Case 14.0, and several other cases). 

As a general rule, professional credential evaluators will find that the 

transcript (or a comparable academic record) is a much more useful and secure 

document for evaluating an individual's formal educational attainment and 

qualifications than a simple parchment. Not only does the transcript provide the 
detailed information needed to make informed judgments about years of 

schooling, appropriate benchmarks, and the content (though not necessarily the 

quality) of studies (while a parchment usually does not); in those situations where 

individuals have had to interrupt their studies and were never actually awarded a 

parchment certifying successful completion of an educational program, the 

transcript of academic record provides the only available information about their 
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prior learning and educational attainment and thus becomes the sole basis for 
evaluating and subsequently recognizing partially completed or incomplete 

qualifications or credentials. Without transcripts, evaluators would have to 

restrict their assessments to those persons who had satisfactorily completed their 
entire educational program. In practice, however, there are many individuals 

who, for various personal or political reasons, have had to interrupt their studies, 

but whose educational attainment, though partial or incomplete, nonetheless has 

both intrinsic and socioeconomic value and significance and should therefore be 
appropriately recognized. A final advantage of the academic transcript over the 

parchment is that it is usually possible to obtain an "official” copy of an 

individual's academic transcript (which contains all of the information that is 
found on the parchment and much more) from the institution of record; by 
contrast, a parchment, by its very nature, is an "unofficial" document since it has 

typically been issued to the bearer of the qualification and is therefore much more 

susceptible to tampering and alteration. 

There are sometimes cases where “official” academic transcripts are 

unavailable to the evaluator because the issuing institution is either unable or 
unwilling to provide such records. It may be that the institution no longer exists, 

or that all or some of its records have been destroyed, or that it is constrained, by 

technical or political considerations, from accessing and releasing the records. In 

such situations, the evaluator may have to rely on the parchment or, if the studies 
ate partial or incomplete, on some other academic documents in the bearer's 

possession (such as a student booklet or index or grade statements provided by 

the instructors) in order to assess the level of educational attainment and its 

comparability to domestic standards and qualifications. However, such 
evaluations should be undertaken very critically and with a great deal of caution, 

and any "unofficial" documentation on which they are based should be closely 

scrutinized to minimize the risk of forgery or alteration. As previously indicated, 

assessment and recognition of an academic document that is later demonstrated 

to be forged or false can easily undermine the credibility of the evaluator and of 

the entire evaluation process. Unless there are truly exceptional circumstances, 
therefore, credential evaluators should always base their assessments on 

"official", certified copies of academic transcripts (or comparable documents) 

issued directly to them by the institution of record in order to ensure the 

authenticity of the particular educational history and qualification being 
evaluated. The documentation provided (whether a parchment or a transcript) 

should be in the original language, with a certified translation provided 
_ separately. Under no circumstances should translations of academic documents 

(whether certified or not) be accepted in lieu of “official” or certified copies 

issued in the original language. Credential evaluators should also actively solicit, 
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as appropriate, additional information from the issuing institution that might 
prove helpful in interpreting a particular parchment or transcript (such as a 

prospectus, catalogue, or calendar or a formal clarification of the institution's 

status if it is in question). 

Notwithstanding what some applicants might claim, "official" academic 
records are rarely unavailable or inaccessible (although their submission may 

require some time and effort). 
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"Official" Transcripts 

The following definitions and guidelines with respect to "official" 

transcripts and fraudulent academic records have been developed.by the Pacific 

Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers (PACRAO) and 

may prove helpful to readers of this publication: 

Definition 

An official transcript is one that has been received directly from the issuing 

college or university. It must bear the college seal, date, and an appropriate 

"signature. Transcripts received that do not meet these requirements should not be 

considered official and should be routinely rejected for any permanent use. 

Requirements 

Issuing institutions consider the following to be significant criteria that 

authenticate a transcript: 

Was it sent directly from the institution's transcript office? 

Does it bear an institutional seal and an authorized signature? 

Is it recently dated? 

Burden of Acceptance 

The definition also recognizes that the burden of acceptance lies with the 
recipient. It is the recipient who ultimately determines whether the document is 

“official”. 

Information 

A transcript contains all essential academic data such as: dates of 
attendance, courses taken, grades and credits awarded, degrees received. It may 

also contain information related to the student's current status at the institution. 

Unofficial Documents 
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Records that may have been in the hands of a student (such as student-copy 

transcripts or letters, grade reports, diplomas or graduation lists) are not 

considered official. 

Recipient Checklist 

Was the document mailed directly from the Registrar's Office in a sealed 

institutional envelope using an institutional postage meter (rather than a postage 

stamp)? 

Is there a registrar's signature and institutional seal? 

Does the document have a recent date of issue? 

Is the format of the transcript consistent with others received from the 

same institution? 

Are the records submitted consistent with the person's 

academic/employment background and with your own personal knowledge of the 

candidate? 

More Information 

Telephone the Registrar's Office of the issuing institution to verify dates of 

attendance, degrees granted and honors received. 

Write for more details or return the actual document (or a copy) to the 

issuing institution for verification. 

You may wish to interview the individual regarding the document. 

If you have received a document other than an official transcript, ask the 

person to request that an official transcript be sent directly to you. 

Dealing with Fraud 

If a fraudulent document has been received: 

Notify the issuing institution and return the original copy of the document. 
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Report the case to your attorney. 

Inform your local police department. 

Preserve all materials in plastic document holders for latent fingerprints. 

Additional information on record fraud is contained in the publication 
Misrepresentation in the Marketplace: Recognizing Fraudulent Credentials which 
may be ordered from the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and 

Admissions OfficerssAACRAO), One Dupont Circle NW., Suite 330, 

Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 20036. 
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Forgeries and Academic Record Fraud 

One of the major reasons for requiring "official" academic transcripts as 
the basis for evaluating credentials, qualifications, and other documents is to 

minimize and contain the very real and serious problem of forgeries and record 
fraud. As previously indicated, unless all academic documents assessed in the 

evaluation and recognition process are properly authenticated, the credibility of 
the evaluator will be jeopardized and public confidence in the overall assessment 

and recognition process may be undermined. For this reason, regardless of the 
academic documents that are presented for evaluation, evaluators should 

constantly check for possible tampering and forgeries. All parchments and 

academic records, but particularly those that are considered “unofficial”, should 

be closely scrutinized for signs of erasure, alteration, or other unauthorized 
changes. 

The most common types of document forgeries include the following: 

the addition of subjects or statements to a transcript or parchment; 

alteration of grades or examination results on a transcript; 

the substitution of names on a transcript or parchment (whereby the 

academic information is true and accurate, but pertains to a different 

individual); 

the counterfeiting of entire documents (both parchments and transcripts). 

Document forgeries are surprisingly easy to identify with practice and 

experience, but it is essential that the professional credential evaluator be 

constantly aware of this problem and make every effort to scrutinize all relevant 

academic documents closely for possible tampering before initiating an 

assessment. 
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Translations of Academic Documents: Some Common Problems 

Credential evaluators are frequently requested to assess academic 

qualifications and documents which have been translated from original "official" 

or "unofficial" records. Under no circumstances should an evaluation be 

undertaken solely on the basis of translations of parchments or transcripts. In all 

cases, the credential evaluator should insist on reviewing official, certified copies 

of the academic documentation in the original language, as well as certified 

translations of those documents if appropriate or required. 

Translations of foreign credentials and documents are, with surprising 

frequency, quite inaccurate and, like forgeries, can create a number of serious 

difficulties and unnecessary confusion and barriers in the evaluation process. 

Problems typically arising from improper translations include the following: 

The translation does not accurately reflect the level of study completed. 

Local terminology has been arbitrarily assigned to a foreign educational 

term. 

Important information contained in.the original document has been omitted 
from the translation. 

Information or explanations not contained in the original document are 
included in the translation, and the added information may or may not be 

accurate. 

Errors were made either in translating or producing the translated copy. 

Some concrete illustrations of the problems associated with translations are 

provided in Appendix A. Note, in particular, Example 4.0-4.1 where the trade of 
"Schlosser" has been translated as "Mechanical Engineering", Example 5.0-5.1 

where “Diplom-Kaufmann” has been translated as "Bachelor of Commerce", 
Example 6.0-6.1 where "Licencie es Lettres" has been translated as “Bachelor of 

Arts", Example 8.1 where the explanatory note "(college level)" has been 

inserted into the translation, Example 9.0-9.1 where "Kandidata Nauk" has been 
translated as "Doctor's Degree", Example 11.0-11.1 where "Diploma de Inginer 

in specialitatea Constructii” has been translated as “degree of Master of Science 
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in Civil Engineering", Example 12.0-12.1 where "“Ekonomin Tutkinnon” has 

been translated as “Master of Science (Econ.)", Example 13.0-13.1 where 
"Tekniska Gymnasiet I i Stockholm" has been translated as "Technical 

University I - Stockholm" and where descriptive grade comments have been 

converted to U.S.-style letter grade equivalents, and Example 14.0-14.1 where 
“Licenciado en Psicologia" has been translated as “Master of Psychology” and 

the qualification of "Pasante de Psicologia" has been translated as “Assistant 
Doctor of Psychology". See also Case 21.0-21.2 in Appendix B where the title of 

"magistra inzyniera mechanika" is equated parenthetically to a Canadian "M.Sc. 
in Mechanical Engineering” in the translation. 

Apart from the egregious errors that are sometimes made in translations (as 

evidenced most clearly in Examples 4.0-4.1 and 13.0-13.1 noted above), the 
common theme running through many of these translations of academic 
credentials and documents is the desire or felt need on the part of some 

translators to attempt an evaluation of the parchments or transcripts being 

translated. While such efforts are generally well-meaning and may, in fact, be 

accurate at times, the explanatory notes (which may or may not be accurate) and 

the explicit or more subtle evaluations and comparisons of foreign credentials 

that often appear in what purport to be simple translations can confuse and 

prejudice the entire assessment process. For the most part, translators do not have 
the necessary training, experience or, in many cases, the objectivity to evaluate or 

compare academic credentials and documents, just as credential evaluators may 

not have the necessary training or experience to make accurate translations. 

As these real-life examples illustrate, translations may sometimes contain 

serious errors of fact or misinterpretations. For all of the reasons cited above, 

credential evaluators should utilize translations cautiously and critically and 

should never rely solely on a translation to-evaluate a particular qualification or 

determine the appropriate level of formal educational attainment which a 

credential may represent. 
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Publications and Other Available Resources 

The authentication of parchments, transcripts, and other academic records 

is a necessary first step in the credential evaluation process. However, once the 

documents presented have been validated and determined to be genuine, the 

credential evaluator must then undertake an assessment of these records and the 

educational history which they represent and describe. In order to accomplish this 
task effectively, the professional evaluator must develop an excellent knowledge 
and understanding of foreign educational (sub)systems and qualifications. This is, 

in many ways, the evaluator's most daunting professional challenge. Fortunately, 

there are a number of available resources to facilitate this continuous learning 

process. 

The challenge of understanding foreign educational systems and 
credentials arises primarily from the fact that there are currently approximately 

two hundred independent countries in the world, each of which as at least one-- 

and many of which have more than one educational system. In Canada, for 

example, there are twelve such systems, representing the ten provinces and the 

two territories that make up this country. There is no such thing as a "Canadian" 

educational system: there are at least twelve provincial and territorial educational 

systems, each of which in turn incorporates quite varied subsystems at the 

primary/secondary and the post-secondary levels. Canada is by no means unique 

in this regard. Many "national" educational systems, to a greater or lesser degree, 
are complex entities, encompassing a variety of regional and local jurisdictions 

and subsystems and large numbers of secondary and post-secondary, as well as 
non-formal and non-traditional, academic institutions. The challenge of 

understanding this diversity is further complicated by the fact that many 

educational systems, at least over the last two or three decades, have tended to be 

quite dynamic, responding frequently and quickly to emerging political, 
economic, and social pressures and trends. Even if information about a particular 

system or subsystem, institution, or qualification’ in a particular country or 

jurisdiction is available in some published or electronic form--and frequently 

such comprehensive and detailed information is not readily available at all - 
whatever information is available may already be out-of-date or obsolete for 

purposes of undertaking a specific evaluation. The rapid political and social 

changes that have occurred since 1990 in many Central and East European 

countries, and the resultant impact of these changes on educational structures, 

studies, institutions, and qualifications, illustrate the challenges faced by many 
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credential evaluators in accessing current, comprehensive, and detailed 

information required to undertake an informed assessment of prior learning. 

Notwithstanding such limitations, there are quite a large number of 

published resources available to assist credential evaluators in accomplishing 

their task of assessing foreign qualifications and academic documents in a 
consistent, objective, and professional manner. The following listing includes 

some of the publications that are used most frequently and that may prove most 

helpful in evaluating credentials and other academic documents for various 

purposes. It should be emphasized that this is a highly select and compressed 

inventory of available published resources; more complete and detailed listings 

may be obtained from some of the bibliographic entries noted below. 

Selected Published Resources 

Bibliographic Guides and General Surveys of Educational Systems and 

Qualifications: 

AACRAO*/AID**, A Bibliography of Reference Materials for Evaluating 

Foreign Educational Credentials (1986). Available from AACRAO; see below 

for address. 

International Association of Universities****, Higher Education: Basic 

Information References on Systems, Degrees and Diplomas (January, 1991). 

Available from the IAU/UNESCO Information Centre on Higher Education; see 

below for address. 

UNESCO, World Guide to Higher Education: A Comparative Survey of 

Systems, Degrees and Qualifications, 2nd edition (1982). This edition has 

recently been revised and updated and the 3rd edition should be available shortly. 

British Council, National Academic Recognition Information Centre (NARIC), 

International Guide to Qualifications in Education, 3rd edition (1991). 

Inez Stepmeyer, editor, The Country Index: Interpretations for Use in the 

Evaluation of Foreign Educational Credentials, revised edition (1986). 

AACRAO*/AID**, Foreign Educational Credentials Required for Consideration 

of Admission to Universities and Colleges in the United States, 3rd edition 
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(1985). This edition has recently been revised and updated and the 4th edition 

should be available shortly. Available from AACRAO; see below for address. 

AACRAO*, International Academic Credentials Handbook, Volumes I-III 

(1988-1992). Available from AACRAO; see below for address 

The World of Learning 1991, 41st edition (Europa Publications Limited: 

London, England, 1990). 

NAFSA***, Handbook on the Placement of Foreign Graduate Students [in U.S. 

institutions], William Paver, editor (1990). 

Country and Regional Studies: 

AACRAO*, World Education Series (WES). A large number of WES volumes 
were published prior to 1989; these provide comprehensive and in-depth 

information about the educational systems of a wide range of countries. The 

WES volumes have now been discontinued and have been replaced by two other 

types of publications on international education sponsored by the Projects for 

International Education Research (PIER) Committee, an interassociational body 

representing the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions 

Officers (AACRAO) and NAFSA: Association of International Educators: WES 

Country Studies and WES Special Reports. Available from AACRAO; see below 

for address. 

AACRAO*/NAFSA***, Projects for International Education Research (PIER) 
Workshop Reports. PIER workshop reports provide sound, up-to-date 
information about the educational systems of a select group of related countries; 

they tend to be somewhat less comprehensive and less detailed than WES 

volumes. Recent workshop reports have focused on Central and Eastern Europe 

(including Poland and the Czech and Slovak Republics) and on the United 

Kingdom. Available from AACRAO; see below for address. 

Commission of the European Communities, Higher Education in the European 

Community, Student Handbook, 6th edition (Kogan Page: London, England, 
1990). 

Commission of the European Communities, A- Guide to Higher Education 

Systems and Qualifications in the European Community (Kogan Page: London, 

England, 1991). _ 
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British Qualifications, 20th edition (Kogan Page: London, England, 1989). 

Post-Secondary Academic Institutions and Institutional Profiles: 

International Association of Universities****, International Handbook of 

Universities and Other Institutions of Higher Education, 12th edition (1991). 

This publication is updated and republished every two years. 

American Council on Education, American Colleges and Universities, 13th 

edition (1987). 

Association of Commonwealth Universities, Commonwealth Universities 

Yearbook 1990, Volumes J-IV, 66th edition (1990). 

"Diploma Mills", Accreditation and Quality Assurance, and Non- 
Traditiona) Education: 

David W. Steward and Henry A. Spille, Diploma Mills, Degrees of Fraud 

(Macmillan: New York, 1988). Useful information on diploma mills and 

fraudulent documents, as well as accreditation procedures and state regulatory 
and certification processes in the United States. 

John Bear, Bear's Guide to Earning College Degrees Non-Traditionally, 11th 

edition (Greenwich University Press: Hilo, Hawaii, 1990). The author provides a 

useful listing of known "degree mills" worldwide (pages 233-252) as well as 

wide-ranging and sometimes provocative descriptions and compendia of non- 

traditional educational opportunities. 

* American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers 

Address: One Dupont Circle, NW Suite 330,Washington, D.C. 20036-1171, 
U.S.A. 

** United States Agency for International Development 

*** NAFSA: Association of International Educators 

Address: 1875 Connecticut Avenue, NW,Suite 1000,Washington, D.C. 20009- 

5728, U.S.A. 
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****Tnternational Association of Universities 

Address: 1, rue Miollis,F-75732 Paris 15, France 

While the list of select publications included above will provide much of 

the useful base information needed to conduct effective assessments of studies 

and prior learning completed in other countries or jurisdictions, there are 

additional resources that are available. to credential evaluators to assist them in 

understanding foreign educational (sub)systems, institutions, and academic 

qualifications and documents. Chief among these are knowledgeable and 

experienced colleagues from other agencies, countries, and jurisdictions who are 

involved in similar activities. Formal associations and informal networks of 

credential evaluators do exist, and all of them face the same challenge of 

constantly obtaining accurate, comprehensive, detailed, and current information 

and data about educational (sub)systems and academic qualifications awarded 

worldwide. As part of their professional development, credential evaluators 

should make every effort to join such formal associations and informal networks 

and to consult freely and frequently with other knowledgeable and experienced 

professionals in the field whenever general or specific problems arise in the 

assessment process. Ongoing discussion, consultation, and "networking" with 

colleagues from different agencies, countries, and jurisdictions regarding shared 

credential evaluation issues and concerns will eventually produce commonly 

accepted international standards and procedures for assessment of foreign 

qualifications and contribute to the “professionalization" of the credential 

evaluation process itself in the many different settings in which it is undertaken. 

In North America, the two major organizations that provide annual fora for 

credential evaluators to meet and exchange information and perspectives on 

common problems and issues are the American Association of Collegiate 
Registrars and Admissions Officers (AACRAO) and NAFSA: Association of 

International Educators. The more recently established European Association of 

International Educators (EAIE) provides similar opportunities in another 
continental setting. Credential evaluators should make every effort to join and 

participate in the activities of such formal associations and of smaller, informal 

networks as part of their ongoing professional development. 

Still another important resource is the accumulated information and 

knowledge that credential evaluators can derive from previous assessments that 

have been undertaken and researched. To ensure that prior research and 

information-gathering effort is not wasted and that its fruits can be easily 

accessed by others, detailed records and worksheets should be maintained of any 
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and all previous evaluations that may have been requested, attempted, and 
completed. Traditionally, such background or research materials which informed 

specific evaluations have been retained in written or paper format; however, with 
the rapid advances in computer technology that have been made in recent years, 

accumulated country, jurisdiction, and institutional files and records of previous 

evaluations can now be maintained, updated, and accessed with relative ease in a 

computerized or electronic form. Whether maintained in a paper or electronic 
format, complete historical records pertaining to academic qualifications that 
have previously been researched and evaluated represent a rich source of 
information and knowledge for both the novice and the more experienced 

credential evaluator. Maintenance and easy accessing of such records should be a 
high priority for all agencies and individuals involved in credential evaluation. 

The existence of such historical records also provides a useful check for ensuring 

some consistency and standardization in the evaluation process. 

The final resource that should be mentioned, even though its potential has 

not yet been fully realized, is TRACE, the acronym for the Trans Regional 

Academic Mobility and Credential Evaluation Information Network. This 

recently-initiated information network on higher education around the world will 
eventually provide a controlled, but decentralized, collection of standardized 

electronic data on: 

higher education systems in the different countries, their structure and 
organization, including the normative framework for international cooperation 

(exchange agreements and conventions); 

higher educational institutions, including detailed data on organization and 

governance, admissions criteria, programs of study, enrollment statistics, and 
cooperation agreements; and 

higher educational qualifications and credentials awarded by institutions in 

different countries. 

TRACE is still in the process of collecting the necessary information and 

data from the various member jurisdictions and agencies involved. Once this 

network is fully operational (and as membership expands), it will provide an 

easily accessible repository of continuously updated, electronic information on 

higher education systems, institutions, and qualifications around the world. 
Further information about TRACE may be obtained from: 

Trace Coordinating Agency 
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International Association of Universities 

International Universities Bureau 
1, rue Miollis 

F-75732 Paris 15, France 
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Determining General Levels of Formal Educational Attainment 

(Benchmarks) 

As previously indicated, one of the major challenges for a credential 

evaluator is to achieve an excellent knowledge and understanding of foreign 
educational systems and subsystems and the academic qualifications and records 

that these (sub)systems award and generate. This obvious challenge arises, in the 
first instance, from the large number and the diversity of educational 

(sub)systems and institutions which function nationally, regionally, and locally 

and, in some cases, transnationally (such as the "British" system of Ordinary and 

Advanced Level examinations and the "French" system of secondary and post- 

secondary studies) and, in the second instance, by the dynamic character of these 

complex and diverse structures which generate qualifications and credentials. 

A further barrier to greater knowledge and understanding arises from the 

obvious and often intimidating linguistic diversity that is an essential defining 

aspect of our globe. Even where particular credentials awarded in different 
countries or jurisdictions reflect comparable, if not exactly identical, levels of 

educational attainment, the different names and terminology which are used for 

substantially very similar qualifications and which appear on the academic 
documents and records presented for assessment can be a source of confusion 
and uncertainty for the novice and even the more seasoned evaluator. The Finnish 

"Ylioppilastutkintotodistus", the Dutch “Voorbereidend Wetenshappelijk 

Onderwijs", the Polish “Swiadectwo Dojrzalosci" the Hungarian “Erettsegi 

Bizonyitvany", the Italian “Diploma di Maturita", the German “Abitur”, the 

Swedish "Studentexamen", the Czech "Vysvedceni o Maturitni Zkousce", and the 
Romanian "Baccalaureat" - to name just a few of the many foreign-language 

credentials that are awarded in Europe - all testify to successful completion of a 

general secondary-level academic education or "maturity" and, it may be argued, 

represent comparable levels of educational attainment; however, the very 

different nomenclature used for each particular parchment would not immediately 
lead to this conclusion. In fact, the normal human reaction would most likely be 

to assume that quite different types of studies and educational levels were 
represented by these nominally different academic qualifications. (Alternatively, 

one might simply throw up one's hands in confusion and move on to more easily 

manageable matters.) While educational (sub)systems and credentials are indeed 

very numerous, diverse, dynamic, and sometimes quite complex, credential 

evaluators should not fall into the opposite trap of missing the underlying 
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commonalty or substantial similarities among educational structures and 

qualifications. 

Despite the obvious linguistic, political, and cultural differences and 

diversity that characterize our world, the underlying structure of most educational 

systems and subsystems and associated educational "benchmarks" tends to be 

remarkably similar across national and jurisdictional boundaries; certainly, there 

is much more uniformity than the extreme and often confusing nominal diversity 

of particular academic credentials would suggest. In fact, the essential structural 

and organizational features of most formal educational systems can be outlined 

very succinctly as follows: 

Primary Education 

In most countries or jurisdictions, primary education tends to be quite 

general and usually represents between four and six years of formal schooling. 

Secondary Education 

In most countries or jurisdictions, secondary-level education typically 
involves between six and nine years of formal schooling, depending on the 

normal length of the primary education cycle. Often, secondary education is 
divided into a lower level, which tends to follow a general and common 

curriculum for all students up to Grade VIII, IX, or X, and an upper level, which 

allows opportunities for greater specialization of studies through Grades IX, X, 

XI, XII, and, possibly, XIII. Thus, there may be two "benchmarks" within the 

secondary level of education: the first represented by completion of the lower 
secondary level at which point some "intermediate" credential may be awarded; 
the second represented by completion of the upper secondary level where a 

“maturity” or “leaving” or "completion" certificate is awarded. 

Upon entering the upper-secondary level, students frequently must choose 

between a more traditional and general academic program which prepares them 

for further study in an institution of higher education and a technical or 

vocational program designed to facilitate entry into a career or the work force 

upon completion of secondary school. In some jurisdictions, the distinction 

between the academic, university-preparatory stream and the technical or 
vocational stream at the upper-secondary level is not so clearly defined; as a 
consequence, even those students who complete a technical or vocational 

specialization are also exposed to a substantial component of general and 
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academic education and may obtain the "completion" or "maturity" qualification 
required for admission to further study at the tertiary or post-secondary level. 

Tertiary, Post-Secondary, or Higher Education 

In most countries or jurisdictions, tertiary or post-secondary education is 

represented most obviously by universities and more specialized university-type 

institutes or academies, on the one hand, and by various non-university 

institutions such as colleges and technical institutes on the other. 

Universities and university-type institutes and academies normally offer 

programs of study that are at least four years in length, though these may be 
somewhat shorter or longer depending on the jurisdiction, the institution, and the 

program. By contrast, non-university post-secondary institutions tend to offer 

shorter programs of study (usually at least one, but no more than three, years in 

length), and such studies are usually quite applied and specialized, rather than 

academic and general, in focus. In some jurisdictions, the universities themselves 

(or comparable institutions) offer shorter "sub-degree" programs with a strong 

applied orientation; in other jurisdictions, non-university institutions have 

evolved into "degree-granting" status. 

The structure of university and university-type programs is somewhat more 

diverse than non-university post-secondary studies. Typically, universities offer 

both "undergraduate" or "first degree or diploma" programs, which usually last 

from four to six years and either provide a general academic education in one of 

the traditional arts and science disciplines or prepare for the practice of a 

profession (such as law, medicine, architecture, teaching, accountancy, or 

engineering), and also "graduate" or "postgraduate" programs which tend to 

emphasize original research and more independent study. 

Generally speaking, most academic credentials, qualifications, and 

documents, regardless of jurisdiction or institution of origin, can be related 

directly to one of the general educational levels outlined above and to one of the 
program or study streams that exist within each of these general levels. The 

ability to make this accurate and direct linkage between a particular academic 

qualification or document and the general or more specific level of study or 

educational attainment which the qualification represents is perhaps the most 
crucial analytical step in evaluating credentials or academic records that have 

already been authenticated. Credential evaluators should always look beyond the 

name of the degree, diploma, or certificate appearing on the parchment or 

transcript to the larger educational system within which that particular credential 
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originates and to the general or, if appropriate, the more specific level of studies 
and educational attainment which that credential represents. Once a particular 

qualification or academic record has been linked accurately and directly to the 

appropriate educational level, institution, and program of studies in the country 
or jurisdiction of origin, the credential evaluator is well on the way to 

establishing some comparability of that particular qualification or academic 
record to domestic levels or standards of educational attainment. 

The following specific questions will prove very useful in determining 

more precisely where a particular credential or academic document may "fit" or 

properly belongs within the educational system(s) of the country or jurisdiction 

of origin: 

What are the normal entrance requirements for (or level of study 

immediately preceding) the educational program represented by the academic 

qualification(s) or documents presented for authentication and assessment? 

What is the nature or purpose of the educational program represented by 

the academic qualification(s) or documents presented? To prepare for further 

study? To prepare for employment? To prepare for professional practice? 

Does the qualification or credential lead to further study, direct 
employment, or professional practice? If further study, does it prepare for 

university or university-type studies (and for "undergraduate" or "graduate" 

studies) or for non-university "sub-degree" programs? 

Was the educational program completed? If not, how complete or 

incomplete is it? 

How would the academic document or credential be assessed and 

“recognized” within the country or jurisdiction where it was issued? 

In order to obtain the best possible understanding of what particular 

academic qualifications or documents mean or signify within the context of the 

foreign educational system or subsystem which awarded or produced them (in 

other words, how these educational attainments are valued indigenously), 

credential evaluators should always attempt to answer all of the questions listed 
above as accurately and completely as available sources of information will 

permit. Only after this crucial analytical process has been completed 
satisfactorily should an attempt be made to compare foreign credentials or 
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academic documents to domestic standards or levels of formal educational 
attainment. Once all of the questions posed above are answered as accurately and 
comprehensively as possible, an obvious preliminary assessment of comparability 

will almost naturally suggest itself to evaluator. 
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Defining Educational Levels and Benchmarks: Another Typology 

The rather crude typology of educational levels, structures, and 

benchmarks outlined in the preceding section has been developed by the author 
and is based on his practical experiences and observations in evaluating foreign 

qualifications, from a decidedly North American perspective. It is intended to 

emphasize the essential simplicity of and underlying uniformity among national, 
regional, and local educational systems and among the nominally varied and 

diverse academic qualifications and documents which these systems produce. 

A somewhat different, but complementary, typology of educational levels, 

structures, and benchmarks has been developed by the American Association of 

Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers (AACRAO) from descriptions 

appearing in other UNESCO publications. As this typology is more 

comprehensive and applies and explains terms and definitions more rigorously, it 
may also prove to be useful to readers of this publication: 

Secondary Education 

General: intended primarily as preparation for entry into higher education. 

Technical: provides direct preparation for an occupation or for entry into 

higher non-university education. 

Vocational: terminal in nature; provides direct preparation for an 
occupation. 

University Higher Education 

First Stage: introduction to the fundamentals of a discipline, including 
basic courses in other relevant fields; in the United States, the first stage is lower 

division courses. 

Second Stage: specialization in a fundamental or applied discipline, 

usually involving introduction to research and analysis of complete problems; in 
the United States, the second stage is upper division course work leading to the 

bachelor's degree; the second stage qualification may also be called the first or 
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primary degree and is often a professional qualification (for example, to practice 

law, medicine, architecture, or engineering). 

Third Stage: advanced study and original research; a second stage 

qualification is required for admission; the third stage in the United States is 

graduate work. 

Non-University Higher Education 

Higher education requiring completion of secondary school for admission 

and leading to a specific qualification, often occupational, that does not give 

access to third-stage university programs. 

Non-Traditional Education 

Adult education, extension education, and part-time courses not leading to 
a degree or diploma and often not part of the formal, established educational 

system. 
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Establishing the Legitimacy of Credential-Issuing Institutions or Agencies 

While all educational institutions may issue various credentials and 

academic documents and usually do so, not all educational institutions are 

legitimate (or “approved" or "recognized" or "accredited", to use several 

different variants of what is essentially the same concept). An extreme form of 

academic illegitimacy is represented by so-called "diploma mills" which 
fraudulently reproduce diplomas and degrees awarded by legitimate institutions 

and sell these credentials, for quick profit, to whoever wishes to purchase them. 

Fuller and rather frightening information about the existence, activities, and 

dimensions of "diploma mills" is provided in the publication Degree Mills, 

Degrees of Fraud which is cited in the list of published resources provided 
earlier. Closer to the centre of the (illegitimacy continuum are “academic” 

institutions which exist in name only and which, often for a steep price, are 

prepared to award various qualifications to individuals who have not attempted 

or completed any formal program of studies. Although outright fraud may not be 

committed when this occurs, the educational and social value of such credentials 
is obviously questionable. Further along the continuum are institutions which 
may offer formal programs of study and award associated credentials, but which, 

for a variety of reasons, are not officially "approved", "recognized", or 
"accredited". One example of this type of institution is provided by the many 

private universities which have been established in Romania since 1990. 

Although these universities do offer formal programs of study, which are often 
quite different. from those offered by the state-supported and -regulated 
universities and institutes, and will likely award some kind of diploma or degree 

upon successful completion, they are not officially recognized or approved and 

their status remains rather murky. In the United States, there are also quite a large 

number of post-secondary institutions which operate and award degrees of 

varying kinds and levels, but which are not "accredited" in the very specific sense 

that will be explained and discussed more fully below. Credentials and 

qualifications awarded by such institutions are perhaps the most difficult to 

evaluate, because, even though the academic documents themselves may be 

"authentic" in the sense that they do represent some formal study or training and 

have not been tampered with or altered, their intrinsic and relative value cannot 

be easily or assuredly determined. Finally, there are those institutions - perhaps 
the majority - whose legitimacy is not and should not be in doubt. Such 

institutions tend to have fairly deep and durable historical roots within the larger 

jurisdiction and culture of which they are a part, are generally well-known 

domestically and often internationally, and usually have been granted a formal 
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and specific authority or mandate to operate as academic institutions, to offer 

particular programs of study, and to award various credentials and qualifications 

certifying successful completion of specific studies. 

In most countries of the world, there is typically some type of state or 

governmental certification or control of higher education and this is usually the 

best criteria or indicator for determining the legitimacy of a particular academic 

institution. In other words, if any institution is "approved" or "recognized" or in 

some sense regulated by appropriate state or governmental agencies, then it is 

very likely a legitimate educational institution and the qualifications and 

credentials which it awards should be assumed to have some value, not only 

locally but internationally. On the other hand, if an institution is not officially 

“recognized” or "approved" or in some sense regulated by the appropriate state 

or governmental agencies, then any credentials or qualifications which it may 

award or issue should be treated cautiously and critically. Such an institution 
may, in fact, be "legitimate" or it may eventually evolve in that direction, but the 

burden of proof should be on the institution itself and on the holder of its 

credentials or qualifications to demonstrate its "legitimacy". Legitimacy can also 

be bestowed indirectly, as a consequence of recognition or acceptance by an 

academic institution whose own legitimacy is not in question because it is clearly 

“approved” or "recognized" by appropriate state or governmental agencies. In 

other words, if an institution whose legitimacy is clearly established is prepared 

to recognize studies offered and credentials awarded by another institution within 

the same jurisdiction, then such recognition, albeit indirect, should normally be 

honored and accepted by a credential evaluator. 

Unfortunately, there is no up-to-date master list of legitimate academic 

institutions world-wide, although the TRACE project holds out the possibility 

that this may one day be a reality. In the absence of such a master list, the best 

way for credential evaluators to determine the legitimacy of specific credential- 

issuing institutions or agencies is to understand as fully as possible the larger 

educational systems within which particular institutions operate and to learn as 
much as possible about the history, mandate, structure, programs, operations, and 

official status of those institutions whose, legitimacy may be unclear or 

questionable. Fortunately, fairly detailed institutional profiles are provided in 
three massive publications which have been cited earlier and which, between 

them, cover most countries and jurisdictions: the International _Handbook_of 

Universities and Other Institutions of Higher Education, American Colleges and 
Universities, and the Commonwealth Universities Yearbook. These should be 

among the first sources to consult if the status or legitimacy of a particular 

credential-issuing institution is unclear or in doubt. Most of the WES volumes 
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and PIER Workshop Reports cited earlier also contain lengthy and detailed 

institutional profiles as well as descriptions of larger educational systems and 

their specific recognition or approval mechanisms. If further or more current 

information is required, credential evaluators shouldn’t hesitate to contact the 

institution itself or the appropriate Ministry of Education or governmental agency 

responsible for higher education to seek clarification of an institution's official or 

legal status. Institutional calendars, catalogues, and prospectuses may also 

provide extremely helpful information in addressing and resolving these 

questions. 

The United States poses some special problems in this regard because its 

central government, for complex historical reasons, has deliberately eschewed 

any direct involvement in or attempt to regulate or certify educational activity. As 

a consequence, there are over 3,000 post-secondary institutions in the United 
States today and very few external governmental controls on who may or may not 

establish an educational institution and award various degrees and qualifications. 

In response to the obvious quality assurance issues and problems that have 

resulted from this situation, a unique process of "accreditation" through 
voluntary, self-regulating associations and commissions has evolved in the 

United States which can provide credential evaluators with useful information 

regarding the status of particular institutions and programs. Three types of 

“accreditation” may occur. The most common and probably the most desirable is 

total institutional accreditation which is conferred by one of the following six 

regional accrediting commissions: the Middle States Association of Colleges and 

Schools, the New England Association of Schools and Colleges, the North 

Central Association of Colleges and Schools, the Northwest Association of 

Schools and Colleges, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, and the 

Western Association of Schools and Colleges. As well, individual post-secondary 

programs or academic units, usually of a specialized or professional nature, may 
be accredited by one of thirty-nine professional accrediting associations. Finally, 

there are five specialized associations that accredit total institutions on a national 
scale: the American Association of Bible Colleges, the Association of 
Independent Colleges and Schools, the Association of Theological Schools in the 

United States and Canada, the National Association of Trade and Technical 

Schools, and the National Home Study Council. However, as the publication 
American Universities and Colleges points out, “the basic accreditation remains 

membership in one of the regional [accrediting] commissions, upon which 

virtually all other accreditation is built." As “accreditation”, in its various forms, 

can be a subtle and easily misunderstood concept and process, the section on 

“Accreditation in Higher Education" in the publication American Universities 
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and Colleges, cited above, should be consulted for a fuller and more detailed 

explanation. 

Credential evaluators should be aware that there are very few restrictions 
in the United States on individuals or groups who may wish to establish their own 

private institutions or even their own private accrediting agencies. Consequently, 

the fact that an institution may claim to be “accredited" is not, by itself, very 

meaningful or helpful in evaluating the credentials which that institution awards 
or the academic documents it produces. If a post-secondary institution in the 

United States does claim to be “accredited” in order to establish its legitimacy, 
the credential evaluator should verify what type of "accreditation" has been 

conferred and by which accrediting association or commission. As a general 

guideline, if the institution has not been accredited by one of the regional’ 

accrediting commissions named above, any credentials or academic documents 
which it may issue should be evaluated very cautiously and critically. 
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Quality Considerations in Evaluating Foreign Academic Credentials and 
Documents 

As a general rule, any qualitative judgments that may be made at the 
present time regarding foreign educational systems and credentials will very 

likely be questionable or difficult to substantiate because the comprehensive and 

accurate information needed to make such judgments in an informed way is 
lacking and because there are no clearly defined and generally accepted 

international standards on which to base such judgments. Most often, such 

"assessments" of foreign educational systems and qualifications are highly 

subjective and based on some combination of anecdotal observations, general 

impressions, and provincial assumptions, rather than objective and valid data. For 

these reasons, credential evaluators should show a great deal of caution and care 

whenever they are called upon to render qualitative judgments about foreign 

studies or qualifications. Notwithstanding the obvious problems identified above, 
however, situations do arise in the evaluation process where some assessment of 

the quality of a particular program of studies or credential may be requested or 

required; typically, this would occur where there is keen competition for access 

to limited opportunities for further study or employment. Although the process is 

fraught with difficulties and pitfalls, the following factors should be considered 

before attempting to reach any conclusion regarding the intrinsic and relative 

quality of particular programs of study and academic qualifications: 

Is the issuing institution considered to legitimate, according to the criteria 

that have previously been identified? If it is not clearly legitimate, where does it 

fit on the (illegitimacy continuum? 

How selective or open is the educational system of which the issuing 

institution is a part with respect to entrance, continuation and attrition, and 

graduation or completion standards? 

How selective or open is the issuing institution with respect to entrance, 

continuation and attrition, and graduation or completion standards? 

What grading systems and assessment practices are followed by the 

educational system and the issuing institution? 
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What information is available regarding relative academic standing, 

including, for example, individuals’ rank in their class or program? 

What is the nature of the credential that has been awarded and what was 

the overall standing obtained by its holder? What have the holder of the 
credential and other graduates of the program or the institution achieved after 
they have left the institution? 

While there may be no clear or definitive answers to some of these 

questions, they at least provide some concrete guidelines in reaching informed 

and defensible conclusions regarding the quality of particular programs of study 

and academic credentials. 
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Establishing Comparability 

Having authenticated the academic documents presented for evaluation 

and having researched these documents and linked them to the appropriate levels 

of educational attainment in the country or jurisdiction of origin, the credential 

evaluator is now in a position to establish a credible and defensible comparison 
to local or domestic educational structures and standards. If all of the preceding 

steps in the assessment process have been. conducted in a thorough and 

professional manner and if all of the necessary information that has been gathered 

is accurate and comprehensive, the task of establishing appropriate comparability 

should be relatively easy and straightforward. In effect, it involves relating the 

applicant's total academic record to domestic educational structures and 

standards in terms of such factors as years of schooling, educational 

“benchmarks”, and content and quality of studies. As previously indicated, the 

particular factor or factors to be emphasized in any given comparison is likely to 

vary depending on the purposes for which the evaluation has been requested or is 

required. 
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A Procedural Checklist for Evaluating Foreign Academic Credentials and 

Documents 

Before issuing a final evaluation report or judgment regarding academic 

comparability, the credential evaluator should take appropriate steps to ensure the 

accuracy and completeness of the process and of the final assessment that has 

been prepared. The following checklist covers all of the individual steps and 
procedures that have been previously suggested and explained throughout this 
publication to assist the evaluator in arriving at conclusions regarding academic 
comparability that are objective, consistent, equitable, and professional. With 
practice and experience, the detailed process of authentication and evaluation that 
is summarized in the following checklist will become second nature; however, it 

is recommended that the novice evaluator actually review and verify each of the 

steps or procedures included in the checklist before signing off a particular 

assessment or evaluation report. 

1. Compare all available biographical and academic data for consistency. 

Do the applicant's name(s), date of birth, and other biographical and 
academic data as indicated on the application form match similar information 
appearing on the academic documents presented for evaluation? 

2. Verify the status of the issuing institution. 

Is the issuing institution officially recognized as a legitimate entity by the 

Ministry of Education or Higher Education or by an accrediting or recognition 

agency in the country or jurisdiction in which it operates? 

Did the issuing institution exist and function at the time that the applicant 

was enrolled? 

Is it a primary, secondary, or tertiary institution? 

Are the programs offered academic, technical, vocational, professional, 

adult education, in-service, distance delivery, non-formal in nature? 
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Does the information about the issuing institution that you obtained from 

other sources match the information that appears on the academic documents you 

are evaluating? 

3. Verify the authenticity of the academic document(s) presented. 

Does the academic document closely resemble other documents issued by 

the same institution or the country/jurisdiction? 

Are there signs of alteration (for example, missing dots or lines, differing 

type faces at differing points in the document, crooked or slanted entries, changes 

in background)? 

Does the format match that which you would expect from an institution in 
that country or jurisdiction? 

Or does it appear to follow the format of institutions in the receiving or 

another country or jurisdiction? 

Does the nature of the educational program resemble that of other 

programs offered by the institution or in that country/jurisdiction? 

4, Check key words in the academic document(s). 

What does the academic document actually say (in the original language 

and in translation)? 

Re-check key words: graduated, awarded, completed, participated, 

attended. 

5. Verify the accuracy of the translation. 

Compare the translation with the foreign language document. 

Use a dictionary to check the key works on the credential or document: 

name of institution, faculty, and department; name of the degree or diploma 

awarded; date of the award; conditions that may apply to the award. 
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Remember: use the translation to speed up your reading of the foreign 
language document. NEVER use a translation by itself in liew of the original 

version. 

6. Determine the level and nature of the program. 

What are the minimum entrance requirements? What are the normal or 

effective entrance requirements? 

What is the normal length of the program (i.e., the number of years of full- 
time study normally required for successful completion or graduation)? 

Is it a full-time or a part-time program? Is it a traditional or a non- 
traditional program? 

What is the nature of the program: academic or applied? 

To what does the qualification (degree, diploma, or certificate) give access 

in the country or jurisdiction of origin? Employment, further education, 

professional certification? 

Does the chronology indicated on the academic document(s) match the 

usual pattern of study for that country or institution? 
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The Finished Product: Some Examples of Credential Evaluation Worksheets 
and Assessment Reports to Consider 

In the course of their work, professional evaluators in different agencies, 

countries, and jurisdictions have developed various worksheets and reporting 

formats to assist them in the collection and evaluation of information pertaining 

to particular academic credentials and educational histories and in the 

presentation of their conclusions and judgments regarding academic 
comparability to different clients and client groups. A number of credential 

evaluation worksheets and assessment statements that have been developed and 

are used in North America are reproduced here. Readers of this publication may 

find that these evaluation and reporting instruments, or certain elements of them, 
are either directly applicable or can be easily adapted to their particular 

situations. 

The sample worksheets and evaluation reports reproduced here for 

illustrative purposes are as follows: 

"Credential Analysts Worksheet (CAW)" used by the AACRAO-AID 

project primarily to determine academic placement in post-secondary institutions 

in the United States. 

"AACRAO/AEP Credential Analysis" worksheet, used primarily to 

determine admissibility to and appropriate academic placement in post-secondary 

institutions in the United States and the Canada. 

"Attestation d'equivalence” issued by an agency of the government of the 

province of Quebec in Canada. 

"Attestation d'etudes” (two samples) prepared by an agency of the 

government of the province of Quebec in Canada. 

Certificate of formal educational attainment and comparability prepared by 

the Office of the Registrar at the University of Alberta in Edmonton, Alberta, 
Canada. . 

"Evaluation Report" prepared by Education Credential Evaluators, Inc., a 
private evaluation agency in the United States. 
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A Suggested Template for Academic Credential Evaluation Worksheets and 

Assessment Reports 

The following comprehensive template has been developed to assist 

credential evaluators in creating evaluation worksheets, formal and standardized 

assessment reports, and computerized databases that are appropriate to their 

particular situations and to the needs of the clients and client groups whom they 
serve. Not all data elements listed here will necessarily be applicable to all 

contexts, so some selectivity should be exercised in determining which particular 

data elements are required and should be captured as part of the authentication 

and evaluation process. . 

1. Biographical/Demographic Data 

a. full legal name 

b. any previous name(s) used 

c. date of birth 

d. country/place of birth 

e. citizenship/legal status 

f. mother language 

g. other identifiers (for example, social insurance number) 

h. purpose of assessment as defined by the applicant for example, further 

education, employment, professional certification/licensure, immigration, general 

interest, other) 

2. Academic Data 

i. higher formal academic/professional credential or title attained (original 

title/name of diploma or credential, NOT a translation) 

j. date of award of academic/professional credential or qualification 
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k. issuing institution or agency 

l. status of issuing institution or agency (public/state, private, accredited, 

recognized, approved) 

m. level of issuing institution/agency and credential awarded (primary, 

secondary, tertiary or post-secondary, graduate/research, non-formal or non- 

traditional) 

n. normal length of program of studies (expressed in years of full-time study) 

required for the credential or qualification 

o. dates of enrollment in the program of studies leading to the credential or 

qualification 

p- normal admission requirements for program (or antecedent studies completed) 

q. nature and purpose of education program (academic, technical, vocational, 

professional, research) 

r. specialization(s) 

s. content of educational program (courses, subjects, examinations) 

t. grading/assessment scales and methods used 

u. standing/overall grade on program of studies 

v. thesis title (if thesis required for qualification or credential) 

w. practical component (if any) of program of studies 

x. to what does the credential give access in the country/jurisdiction of origin 

(further study? employment? professional certification? all of the above?) 

3. Estimation of Comparability to Local or Domestic Standards or Levels of 

Educational Attainment 

y. to be provided by evaluator 
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Some Parting Advice 

Be well-informed, both about your own educational system(s) and those of 

other countries and jurisdictions. This is no mean task and is really at the very 
heart of effective evaluation. 

Avoid casual evaluations; be thorough and critical in authenticating, 

researching, and assessing qualifications, credentials, and academic documents 

issued in other countries and jurisdictions. 

Document exceptions and oddities, as well as more routine evaluations. 

Review assumptions and procedures frequently. 
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Be assaNce 22/04/65 SEXE F 

% OC 11 10:58 
t No OU COURS TITRE Oy CORS tur woes |reuarcue | MITERE | session Oe 

401-901-~75 | Int. Principes Adn. 2.00 76 78 | H-85 

§04-901~52 | Anglais Avancé 2.00 91 74 | H-ES 

201-105~77 | Alg. Vect. et Lin. Géo, 2.66 33 64} E-85 

  

  
  

Cig 

      
  

ERM RAMAN KIM KKK KEM MIE MK TEM KKK MMH AE NK IE IY TER I I KR EE EK 

  

Sans Mention 

PROGRAMME O'ETUDES 

523.33 Crédits 

o00.80 
NO DU PROGR 

OUI E-85 
COMPLETE   COURS CUMULES 

COURS SUIvIS 

    
  

  

FEMARQUES: I-Incomplet: EQ-tquivaience: E-Echec 
SESSION: A-Automne: H-Hiver: E-Et6 

"90 3SIER 
098/710/85 

DATE D’EMISSION 
Victor Audet 

REGISTRAIRE 

33 

: AB-Abandon EA-Echec pour absences (mention non utilisée depurs H 81) EX-Exenptz0n 

16-9096 

 



ase The UNIVERSITYof WESTERN ONTARIO 

  

teas DEPARTMENT OF ADMISSIONS AND ACADEMIC RECORDS TRANSCRIPT OF ACADEMIC RECORE 
SA. LONDON ONTARIO CANADA NBA 588 

Von 
nq aL : _ 

DATE ISSUED: 92/02/03 STUDENT NUMBER: 
SURNAME: 

PAGE: 01 OF 01 GIVEN NAMES: 
DATE OF BIRTH: 

MAILED TO: MT ROYAL COLLEGE 
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 
4825 RICHARD RD. S.W. 
CALGARY, AB 
T3E 6K6 

Example 3.0 

BASIS OF ADMISSION: 
W80 ONTARIO YEAR S 1980 

LATEST PROGRAM OF STUDY: 
BACHELOR OF ARTS (3 YEAR PROGRAM) NO AREA OF CONCENTRATION 

“CURRENT STANDING: 
REQUIRED TO WITHDRAW FROM THE UNIVERSITY. 

DEGREES CONFERRED: 
NO DEGREE CONFERRED AS OF THIS DATE 

HEI HE EAHA HEHE AIA HEALLEI ILLIA LESLIE ELL III IIIS IEE MLAS SEL AI LAI SEALS IIA SIE IAPS SII SI SSA IE 
WEIGHT MARK GRADE 

WINTER 1980/81 
SOCIOLOGY 020 1.0 063 C 
PSYCHOLOGY 020 1.0 9052 0 
PHYS. ED. 920 1.0 064 C 
MATH. O12B 0.5 9061 C 
MATH. O1LA 0.5 051 OD 
BIOLOGY 021 1.0 XXX F 

WINTER 1981/82 
DANCE 27548 0.S o70 B 
PSYCHOLOGY 141 1.0 XXX F 
PHYS. ED. 2608 O.5 Xxx F 
PHYS. ED. 261A 0.5 9060 C 
PHYS. ED. 250B 0.5 069 C 
CLASSIC .ST 136 1.0 058 D 
BIOLOGY 021 1.9 9050 D 

WINTER 1982/83 
WRITING 1018 0.5 O75 B 
SOCIOLOGY 140 1.0 XXX F 
PHYSIOLOGY 130 1.0 050 OD 
PHYS. ED. 280A 0.5 0646 C 
HOME ECON. 021 1.0 066 C 
REQUIRED TO WITHDRAW FROM THE UNIVERSITY. : 

SEE HE HE IE HE HEE HEHE HE HEE HEE EE I HE EE END OF TRANSCRIPT HEHEHE HEH HE HEHE HK IH HH HEH KK HE RK RIE 

SEE REVERSE FOR LEGEND 
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Example 3.1 
THE UNIVERSITY GF WESTERN ONTARIO 

  The University 1s a mauiber of the Assocuilion of Universities and Colleges of Canada. the i alt 

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
The norm! requrement Je adiissios bs andetyiadushe stuns an Ontina 
Secondary School Daoud on ern otarndiny, 

COURSE WEIGHTS & EQUIVALENCIE Sterc tim Eduction & Law) 
A Tul course (wm TO) nornoll, Consists of three aclure hours auch week 
for the full year 
Each full conse is 

Facully of Education 
Tie Orisic prageaiy fe guitermnt for a student enroitcd wt any inmal Teacher Education 
Progmnag 210 us 37 0 Of win hn represen! Ine in-college Course Component and 40 
of which represuat the Prectcum One und the Course Component is normally 
@quivalont te bent) Duals AL. tase dave And uw aacihonal twenty hours of out-of-class 
work One nit the Prichoon eno 2 5 weeks af leaching practice 

   

  

Nai fuuts Of Mine Quarter hours: 

  

   

Enwines concern ) DO anh co gain eas luce prior fo September 1979 should be 
aeeIOd to Thee br cilly OF Batt tin 

Faculty of Law 
Course wera miele couch boats 
Law Courses wilh uo weeyht grated tase 5 0 nclude a conpunanl desqjaed ta 

develop bas: skills of tuyal fesearch, andlyss and Communication 

course NUMBER SUFFIXES 
Spocihes a hrst and/ar second term halt Course 

  

Yo Specihes a hatt course offered in olher Inan a regular session 
species art essay tull couse 

FIG Species a lest and/or second term essay hail course 
species a0 Cssuy Nal Coursey at any Other ine of your 

NGO SUFFIX apaciles a tull couse aol dusqpiiled as an esnuy Course 

COURSE TITLES 
Course tities appear on transcripts fos all courses recorded after September 1984 
Wrequved, prewous Course thes slveriabhe On feQuest 

ACADEMIC SESSIONS 
Undergraduate & Protessional 

  

Graduate Studies 
Ist Tern Grad Study 9 — Sunanity - mid-May 

ae Wrao ta Lo Setenbur - Becembes 2nd Tasm Grad Stuy — mid-May - August 
Ovlered Winter F danny - May 3rd Term Grad Study - Seplember - Dacembas 

Su Nigh Spec. SLIS Summer — July - August 
THT t 

LotP \ May + August AFFILIATEO COLLEGES: 
of P Summa’ Nght BRESCIA COLLEGE 

rarsessnn HURON COLLEGE 
ros $ Inter KING'S COLLEGE 

Lat Pintersession } May ~ Jung 
Summer Day 
Trois Pistoies Sum 
Education Summer . 
L of P Summer Day } July + August 

Oetorred Summer 

NOTE: L of Ps ain abbreviation for Lelter ol Permission. 
Inter 18 an abbsewabon lor inlersession, 
Sum ss an abbrewation far Summer 

GRADING SCALES 

EXPLANATION OF ASBREVIATIONS 

AEG - Aagrotat DRP — - Dropped (penalty)" NGR_ - No Grade Racarded’ 
AUD - Audit’ FAL + Faw’ > Pass’ 
COM - Compicie’ FTW. Faded Term Work” SAT - Salisfactory* 
CR - Creda’ INC + Incomplete’ SPC - Specul Exam’ 
OEF - Oefarred Exany' PA + in Progress” SUP - Suppiemenial Exam" 
BNW = Did Not White’ NC - No Credit WON - Wilhdrew (0 penaily}* 

No numeric mark recorded ' 

NOTE: For grades of *F', XXX will appear whan no numeanc mack 1s recorded   

  

has of the C: Hh ang thn U ron of Ui 

GRADING SCALES (zont'd.) . 

t Fi Facylty of tion and Colleges 

Bator: July 1967 Etlectivo duty 1967 
Aor 76 - 100% At 90- 100% 
Bol 66.74% A 80 - 89% 

Com 80-65% B 70-79% 
Doriv 50-50% c 60 - 69% 
EorV 40. 49% oF supplemental o 50 - 50% 
F Delow S0% of assigned whima = -E 40 - 49% oF Supplomental 

Course is cropped with academic F Delow 50% OF assigned whan a course 
PChalty. 1s dropped wilh acadenuc penalty. 

NOTE: Graucs assayed lor courses lakon on a Letler of Pernussion at another instituuon 
*loliow Ihe grading Scale of Tne Unwersily of Western Ontario 

  Faculty of G te Studies (uxchicing Graduate Bk A 

Bufors July 167 Ettactons ayy 106? 
Aort 75~ suOy YOO “e 
Bor 66.74% a 90.29% 

Colt 60-65% c 60 - 69% 
Daly 50-59% F 00 - 50% 
Eorv 40-40% 

F 00 - 30% 

NOTE: Failure to achveve GO% [C) or higher in any undergradualg course taken as credit 
lowards a graduate degree 5 interpreted as a tadure 
Either o numescal of a letter yrade may 06 submilled to the Registrar Laller grades 

{A.B Chimay be secoided wih a plus (+) of minus {-] Sign provided inal no percentage 
Mark 18 indicated. 

Graduate Business Administration 

Betoru Ady 1989 Elicciwe duly 19655 
1 Orstinction Orsbnctant 
2 Fl Poss 4 High Pans. 

J Puss 2 Ss 
4 Low Pass 1 Low Pass 
0 Unsutistactory a Unsatisiactory 

Faculty of Dentstry 

Betore Sepiemner 1974 Betora Sapiember 1987 Ettectrra September 1987 
+ 100% 

  

  

tH HONORS 80- 100% BO - 100% 
G 70-79% P PASS 60-70% a 70-79% 
$s 5D - 69% F Fai 00 - 50% c 60.60% 
U 00 - 40% F 00-59% 

Faculty of Law 

Betore September 1975 Batore 1976 Balore 1983 Ellectve Septomoa 1983 

Aol 75- 100% A 80- 100% A 80- 100% A 60-1 
Bork 67-74% B 70-79% 70-79% @ 70- in 
Con til 6O- 66% C 60-69% C 60-69% Cc 60-69% 
Oorlv 50-59% U 00-59% Do 50-58% F 00-59% 
ForV¥ 00-49% F 49% and below 

Faculty of Medicine (Program iff Medicine) 

Batore S 1087 Before 1974 Belove 1981 Effecbve September 1881 

A 75 - 100% A @0- 100% A @0- 100% A 80- 100% 
8 66-74% B 70-79% 6 70-78% B 70-79% 
c 60-65% | C 60-69% Cc 60-69% C 60-69% 
0 50 - 50% D 50-50% F 00-89% F 00-59% 
E 40 - 40% E 40-40% 
F 00 - 39% F 00-39% 
Elteciva Septembor 1990, lirst tune registrants havg been assigned the tohowing: 
HON Excelence 

The demunstration of a Competency well above the muimal 
acceptabla standard 

PAS Clear competency wilh regards to all cntena considered essennal 
Jos the completion of inal apecilic course. 

FAL An inability to meet Ihe minimal ecceptable standards for a specific 
course 

PR Course In Progress



Kammec Oet gemerblidjen Wirt{daft fir Cicot + Wirt(daftoforderungsinftitut 

MEISTER- 
_BRUFUNGSZEUGNIS 

Example 4.0 

  

Hert. 
geb. am 26. 3. 1942 in Jnnsbeuct 

hat am Heutigen Tage vor der unter= 
zeidyneten Meifterpriifungstiom- 
miffion die Meifterpriifung aus dem 
handwerkemaf : jomerve der 

chlalfer 
  

INNSGRUCK,AM 18, Dezember 1963 

 



Example 4.1 

Certified German-English Translation 

Tyrol Chamber of Commerce, Institute for Economic Development 

MASTER'S CERTIFICATE 

(Seal and Stamp) 

Mr. 

born on March 26, 1942, in Innsbruck, Austria, 

has on this day passed the examination for the title of 

Master 

in the trade of- 
Mechanical Engineering 

before the i ; Xamination Commission. 

Innsbruck, December 18, 1963 

The Head of the Master Examination Department: (Signed) 

The Master Examination Commission 

The Chairman (Signed) (Seal) 

KER 

Certified to be a faithful and complete translation of the 
German text. 

fn, _ 4 : f 

Translator/Interpreter 
Accredited by U.S. Dept. of State 

  

733 Courtenay Dr. NE 
Atlanta, GA 30306 

September 7, 1985 
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WIRTSCHAFTS- UND SOZJALWISSENSCHAFTLICHC FAKULTAT 

DCR 

JOHANN WOLFGANG COLTHE-UNIVERSITAT 

FRANKFURT AM MAIN 

Example 5.0 

  

DIPLOM 

CEBOREN AM 19 IN _ WIESRADeH/HESS 

HAT AM __6. JULI 1973 _—__AN DER 

WIRTSCHAFTS. UND SOZIALWISSENSCHAFTLICHEN FAKULTAT 

  

  

DER JOHANN WOLFGANG COLTHE-UNIVERSITAT GEMASS DER 

PROFUNCSORONUNG VOM 10. AUGUST 1901 

DIC KAUFMANNISCHE DIPLOMPROFUNG 

MIT DEM CESAMTURTEIL 

cut 
BESTANDEN 

AUF GRUNO DIESER PROF 

DIPLOM-KAUFMANN 
VERLIENEN 

  

FRANKFURT AM MAIN. DEN = 1D OFTORER 1973. 

     DER VORSITZCNOE 

60



Certifiied translation of a Diploma from the German into the English language 
Ow ewe we mee me mew ewe ew eee eet eee mm ee ete we ee wm et tet ee wee ee ROS T STB et Pew ewe enw mene 

THE FACULTY OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SCIENCES OF THE 

JOHANN WOLFGANG GOETHE - UNIVERSITY OF FRANKFURT AM MAIN 

{Emblem of the Faculty) 

ODI PLOMA Example 5.1 

born on Match 3, 1949 in Wiesbaden/Hesse 

has, on the 6th of July 1973, passed the business diploma 
examination at the Faculty of Economic and Social Sciences 
of the Johann Wolfgang Goethe University in accordance with 
the rules of examinations of August 10, 1961 with the 
overall rating of 

G00 0D 

  

On the grounds of this examination she is hereby awarded 
the academic grade of a 

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE 

Frankfurt am Main, on this 12th of October 1973 

Seal of the Examination 
Board of the Faculty 

The Chairman 
of the Examination Board for Diploma Examinations 
of the Faculty of Economic and Social Sciences 

(signed) Professor Dr. R. Glimbel, Dean 

over to page two 

  
6]



w 4053 | 

Example 6.0 

UNIVERSITE 

DE LA SORBONNE NOUVELLE 

PARIS II! 

LICENCE ES LETTRES 

Poris, le_24 JANVIER 1975 __ 

Le Secrétaire général de l'Université de la Sorbonne Nouvelle - PARIS Ill certifie que 

Monsieur 
  

Né [e) le ——29-SEPTEMBRE 1951 

a TOULOUSE 

a &té admis(e) par "Université de !a Sorbonne Nouvelle - PARIS Ill, & la sassion 

de OCTOBRE 1.974 

au grade de AICENCIE £5 LETTRES 

section : —RUSSEss. OPTION RELATIONS TNTERNATTOWALES oaae 

Nature de la licence ; -SPECIALISEE DE RUSSE soe 

Cette attestation, pour étre valable, ne doit &tre ni surchargée, ni grattée. L'Université 

ne la délivre qu'une fois. Les Maires et Commissaires de police frangais, les Agents diplo- 

matiques de !a France & l'étranger peuvent en délivrer des copies certifiées conformes. 

p/ le Secrétaire général de FUniversité, 

le chef des services de la scolarité, 

62 J alr  \



Example 6.1 

CERTIFIED TRANSLATION FROM THE FRENCH LANGUAGE INTO 

ENGLISH 
No. 4053 

New Sorbonne University 

eee enn ee wwe 

Bachelor's Degree in Arts 
Paris, January 24, 1975 

The Secretary General of the New Sorbonne University - 

Paris III certifies that 

Mr. 

born on September 29, 1951 

at Toulouse 

was awarded by the New Sorbonne University - Paris III 

during the session of October 1974 

the degree of Bachelor of Arts. . 

department: Russian...Option International Relations 

Type of degree: Russian Specialist 

This certificate, in order to be valid, should not be 

surcharged or erased. The University only awards it 

once. Town Halls and French Police Commissaries, dip- 

lomatic representatives of France abroad may make 

certified copies. 

For the Secretary General of the University Director 

of Educational Services 

(Signature) 
Jean GOVELLAIN 

63



_ Example 7.0 

UNIVERSITE DE PARIS-SORBONNE 

(PARIS IV) 
  

ATTESTATION DE MAITRISE 

  
SECTION : ... ART_& ARCHEOLOGIE 

Pans. le _26 JANVIER 1985 

Le Secrétaira général de FUniversié de Paris-Sorbonne (Pans IV) certifie que 

  

  

   

  

M.....ademoiselle.- . 

néfe) .....@.22 Aott 1959 

a. 3E OREE DU SUD) 

  

    
x*Stiex a 

    
est titulaire de la licence 
    

  

   

@ odtenu « 

C2 - ARCHITECTURE ET URE ANT SHE CONTEMPORAINS | - OCTOBRE 1983 - 

C2 - METHODOLOSIE Dz 

  

  

  

     

TEMPORAINE | EN. COREE. ETL! INFLUENCE. OGSIOENTALE Caa08- 71,930). a 

MENTION ASSEZ-S5IEN 

& di déciaré titulaire ce fa maitrise .._D* ART..& ARCHEOLOGLE-.m.. NOVEMBRE....1 98 0 _ ne meecnnem neers 

  Cette attestation, pour étre valable, ne doit atre ni surchargée, ni grattée. L'Université ne la délivre qu'une fols. Les Maire 

les Cammissaires de poilce trangais, les Agents diplomatiques ou consulaires de-ta France & {'étranger peuvent en délivrer 

copies certifi¢es conformes. 

 



No. 4474 Example 7.1 

UNIVERSITY OF PARIS - SORBONNE 

(PARIS - IV) 

MASTER'S DEGREE CERTIFICATION 

SECTION: ART AND ARCHEOLOGY 

Paris, January 28, 1985 

The General Secretary of the University of Paris-Sorbonne (Paris IV) 
certifies that 

Ms. 

born August 22, 1959 

in SEOUL (SOUTH KOREA) 

is holder of the "licence" degree 

BY AUTHORIZATION OF THE DEROGATORY CLAUSE PERTAINING TO ENROLLMENT 

IN A MASTER'S PROGRAM, DECISION OF DECEMBER 1982 

has obtained: 

C2 - ARCHITECTURE AND CONTEMPORARY URBAN STUDIES - OCTOBER 1982 - 

C2 - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR CONTEMPORARY ART - 2nd CLASS DISTINCTIO} 

OCTOBER 1984 

has submited at the session of NOVEMBER 1984, a research study, 

“CONTEMPORARY KOREAN ART AND WESTERN INFLUENCE (1909-1930) ”™ 

2nd CLASS DISTINCTION 

has been declared holder of the Master's degree in ART AND ARCHEOLOGY 

NOVEMBER 1984 ---~--------- 

  

This certification, to be valid, must not be erased or overwritten. 

The University will only issue it once. Mayors and Police Commissione 

in France, diplomats or French consuls overseas can issue certified 

authentic copies. The General Secretary of the 
(Seal) University 

University of Paris - § (Signature) Y orbonne C. HAZERA 
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Me RR ee Ee ee ee 

Example 8.0 

RUunnom 

  

GT M 676014 

  

  
seca mee 

ries r ecfmperemion vainupunctoannjn ii WOT = . 

Mar ae F..., 

  

ff fanaa wanna 5 ALLEGE MME LAR... €é “Apa. 
vf Ll pedceditatatn Toepltpemnennatt < 

- a0 MeL PU MANNO wOmucEtiE Hsp. eee 

\ tere! + Aupesmoyp Siler: sl Raa s 

J WEY hg vt [eee 

  

Mocnvsexee tunot prune Pudtena, 19S



  

Vel.: 377-4760 USSR Example 8.1 

1S Altes Place 

—=-2=-5 Basch. 1G. 11210 
BT No. 676319 ey 

The present diploma is issued to ', Larisa Aronovna 

to certify that from 1976 ~studied at Moscow 

Medical School Number where she completed 

the full course of studies T ion NURSING. 

   

  

   

By the resolution of the State Qualification Commission, dated 

July 3, 1978, , LeA. is awarded qualification of 

MEDICAL NURSE 

CHAIRMAN OF THE STATE QUALIFICATION COMMISSION -signature 

DIRECTOR - signature 

SECRETARY - signature 

City of Moscow, July 3, 1978 

REGISTRATION NUMBER 178 

Official seal 

I, A. Khramova (signed) — Ket translator, fully 
competent in both the diet Englis. anguages, hereby 
certify that the above is a true and faithful translation of 
the Russian document, to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

State of New York 
County of Queens ss 

Sworn to before me 
this 2nd day of May, 1983 

cen, MORALES 
lotary Pubite. State te of iNew You 

Oueiified in Wings County 8 
Commission Expires March 30, ota ly 
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HMHMCTEECTBO BHCIETO 
Mi CPEAHETO CHEWMAIBHOrO OBPASOBAHMA 

Example 9.0 CccPre 

BUCHAT ATYECTAUNOHHAR KONVCCHA 

AWOXIOn 

KAHDWIATA HAYEK 

UTH 065770 

Mocxpa 22 upna 1973 rona 

Pemeuhem 

Copeta AsepcataxaycKoro TocynapeTsennoroe Hayun 
MCCHeROBATECMECKOrG M MpOeKTHOTO HHCTHTYTAa 

HedTAHOM MpoOMBMIeHHOCTU 

ot 2 mapra 1973 r./nporoxon F 7% 

. WPOFD WIbUYY 

(IPHCYRMEHA YYEHAA CTENFHS RAHMMATA 

TEXHAWECKIK HAYEK 

Ipencezatess Conera NOLNUCS 

Yueuuh Cexpetaps Cozneta mounvch 

Heyats yupexnenn 
BLAABMELO AOKYMEHT 

Toponz Baxy Asenoafanancnan CopeTckan Counamucrnye 

PecnyoamKa 

Tuchua ReBATLCOT CeMbLeCAT AeBATOTO rona,oK“Tadpa mecn 

WHA. 

f, CACAHOB MANE MYXTAP Saat eo 

TaeqHHA HoTapuyc 4-A Baxnucnof ropomcKoH rocy, 

wanhatb Hon KORTHDH, CBULCTELECTBYD BeDHOCTh STO KONHH 

° 68



G7 bd i diisidliOll OF VILS 
150 Olfices n 20 Countnes ° A Name You Can Trust Worlawioe 
  

  

-Example 9.1 

USSR MINISTRY OF HIGHER AND SPECIAL EDUCATION 

THE SUPREME CERTIFYING COMMISSION 

DOCTOR'S DEGREE CERTIFICATE 
  

“MPH—No. 085770 

Moscow, June 22, 1973 

_ By the decision of the Azerbaijan State Scientific 
Research and Design Institute of Petroleum Industry on 
March 28, 1973, (Proceedings No. 78) 

, Igor Ilyich 

is conferred the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Technic 
Sciences. 

Chairman of the Council 

Academic Secretary of 
the Council 

Official Stamp 

Notary's Certification; 

The Consular Division of the USSR Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs certifies the authenticity of the foregoing 
signature of the Head of the Office of Notarial Acts 
and Registrations at the Azerbaijan SSR Ministry of 
Justice, A. Efendiev. 

November 13, 1979 

Department Head, Consular Division 
of the USSR Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

No. 572/36141 

Official Stamp 
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Example 10.0 

  

bes 
‘ cow COBETCKIEX, COM 

f 
FAATCOTIM 

toh 

nom 

    

  

ae 

  

ae 
eee 

    

  

    

  

  

    
  

  

 



Example 11.0 sates tem 

ee ate ee en ce ete me Oe ee pam a og cre smapine 

  

CEPUOLICA SOCTALESTA EQMANIA 
INSTITUTUL DE CONSTAUCTIL DIN BUCURESTI 

PACULEATEA pe Consrnucry Cvis, MoustmtAte 

DIDLIOMa 
fn baza hotdrtrii: Comisiei pentru examenul de stat din sesianea 

anul_ £967, 

, ndscut= in anul745_, 

‘tuna Meme = in focalitatea Bvomem ruionul 

_Memcesey reginnen _Oucuees7 sd,  ubginut 

DIPLOMA DE (NGinen 

in specialitatea_Lonsmucy 

cu media_7(SAere) 

I se elibereazd presenta diplumd pentru a se bucura de toate drepturile 

  

Semestura ttqleculal, 

rnd 

  

sina’Z 
  

  

  

la examenul de stat. 

  

  acordute de legile tn vigoare: . 
. ‘ rT at —_———— —_~. adie 

2, RESTOR . 
Cereeetere. DCAM. .> 

Behe ck 
: Saceejer vet 

a4 300 Jv ong ebb Jeo     a = 

we, LOBE Be SH Freseate iphones outs fasts de snere do edit J 
- LOOP IE OO tay a ere oy. ee cee ee cee eee ae sees He eet eet ONE aren teeta eee mee IT ~ ew



THS SOCIALIST REFUBLIC OF ROMANIA 
THE BUCHAREST INSTITUTE Of CIVIL ENGINEERING 
FACULTY OF CIVIL, INDUSTRIAL AND: AGRICULTURAL CONSTRUCTIONS 
Bearear's photo —- seal. 

Exampte 11.1 

OIPLOMA 

On tha basis of tha dacision of the Board for the Stat 

Examination of th="June 1967 sasaivd , 

bora at Bucharest, N. Baleescu ward, region of Bucharest, 

oo March 17,1945, 

is admitted to tha darree of 

we “MASTER OF SCIENCH do CIVIL ENGINEERING ; 

baving obtained the mark 7.00 in the stata examination. 

{This diploma haa baen cooferred upon him with all the 

rights granted by tha laws io force. 

RECTOR, DEAN, CHIEY REGISTRAR, 

sigaature—aeal signature signature. 

Uo. 243485, 

No. 6648 of November 30,1967. 

Tha academic record is appendix to this diploma. 

ee 2 
Or oa 
Nore ee ‘ e ° 
a. 

RA <i    
THA SvAre sg IG 

+0 bic HAMEST ory 
Service to: ir. e eo. 

ese fou Ad) YHA \R & 
The Ladersiguey do certlty the av, i ot Gls trasation with ths teger wo 
decumsat in the Reema tidy. “ey 

Pha Lua Nesey! a 
ee NY eM eo! tuchereat Cl: + eet tects Resale. ve, 

“ MarR ure traadlats;     wes vised by me. : . 
aa 3 TAY Ly]. sn td 2 Spo Mat Tramata:~ 2h f Toten Sate: Vitor? ELIAN ENI2 
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VAASAN KORKEAKOULU 

Example 12.0 

JUN *8 Wes 

TODISTUS 

EKONOMIN TUTKINNOSTA   
  JOKA ON SUORITTANUT ylioppilasTUTKINNON suomen KIELISESSA 

OPPILAITOKSESSA JA JOKA KIRJOITETTIIN OPISKELIJAKSI VAASAN 
; KORKEAKOULUUN syys KUUN 1. PNA 1980 , ON SUORITTANUT 

" KAUPPATIETEELLISISTA TUTKINNOISTA ANNETUN ASETUKSEN MUKAISEN 

EKONOMIN TUTKINNON 

TUTKINTOON SISALTYVAN KYPSYYSNAYTTEEN HAN ON KIRJOITTANUT 

suomen KIELELLA. NAIN SUORITTAMASTAAN YLEMMASTA KORKEA- 

KOULUTUTKINNOSTA HAN SAA TAMAN TODISTUKSEN. 

VAASASSA marras KUUN 26.PNA 1984 

Men: tab. 

  
Cf enmnace An— . 4 

LTS Zdadarat, sukke Llalien, Cana (t 
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aANniveneiUle CAE FINWLOM 

Example 12.1 

UNIVERSITY OF VAASA 

CERTIFICATE OF DEGREE 

IN ECONOMICS 

who has passed the Matriculation Examination in a Finnish school 

and who was admitted to the University of Vaasa on September 1, 1980, 

has passed the expfiinatigns for the degree of 

{ magxer nf Science (Econ.) 

as laid down in the statute given on degrees in Economics. 

She wrote the maturity test included in the degree in Finnish. 

This Certificate is thus given to her for taking a higher degree 

in Economics. — 

In Vaasa on November 26, 1984 

Mauri Palom&ki (signed) 

President 
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TEKNISKA GYMNASIET _.l..ISTOCKHOLM 

Example 13.0 
  

{Edd den 27 mars 19...29. (fede 023.....), som den... L_sepbember.. 19...65. intogs i tekniska 

gymnasiet och som denna dag blivic godkind i tekniske gy fets ingenjo » tilldelas {Gljande   

fran tekniska gymnaslets maskintekniska IInje: 

Amnen enligt lircpian Betyg 

Nutidshistoria och samb3lislira 

Svenska 

  

    
Skolans namn ar fr o m den 19.9.1967 

  

   
        

THORILDSPLANS GYMNASIUM Stockholm den 20 juni 19,68 

CRNS Gy : : Lus 

1968/361 " % VA Lplice Slutbe: svvelecceceen lect ceacesenaseeee mere ne = STOCKHOLM 2 ~ ea eee 
Ss, RY / 

Becygsgrader : 
Formeldset faatstélls ov Kuagl. Over- , = = 

Berdénlig Teke utan berém godkind 

Mvreisen (dr yrkenuebiidaing 1963 75 Med uanirkt berdm godkind Godkind 
Mad hecdew antbiad _ . Vebe madbted



GRADES FOR ENGINEERING EXAM AX, TECHNICAL ONIVERSITY ZB - STOCKHOLM 

Example 13.1 

» born March 27, 1950 (No. 21), admitted to Technical 
University September 1, 1965, has this day passed the Technical University 

Engineering Examination with the following grades: 

PINAL GRADES FROM TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY ¢ MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN 

SUBJECT GRADE LEGEND 

Mathematics 

Physics 

Chemistry 
Drafting 

Graphics 
Mechanics 

Structural Design 
Machine Design 

Thermodynamics & Heat Transfer 
Lab Work 

Strength of Materials (Metallurgy) 
Electricity 
Economics : 
Management Techniques 
History & Society 

Swedish 
English 

German 

Gymnastics (Physical Education) 

Excellent 

Far Above Average 

Above Average 
Above Satisfactory 

Passing/Satisfactory 
Unsatisfactory M

a
 

O
W
 

pe 

n
o
w
 

w
t
 

o 

V
B
U
v
V
O
M
O
T
V
A
O
M
M
A
O
A
A
W
M
O
W
e
E
O
 

Stockholm, June 20, 1968 
Nils Sjoberg 

CERTIFICATION 

I hereby certify that the above is a true and accurate translation of the 

academic records attached. 

bel Bal thickotk 
Carl Erik Linderoth 

Subseribed and sworn to before me this 12th day of August, 1985. 
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UNIVERSIDAD AUTONUMA Dé SUEVO LEON 
NEVARTAMEN DO) PSCOL AR ¥ dee URCHIN GD 

  

Example 14.0 

EL C. DIRECIOR DEL OEPARLAMENTO ESCOLAR ¥ De ARCHIVO 
DE LA UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA OF NUEVO LESH. 

  

CERTIFICA Y MAGE Guter pe. “pee gen de ntentes ev ontes 
ened expediente queen ste Decertanena bacular 2 de drcaiva se. 
le Ueva sg lav Srita. - TT nl eee econ eee en ee ee 

won Teen enenemeseeewan aecere apes he eunsada yh ada apeokads 
en todas fas materias correspentdientes ade currera dd, ss2-2-- seeen- 

LICENC {ApS EN PSICOLEGIA, anaen nna - oe anne comme eee en ene nee nnn eso ene 

y por lo mismo tiene lu culidad de PASANTE_DK. --~2--7---7=2-= 
PSECOLOGIA, desde ef dfa 21 de junieae 1 isis. 

ad peticiin del mismo interesule 9 para tos finew ve ouses leantes que 
a él cottvengan, se le extiende tu phe sente “en ha Cludaii de Menze- 

rey. Capital dul Estado de Nacre. Leia. a los un dtas ael net de - 
noviembre de mi! ‘Rovecientcs Secenta y cince. ‘ 

  

CEB: ‘TAMENTO 
EECOLAR 

“ 

MERE. LMALLM PERITATIS” 

Ics’ do Meviembre de 1975 
EL DIRECTOR DEE DEPARTAMENTO: ESCOLAR 

SY DE ARGIRVO 
a . fy 

      

  

7, lade NR: 
Ps 5 WG, AGR, UREL DARIO Car Fons 
Vo. Bal. Pov hes . 
SECRETARIO GENERAL, 

  

    

   
    

! . ota 

  

R
t
 

Rs
, 

  

SRETARIA cic, sesus Lozano o1az 

© ave. 
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BERLITZ * 

  

ane tala 

Example 14.1 

. : ULV Po: abtelw an fool ein Ub 
fs. ke : 

ee1TW. Tot beeen Tend CF cO‘GCL LD on Lh 

OC 24% .0.5-1086 

necore:. of the stu A
 

Pe
 

Tit Blade bi ee DL. FARIS aia Cr SCHOUL 3 
AUD ARCUIVE Ci THz ULL... GIGY ACTON. A 
CF HUEVC LE Ci. : : 

=? CiOGnAi:” C eSlilii as” Statlu: thet cceordin, to une 

, Gi OK . Gocumetts | existent in the (eececr “te recorcs 
of. ’ whieh cre 

SSOLLET : fileé ir the icper ment. ‘on Se! tools enc arc :ive, 
-it is vroven thet sho hes satisfactorily cor 
pleted’ the course of atucy Iccding to the creer 

SC"GGL TeEabt. Ie of "LICERCIADO EN PSICOLOGIA" (EASTER OF PSY-- 
Re ate CEOLOGY) .- 

Thercforr she is queliiieé es “PAjANT: DE pSI-- 
COLOGIA" (ASSISIANG BOCTC: Gi P aod ----- 
fror the 2lst or dune, “hs. 7 

ag requested ty the’ conecrneé purty ené for ell 
icgal ourposes this certificete is issuec to her 
in the City of } Konterrey, Gapitel ef the Strte 
of Nuewa Leon, on the first dey of Koverber, 
ninetcen hundred seventy-five. 

a a aN
 

b
 Conecileé by u 

a
 

   

    

   

WALERE FLARZAL VERITATIS" 
lst of Noverber, 1975 ee 

Hal Ci THO DEPART TRENT OF SCHOGL ART aQcvIVE 

(Sig.) {liegitle ae 
AGRIC. EFS. OR= L Daate Gaal RCLEIGU S         ane an FaRT.int 

> by: 

2 nal 

(Siz.) illegible 

LIc. Jmswus Leus.c Diez 

te 

AL C° Nr sic Etaay 

  

EMery Care 4 Lemen 19 ware he ACCUNECY OF at heristom mmmeay Te fest Sores Of Languages OF Am enc’, ire, 14 CUOR ores 
OSTRRR onc) CrPEONER, Sat ner De Netw for aw CeeTREES vue 10 mor oF AGREE 91 Pee O OOE 
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Appendix B: 

Cases



os
 

HIGHER. TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
NICOSTA—CYPRUS 

DIPLOMA 
OF 

TECHNICIAN ENGINEER 

may 

having satisfied all the requirements as laid down in the regulations 

for the course of study in the freld of 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 

ts) hereby awarded the Diploma of Technician Engineer of the Higher 

Technical fnstitete. 

wD OPER nnn Crh DeSisbe 
Mead of Civit Engineering Dept, Director, 

true: 11" guy 1980 Nn cane oe 
— 

Ref. IND. No. 827/D 701 Chairman, Board of Gueirnars. 

A performance report has been issued separately. 

O'
T 
a
s
e



NICOSIA - CYPRUS. 

PERFORMANCE REPORT 

827/D.701 

  

  
  

  
  

    

      

haved tu. Case 1.1 Jad, No, 

a graduate of the ILT.L in conpuntion with the ancard of the 

DIPLOMA QF TECHNICIAN ENGINEER, in the field af Civil Kagincering, 

Duration PERPURSANCE 
stgects sry Dien of study in beans een eee 

. Seinesters “Theery® j Practical*¢ 

ist Year: | 

Enginecting Matheuativs to .. . 3 Pass t 
Physics .. wee . a Credit: | 
Engineering Science—Part A. ose a Fass 5s 

(Elvetrotwelnies) 

Enginecring Scicnee --Part Bb. a Pasa Ss 
(Kinematics, Dynamics, Fluids & Heat) . 

Enginevring Scienee--Part C. . a Credit 8 
(Strength of Materials & Staies) 

‘Technical Drawing a Credit 8 
Englieh and Report Writing 1 . 2 Distiaction 
Workshop Techovilogy and Practice 1 2 Credit 5 

and Year: ; 

Enginesting Mathematics Ww... aa 2 Credit 
Structures . . oe 3 Crodit s 

Suuctural Design and Detailing P.. . 2 Pass. . 

Architectural Design and Detailing . . 2 Credit s 

Purveving and Setting Qut ‘of Works 2 Pass ' 8 
Hydraulics = 0... a Pass » § 
Dasie Geology oe o oe r Distine tion : 

Concrete ‘Vevhnology -- i . 3 Distinction ! A} 

Road Technology and Construction 1 Credit - I 6s 
Public Health Enginesring 1 Credit { 

Presentation of Enginecring Information 1 Pass { 

Industrial and Business Administration FE .. 1 Distinction 
Lnglish and Report Writing I! oe a Distinction | 
Wark-.m) Technojugy and Practice 1 a Credit t 8 

yet Year (Final) | 
Structural Design and Detailing I. 2 Pasg \ s 
Red Mechanics... . a Pass > 8 
Cod Enginevring Construction 2 Pass | 

Spevitications and Quantity Surveying 2 Credit | Ss 

Bulding Sanitary Seevices . ' Credit ' § 
Mevhanival Servicus and Equipment ' Credit | 

Industrial and Wusiness Administration W.. 3 Credit ! 
Instruction Methodology and ‘Tovhniques .. a Credit ! 

we sees -- wee fee ee eee elem ee eee 
“Diploma Brojest_(Hinal Year) t ~ 

lndusrial Tealning: Verfonued dining the summer vacations and 
the final year. ‘otal: 100 hours, s 

© Pass 2 go%9—oge | Credits ag’ By", i Distinction --8s%,, -s00%. eet 

ee 3 the student has satisticd the Jititute’s requirements. pore . 
. . ‘ 

to ‘ 
BF Bg prn Drs. nc Onrobabedid. se {1th Iuy, 198 
Uewd of CAR Engineviing Dept. directa ~ _ ” 
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Case 2.0 

j==U Frederick Polytechnic University 
NICOSIA - CYPRUS 

THIS IS TO CERTIFY 

that 

involving a minimum of four semester periods and reached the prescribed 

University standards of academic achievement at the " 

Associate Degree Level 

to the satisfaction of the Assessment Board, is duly awarded the 

HIGHER DIPLOMA 

of this University 

In recognition of this achievement he/she has been 

, admitted as a 

Diplomate of the University 

Signed and Sealed 

This 7th day of June 1987 
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FU 
1 

, itick Polytechnic University 
1s Frederickos Street 

Pallouriotssa P.O Box 4729 
Nicosia - Cyprus 

ACAUL Mid. ny Ceca 

  

    
  

  

  
    

  

  

  

                

  

        

| stuoenr’s NAME Ee. DATE OF BIRTH =| SEX | MAJOR 
ADORESS aque | ls MECHANICAL ENGINEERI'G 

STUDENT'S No | ENTAY ConDiTiONS [DATE PRINTED 26/19/57 | GRADE SYSTEMISee Dverieal) [PAGE 01 

cairn CAaeoiTs 
couasi NO COUARE O€scairTion 7 DANE nace POINTER Course no COURSE DESCRIPTION arreurreoT arate GhuDE POINTE Hn 

FALL SEMESTER 1985 FALL SEMESTER 1988 = - 
saT1O1 JCALCULUS & ANAL GEOMETRY 1 4 a A 16/06 ENG1O3 JENGLISH 3 i 6 03/63 

SaviGt [MECHANTICS, HEAT & WAVES 3 3 a 09/03 CEG107 [OYNAMICS 3 3 3 09/03 

CamtOt [GEN CHEMISTRY WITH LABS I a a A 16/04 PSY1Q1 PSYCHOLOGY 3 3 A 12/03 

37G101 JENGINEERING ECONOMY 3 3 & o9/03 MATIQG = [OJFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 3 3 A 12/03 

326102 JGRAPHICTS 2 2 8 96/02 GCEGI16 THERMODYNAMICS 3 3 a ag/a3 

50101 JinTRO TO COMPUTER MGT100 [MANAGRMENT 3 3 8 09/03 

SCIENCE & FORTRAN 3 3 c 06/03 

TOTAL 19 19 62/19 TOTAL : 18 18 60/16 

Sem Credit Hrs Eerned 19 Sem Credit Hrs Earned 18 
Yr Credit Hrs Earned 19 Yr Credit Hrs Earned $3 
Hr Pt Average 3.26 Yr Pt Average 3.33 
vr Wr Pt Average 3.26 Ye He Pt Average 3.26 

' 

; SPRING SEMESTER 1986 SPRING SEMESTER 1987 
fHmid2 IGEN CHEM IJ WIth Laas a a 6 12/04 ENG104 |COMPOSITION 3 3 8 09/03 
"atiO2 {CALCULUS & ANAL GEOM II a a 8 12/04 MATIOS CALCULUS IIT 4 a 8 12/04 

+ Bavi102 JELECTROMAGNETISm & OPTICS 3 3 8 09/03 CEG115 IFLUIO’ MECHANICS 3 3 a 03/03 

i tUst102 JENSLISH ac AC ep - GEG105 STRENGTH OF MATEATALS 3 3 8 09/03 

SEGIS3 STATICS 3 3 A 12/03 GEG120 INSTRUM, & FONTROL fF 3 3 a 09/03 

zuect MEC4. ENGINEERING SCIENCE 2 2 8 06/02 ELecT LABS 2 2 8 06/02 

THS100 = |PROJECT 3 3 8 09/03 

TOTAL 16 16 51/16 

; Sex Credit Hrs Earned TOTAL a 
° Ye Credit Hrs Earned Sem Creoit Hrs Earneg 2t 

Hr Pt Average Yr Credit Hrs Earned 2a 
Yr Hr Pt Average Hr Pt Average 3.00 

Yr Hr Pr Average 3.493 

END ‘OF RECORD   

T°
2 

as
e)
 

 



Summary of subject averages 
  

  

  

  

  

      

  

  

  

  

        

  

              

acteod.| Sec Cr.{ Cr. 
Sem. year | tion] hes.| hrs. Sem. Cum. emark 

reg.| passed | average [averag 

THE AKAB COLLEGE 7 )80/b1 | e102) 10 TS CTl0=] —----—— 

INTERMEDIATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 2 |80761| 2162} 16) 18 b3.- } Ge64~ | \ 

AMMAN - JORDAN 3 | e1/824 2204; 234 23 65.8-| 63.7 | \ 

4 |82/a2| 2204] 22] 19 60.8] 62.9-]  \ 
STUDENT MARK SHEET 5 82/83 | 2304 22 22 70.7~| 64.6= \ 

6 82/83 | 2304 25 25 66.6 65.~ 

Name: 

tf 
Reg. No.: . 

Plece of birth: Talouza. Date:21/ 2/19 607 pemarks: 

J lane 

Netlonalteysvorgantan He has completed al} requirements for 
Average in G.S.E.C.: 73.2- 

Seclentific« 

Issued by: Jordan‘ Year: 1979. 

Student programme; Engineering Professions. 

Civil Engineering- 

Stream: 

Specialization: 

College transferred fcom: 

Date of joining The Arab College: 5/8/1980. 

Date of graduation: 

Chief of reg. division: c 

a   eee 

  graduations 

  

    
    

Stamp & De 

5/5/1985 Dr .Kayed.A.Haq. 
Certified: 

Minister of Education 

“Remarks: 1,This document does not signify the success or failure of the student in The General 

Compreh, Exam. for Community Colleges. 

2.To sit for the Exam. the student should successfully complete all programme requirements. 

3.Pass mark for each subject is "SO", Maximum mark is “100". 

  

oe
 

as
eg
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Number Ce. umber Cr Lt of Subject hes.) Mark of Subject ara. | Mark 
aubject subject 

Sem. 1, 1980/1983 Sem. 4, 1981/1982 

Engineering Drawing I — 3 18 Engineering Drawing High- ~ == 

Sucveing I 3 TF ways 11) 3 “67 

Concrete Properties I 3 73 Strength of Materials I 3 [° 62 

Mathematics I 3 40 Quantity Surveying II 3 66 

General Physics I 3 50 Water & Sewage IT 3 58 

English Language I 3 $1 Material. Testing II 3 63 

Sem. 2, 1980/1981 Mathematics III 3 43 

Engineering Orawing II 3 74 Humanities 4 65 

Surveying II “)3 56 “Sem. 5, 1982/1983 

Concrete properties I1 3 60 ff Concrete Design I 3 sé 

Mathematics II 3 55 “| Theory of structures I 3 64 
General Physics 11 3 66 Strength of materials I1 3 89 
English Language I1 3 52 Material Testing IT 3 77 

Sem. 3, _ 1981/1982 _ Highways Engineering I 3 80 

Curricula & Methodology of - ~~ “Building Construction 2 74 

Research. 2 63 Specification , Estimating 2 77 

Materials of construction 2 74 and Contracting I - -— 

Quantity surveying I 2 62 Mathematics 1V 3 50 

Engineering Drawing (Blgs)TT 2 66 Sem, 6, 1982/1983 
Material Testing I 2 74 “toncréte Déstgn IT 3 57 

Steel Constructians- 2 té--[———==f Theory of structures II 3 66 

Specifications,Estimating & - ++ — 8 |] Highways Engineering *+ 3 a4 

Contracting I 2 [P ee Soil Mechanics 3 58 

Field Training 2 rts 4 ' Construction Equipment 3 67 

Bulidings Construction f 2 6p Le: “ Specifications, Estimating 2 4 3 

Water & Sewage I 2] 72 FF 7 SP and Contracting 11 - | J iss 
Mathematics I 3 ‘61 nS =. {\ Materials of Construction 2 18 
  

T'
E 

a
s
e
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Case 4.0 

  

UNIVERSITY OF GHANA 

This 1s to Certify that 

having passed the prescribed Examinations has 

on the JO th day of July, 1984 

been admitted to the degree of 

Bachelor of Medicine 

and 

Bachelor of Surgery 

sa __ a 

84



UNIVERSITY OF GHANA MEDICAL SCHOOL 

Phone: 65401, 64927/88 P.O, Boa 4236 

ACCRA 

  

Sot July, » “ee 

TRANSCRIYT OF ACADEMIC RECORD 

Or - —_ 

I hereby certify that the above-named person was & student at this Noedical 

‘Schnol from Septemper 1976 fo ly Iva. 

After aailafylng the necessary requirements and passing the appropriate 

examninatipas, he was awarded the degrece of MBOLB la Ady Ia), 

YEAR SUBJECT GRADE 

  

  

RESULT 

Octoner 1971 Aact omy c Goad ea 
Blechem lary o famed 
fayslolegy ¢c Geed ea 

Sagtemnes 1978 Microotelayy Good fan 
’ Aatholoyy c Good Pua 

Prermccoloyy 8 Pacsed 

April ivan Quatetrics & Gynasestagy 0 Peued 
Peadictrica o Peed 

daly 18! Medicine & Therapeutics D Passed 
: iY c Geod ie 

Commumby Heolth c Geed fon 

| re 
(RLM. Aoledu) 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

NOTE: £ i graded are i d only to Uni ti hi 

Grade A —~ 70 and above Distioction 
Grade B — 65-469 Pass with Credit 
Grade C — 55-64 Good Pass 
Grade D — S054 Pass 
Grade E — Below 50 Fall 

Uhe autheadlcity of thls tranecript should be checked with this office. 

Case 4.1 
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Phone; 63401, 4587/28 
P.O. Box 4216 

My Ref No. YLiS/6. 14s ACCRA 

Your Ref No.__-___- ___ 14th Cotoher, 19_£2 

  

BE: 

on. graduated H.B., Ch.B, in the University 

vf Stenu "ediea) School in July, 1981. 

SCUENCES NON-SCIENCES 

. intory 

Eecnumics 

“Sew 

Pyliieat 

  
Case 5.0 ey . 

ad 

Seal eee 
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: does ‘of “Bachelor. of Sine “ti 1 0+2 +3 Scheme) ars Saieited. 

: ae the. said degree ‘at. the Convocation’ “held -in "1985. 

Registrar, 

. University of Dethi, : 
aoe f- 

res tel ganfiy TT 

‘ . | Vice-Chancellor, . 

Delhi ated the Ath March, 1985. - University of Dethl. 

  
C2: A 

Aether 
Principal 

Kirori Mal Coliege, CEU?  
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+, DLULP. 41—4-82/500 B. , 

STATEMENT. OF. MARKS 

  

  
    

Pr
ac

ti
ca

l 

  

Argeiates a iz 

Part 124) 450 

  t 

  
  
      

Max. Marks" 
  

  

"Mathematics. one 

aa 
  

  
  

0 33] S47 
=| x   

  

  
  

    
  

5u™ 
Vi 

  

  

  

  

      

  

TEQy                   ° Gently 

‘ y Methebatien                         ‘1 Statistips..   
      
  

  Ds. Controller of Exorudtarion *. 

Section Ofc 

  
  

    
fot the purpose of ‘feleaate 

5 the Divises at the cod of tho 
ta ee yD  



   

   

  

   

   

  

   
. (AnoualiSapplementary) ‘ 

Roll Ne. 

  

  

*. Certificate | nyg .. : Certificate Np 

  

  

 D.U.P. 4) —4-82/500 BL 

     

  

2°
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PART-II 

  

  

   

    

  
  

LA. 

  

      

    

Masks] 

   Pr
ac

ti
ca

l 

  

    
  

  

    

      

    

   
    

  

    

    

          

  
  

  

      
  

50 30 90 $0 
—¥ —   

      

    

  “VT 
  

isa 

Pe 

— - “Tar Aggregates of aa 

mah y qe Jo {Pappas 

AO LSP | 130 | 1) tears ARN] 450 

. 7f - Passed 
fs} ~~} Par itt —— 450 

¥_ 33 | 34[- 100 { “So [10 | 

“fe Grand . 
Total:. . /1350 

  

    

  

— ATTESTED TRUE Cor        
        

  

                          
      

        
  

; cot   MC Principal 

  
   

     

    

  

   
   

  

    _ Qualifyin, 
* Subject.     

  

    

"Delhi the, 

the Divi 

    

final wear, . 

  
Tho marks of Internal Assess: 

ment are nal taken into account > 
for the purpose of dctermining 4 

‘al the end 

  
{ 

TO oe 
  

  
}   

  

          

Kirori, Mal Colleae. Det   
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+. Certificate Ne 

   
D.ULP, 41—4-32/00 B. 

   2 11619.7- 

     “\ Remarks _ 

  

        

  

    
  

Pr
ac
ti
ca
l 

° 

  

Grand 
Total 

LA 

  

  

     
    

    

      
  

  

   

    

  

      
    

  
  

    

  

  

    

  

  

Max. Racks - 150 |7 120 degtegaes 1: im 
. 7 , ” ay 

| Mathematles : ‘St -1S) - Part ‘tae - 4390 

a . 
~ . meee ep tt “oe 

Loa is og Part i may 4s 
a2 THA | Set rg 
a= |__.. —|P uy 203) 450° ys 34160 | 307 Trae | toe | ! 

Ta Neda) we JSP] BS]. 

[30 | 100 |~36 | T0 | 100 
Vi . ot a 

  

  

    “+ Geology... . “   
  

” Mathematical . 
* Statistics... | 

  

                     
  

              
    

  

    . Qualifying   Subject... * 

  

    
   

       

  

   

     

  

7100 

Ty I: 

  

“The marks of fnternat a Aer 
~ ment are not inken Into accoun: 
for the purpose of scrrtenionee   

a =e 8 

    

  

   

  

   

  

“ rn : Red per SIONS. | 
Or PS 

Fy nce. Principal .   
  

Section Officer | - 
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Case 7.0 

  

JAHANGIRNAGAR UNIVERSITY 
SAVAR, DACCA. 

  

  

BANGLADESH 

No ' MARKS CERPIFIOATE Oate__s437-98 8 
Instructions : , 1083 fr 

Ist Olass : 60% & above (Equivalent to GPA 4.0 f 
2nd Oleasa : 45% — 5% Equivalent to GPA 3.0 @) 
3rd Glass 1 36% - 44% (Equivalent to GPA 2.0 ne 

Surnane : Degree Class Place Tear Degree Obtained 

Given nexe)=«; MRS sB.80(Hons,) Ist end 1976 

SUBJECT COURSE NO. . DESCRIPTIONS FULL MARKS MARKS OBTATHNEI 

ECOHOMICS 101 Introduction to Esononics 100 71 
102 Agviculturel Economics 50 30 
201 Monetary Fheory 50 33. 
202 Public Finanee 100 65 
203 Eoononis Development 5 29 
3H Advanced Esononic Fheory 100 61 
302 International Trade & Finanse 400 63 
3504 Applied Eoonomics ,) 30 
306 Mathematical Eoonomics 50 30 
307 Ressaroh Methodology 50 38 
308 © Eson. Dev. & Planning Pechnique 50 30 
311 Masroeconomics ; 50 32 

MATHEMATICS 4103 General Mathematias-I 50 23 
104 General Mathesatics-IT a 46 
405 Gelculuscl : 50 30 
202 alou}as-I1 & Differential 

zeae 20 32 204 Algebra 50 32 
207 Nathoaatieed Methods of 

Foenonios 50 23 

STATISTICS 101 Desoriptive Statistica 50 30 
, 402 Elements of Probability so 34 

104 Linesr Algebra 50 . 52 
204 Theory of tee peobebiiity | 50 33 
205 Humerical Mathematics 50 30 
206 Theory of Regreasion Anslysia & 

Concept of Analysis of Variance 50 26 

Hote : Mathematios & Statistics are subsidiary sabjeots and do not count 
to the olass obtained. 

Average Marks Obtained 64.1 (Equivalent to GPA 4.0) 

Ar, 28.7 &3 

MIRZA MOZAMMEL EU 
Deputy Regiatrar(Acedanic) 
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UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OF CHINA 

NAME DATE OF BIRTH GRADE OF NATIONWI, 
SATE OT ae | COLLLGL- ENTRANCE 

SENIOR MIDDLE SCHOOL the middie School Attached to___ EXAMINATION 
.. Nanjing Teachers College 

eC RADUATING DATE 

  

CUINESF 81 

  

USTC any 98y + Political sci. 77 
TERM 1S ENTIL. garijagar._. STUDENT REG. § MATULMVIICS 109 

SCHOLASTIC DEPT. oF Biolog. PHYSICS 3 
RECORD SPRCIALITY__Nolecular Biology __ i - CHEMISTRY 83 

| DLGALES AWANNEN © Bachelor of 5: 5 cience __. 

     

  

  

   

    
  

        

DIOLOCY 30 

ENGLIS! 90 
| TITLE OF THESIS 

! 
~ Gounse TITLE 77 Gounsr ms COURSE TITLE perl uns. | __ conse. TT fem sor.j af 

Fall TInt, 19 61 ' _Speing TERM, 19 92 

Calculas No.1 94 90 Calculae No.2 90 4 

Genera) Cheniatry . 96 72: Linear’ Algebra 96 2 
-Englinh No.1(advanced) * BO os | Mechanics and Beat 97 5 

Linear Algebra a) 54 | English No.2( advanced) a: 4 

Chinese Literature a3 | 6 \ Chinese Literature 89 3 

General Chemistry Lab. Work ‘ Good 36 Bechanics Experiment 4 4 

Hiatary of C.P.C. | 88 56 | Bintory of C.P.C. 93 2 

yal, TERM, 9 | Epring TERM, 19 83 ob 
Calcules Ko.} 97 sat Organic Chemiatry 97 ¢ 
Slectromagnetiss 97 Tz: Optics 57 5 

frobsability & Btatistice 96 34 Hethod of Mathematical Physics 32 ; 

( pre-passed . Englieh Bod 87 3 
Analytical Chesletry Bre. | 325 Organic Chemistry Leb. Work Good | 
Bnglieh Bo.3({advanced) 90 72 Optics Experi ~~ a+ 5 
Flectromagnetics Experiment 5 50 Aeathe Pese?| 3 

Folitical Beonomica e 36 Politics) Bcononics 4 3 

Yal) TERM, 18 83 — To * BS pring TERM, 18 ay 

Prysica) Cheaietry 95 T2 Pryeical Chemistry 95 ‘ 

Atomio Physics 94 eo Biology 93 ‘ 

Biology 88.5 | 126 Theoretiqal Mechanica 99 - 

Philosophy 67 36 Blectrodynanios . 100 - 

Quantus Rechanicr eb 72 Blectronié Clrouite( pre-paseed ) 94 ‘ 

Engineering Draft Bic. 40 Philosophy 95 3 

Modern Fhysice Lxperiment 5 54 FORTRAN Language 93 ‘ 
: Biology Lab. Work Exc, ‘ 
; Quantum Chemistry & Bolecalar a6 ‘ 

a Structure . 

Feli...-.TFRM, 19 £4 . Sreing —TERM, 1D 95 * 
Experimental Fhysical Chemistry | Bro. Sa 
Thermodynamice & Statistical Prys.! 90 12 Blocheniatry 95 

Biochenistry a4 72 Molecular Genetios 96 

Anatomy of Neurone) Syste 93.5 36 Microblel Cenetice 95 ‘ 

Applying Technique of Isotope 91 T? Physiology 93 t 

Electronic Circuits 96 54 Biochemistry Lab, Work Exo. 

Zlectranic Cironite Experisent 65 50 
Bicchestetry Lab. Work 90 T2 

Biology Lab.- Work Bre. . Sa 

peientific Informstion Searching Pass 6) 

“pany TERM, 1905 Spring TEAM, 1986 

The Protein Crystallography 3 * THESIS: 
Cell Biocle 
“Rethods of Molecular Biology 94 80 THES enlist tee nOLIPIt 

The Ose of Electric Microscope 93 72 STUDY OF Venn | Bxe 

in Biology 
DASE A PROM THES SHAKE . 

- OF AGKISTRODON ACUTUB         
  

  

, ~ ® Grade vith an asterisk je registered according to the ayatem vifh ‘adeat MARK € y' et 
REM Pase and Fail. f 

a : . SECTION O 
pert. Wean Sty fu ss REGISTRAR Uys (4... ._ TEACHING t eramns a 
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Mame of Studentt Dates Attended: Sep 1978 — Aug 1983 

Facultyt Medicine Yeore of Prograsr Five Yeers 

Spectaltey: Medicine . Student Number: 760117 

Jet dcodentc Fear and Academic Veer 3rd Academic Tear éch Acedentc Year 

ist Tere = 2nd Tors jet Tern 20d Tere let Ters 2nd Tern Jot Tere 2nd Term 
Courses Completed Covraes Completed Courses Completed Courses Completed 

RW [Grade FW Frade ervf rade} wv |craed HPV (rade| HPY | Gredd Pw [cradq HPY [Grade 

English 6 | ale ja | engricn 6 fa te | a [ Yerersst Medtctoe | 6 | a] 6 | A peateryice ‘ aftafaqa 
Ronan Syatematic Infectious 
hoatoay 4 A | 4.| 4 | Biochenterry je [4 4 | Surgery 6, ats 4 [ Diseases 4 ay 4} a 

hanes Mestalogy 2 {Bf 6 fa | suman Physiology ajaqé 4:| Pharescology 6] 8 Pediatrics ‘ Ay 4} a 
LS _Emeryosoay z 

Microbiology & Physical & Lab Jrorgante a 8 Ineunology. 4fa-t4 | 4 | ptagnosctes a] eB Otolaryngology ‘ & 

Physics 4 a seereartecat aia le a | Roencgenology ai)? Ophthalmology s B 

ferneees ee 4 4 sare keePnte 24? Philopophy 2 e Physiatrics 2 P 

Genetica ala Econcaice 2 , Tradteiooal Cuisese| 4 A Derastology 2 P 

eee 4 | 4 | Pathophysiology 2 p | Computer Science 4 A | Epidemtology «| 8 

Medical Neurology & : 
Chinese History 2 P Parasitology 2 ? Paychiecry 4 a Biostatistics é A 

Puystcal | 2 Pi[2]°* Payetcal 2; Pp j2 P | Operstive Surgery 2 Pf tygiene 2 P 

—~-—__.-__ ~~ womed cee a ee ef Ow fd, fee fe epee feed. Stommtolosy yr 

Tnterning im Nanfang Hoapital, Cuengehou from Aug 1982 to July 3963. Rotes: (1) HPW = Houre of Instruction Per veek; 

(2) In Examination Courses, 4+ Excellent(90-100), 

Be Good{BO-69), C= Sacisfactory(60-79), 
Ranks One of the toptventy in two hundred end six erudenta of 198) De Fail(betov 60): 

(3) Jn Jest Courses, Po Pass(above 60), Fe Fail{belov 60) 

Graduation Examinations A   

0°
6 

a
s
e



TRANSLATION OF DEGHEE CERTIFICATE 

The student resident of Shantong, 

born in March, 1963 has studded for five-year 

the medical speciality in the faculty of 

medicine of the First Military Medical College 

with qualified academic record, received the 

status of graduation, and after verification 

of eligibility according to Academic Degree 

Requirement in the People's Republic of China 

been conferred Bachelor of Medicine. 

President: Chairman of Academic 

Degree Committee: 

Zhao Yuanhong Zhao Yuanhong 

( signature ) ( signature ) 

Degree Certificate Number : 830117 

Case 9.1 
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ve Case 10.0 

  

  

  

  

  

SHANGHAI NAO TONG UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHC 

iv6{ HUA SAN ROAD - SHANGHAI - 209000 - THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA CABLE 213 TEL s1031 

None, Department, #ateTials Science and Engineering 
Metallic Materials and , 

Field, Heat Treatment. School 

1 tertify that the ubove named was enrolled on (date) Feh.15, 1982 

ond é wil reduate © on (date) July 18, 1984. with a Mi degree in O diploma in 

  
TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDS FOR GRADUATE STUDENT 

  

  
  

Course Title | Credit | redit | Grade] . ‘Course Title | Credit | Grac 
_ — | af lee . 

Natural Dialectics i 3 A_ | Statistics and Its 
English i 618 1. Application 2 B 

Random Processes 3 | A Experimental Study 3 B 

Methods of Calculation | 3 | C, | Russian 2 | 8 
Electronic Diffraction 2 | aL 
Thermodynamics of Materials) 2:8 

Phase Transformations 2 A 

Crystal Defects 2 | B 

Variational Calculus 1 A, 

Funetion of Complex Variablp 2 | By 

Fracture Physics 2 B,       
  

The Master’s Thesisian Inye 8 tigation on -The.Superplasticity Of 

Le 1, ALuminun ALLoy . 

Approved on (date) July 18, 1984. 

% fie \ SIGNED, zerkes          

  

es gy. PRINT NAME, Z.C.Zhang 
. ne ma 4 

ak c TITLE, Assc0ciate Dean, Professor. 
vies Sef & 

V/ DATE, June 3.1985. 

97



CanlTiPiCAfE OF asireR DiGHLE 

male, born in “ulan in Dec. 1954, tas a Graduate 

student majoring in Hetallic Materials and Heat Treatment in the 

Department of iiaterials Science and Engineering of Shanghai Jiao 

Tong University during 1982-1984. He has completed all the presc- 

ribed two and a half years graduate courses and passed the thesis 

reply with satisfactory achivements. Thereupon, he was approved to 

Eraguate from the university. 

Having been verified, it conforms to the " The Regulation Re- 

-garding The, Academic Degree Of The People's Republic Of China ", He 

is sranted the Degree of Master of Science. 

No. mae 

   

epi Ah 
SFT 

   
   

Case 10.1 

   
DIPLOMA 

Male, born in Wuhan in Dec. 1954, has completed in 

a satisfactory manner the prescribed two and a half years graduate 

cOurses of study in the Department of Materials Science and Engineer- 

ing of Shanghai Jiao Tong University, majoring in Metallic Materials 

and Heat Treatment. He has passed all the examinations end the thesis 

reply with satisfactory achievement. Ee is entitled to be a graduate 

of Shanghai Jiao Tong University. 

io. an 
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Gouvernement du Quebec 
Ministere de 1Ensegnement supeneur 
et de la Science 
Direction générale 

    

BULLETIN 

    

  

    

  

  

  

         

      

  

    

  

    
   
     

  

    

    

       

   

    

      

  

    

  

    

    
  

   

    

      
  

  

  

        
  

  

  

  

, .o4r 
de l'enseignement collégiai D'ETUDES COLLEGIALES Page * 

Ftablissement: ys GEPLUMA 

N¢ de demande 
Case 11.0 dadmission’ 

‘ Code 
permanent: 

Date de 
naissance: roeot- $i Sexe: - 

a“ Remarque Moyenne du groupe 

Numero du cours Titre du cours Note sur 100 | Session-annee 

> [~Untes | Code 

FIIGIPSHVCICAlL EGUTATION 06 3 &-as 

Seat PELE NTCAL COLLEGE MATH a4 VAPECL ESP ARE 

G16 RAL CHEMISTRY 3%. 0 TALE C AF) 4-ae 

a OP INTRODUCTORY PHYS ITS z 9 TS aS) £2 

3 GeuseAPhy OF TGR itn 23 24 67|4-38 

z BUMAULTIES Lf G 91 62,8 -45 

3 SPYNCIALIZEO LANGUAGE SIUSinS 3 a3 6G, A-S 

(F202) GENERAL & 24 bl] 1-89 . 

P7TRQSP PHYSICAL ys as{H-39 

TT OC) ESSENTIAL $3 Safi -39 

Tit:i|/ GENERAL C Y 56 

3 75 INTRADUCT < 6s 

Toe: se WUMANMITIE ? a4 

Brrges 2 Tay BS 

TePtan3¢ - 7? 

LEAT it) ca AB 

L@tTS°a| RE: AB A 
Gi77 es [ Me FElET] GALA 

@igz32 AB £ ? 

> eeTSade = 3% 69)a-89 
5 4 3 29 we] A-39 

° iG IUGR Tees 2 4 Taja-39 

SyVEPBGuE EQUCAT ION o 6 Bi]M-98 

LaszTtst Il zoe, Gay -99 

3087 & THE MOGQEYN WORD 25 94 ry [e399 b 
ast 24 28 Tafu-ge 

3 a? @AR|ti- 79 

5 Ze TOP 9G 
* a4 ro{e-90 

“os Ja avs 7a 

beeeteeaes | 

Total des unités acquises: | nine { Mast caurai a tS ats cartons docomacte tun Sore 
. ldenuhcaton 

Etudes en cours 
ou dermeéres 
études 
cailégial Tsune? Numero Compierees Sanchon tecormmanace )} 

Légende: Cotonne «Remarg ABs : =O EC = Echec: EA™= Echecpar absence EQ= Equivalence; EX= Exempnon 
IN= Incomplet; SU = Substitution, 

Catonne «Session-annees: A= Automne: 1 = Hiver: Eu Eté, 
Catonne «Codes: Code d'organssme de tout élablissement auve que catur Gur émet le builaon, ou le cours 3 été sum (Liste complete au verso). 

ETABLISSEMENT 
\ees.o0s 
90-1263 

  

Oate 4 emssion 
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Gouvernement du Quebec 
Ministére de (‘Enseignement supérieur 
et.de la Science 

  

BULLETIN 

  

  

    

    
  

Direction générale D’E = : 
de I'enseignement collégial ETUDES COLLEGIALES Page = 9F 

Etablissement: Ty .FOONDARY VY DLPLGOMA 

N° de demande 
Case 11.1 d'aamission: 

Code 
permanent: 

Date de 
naissance: Trad Sexe: it 

i Remarque Moyenne du groupe | 

Numéro du | cours Titre du cours Note sur 100 Session-année 

Unites Code 

TODO TTIS | MECHANICS c.é Ed BY 

345101822 HUMANITERS ¢ 2G 97 73 

TOVTOSTTOS|LINEAR ALGEBRA eet IN PROGREYS fae 

POTZOITTIGQ/ELECTRICITY 4 MAGNETISM o* IN FRGOGRE ES a 

eyertresen (END OF TRANSORUPT 

  
    

SRRET ERM RET ED AT 

            
  

  

  

          

  

  

    N= incompiet; = SUe 

i i = Mesure équrivaiant 4 45 heures d'activités d’apprentissage et qui est 

Total des unités acquises: = & Unité { utilisée pour reconnaitre a |'étudiant I'atteinte des objectts d'un cours. 

. Kdenuhcavon 

études 260.03 xR 

\_collégiaies: Wentsheaton (sue) Numero Tompusiees Sancnon Tecommandes 

( Légend aB= Oim Dispense: EC = Echec: A= Echecparabsence EQ= Equvalence; EX = Exempton 

e- és, COURSES FOLLOWED: 31 PASSED:2 

  

Colonne «Seasion-ennées: A= Automne, = =H= Hiver, 
_ Colonne «Codes: Code dorgarrame de tout établissement autre que cal qui émet fe bullabn, ou le cours a été suivi (Liste compiéte au verso}. 

ETABLISSEMENT 1... ., 120; ay a atoy ‘saz: 
jate d'émussion rae   

100



   

Washington State University 
Office of Re Registrar, Pullman, Washington 99164-1035 

Case 12.0 

This Transcript is official when the signature 

and the date are in bluc and you can feel the 

embossed seal. A BLACK AND WHITE TRANSCRIPT 

ee VTL eet RD emery ee est (ea 

  

    
(®), OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 
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ts 

    
wastlindton STATE university 

at PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 99164-1035 

  
ACADEMIC netana or   

    

    

  

  S frtnsonacoasa | COURSE BAG 

  

YES Ga, 
  

  emmmoate 

Leeland ae SCOTT. HABAY. 

  

  

aooness C AMADA” ot esyen, 105: a) INTRO PSYCH Ai 
  

T34, 6P9 
  

btCOnOaRy scraay, | 

  

  

  

Lo
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a [Non Ratipewt cnt 
  

  

  

  

  

  

+ 45.0, 

  

Te ree ie   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

     
  eTEsTHiig Fate i¢8e 

  

   

PHIL 102 (CG) WRTG & REAS ne 
CHEM 101 (°) CHEM LIFE I 
ANTH 101° (8S) GEN ANTH i 
ENGL, 108 CH) READING LIT, 
PEACT 127 -BEG JAZZ OAN 

7 16,0 16005, 48 0.0 ¥ 

97857119 SPRENG '3990 
PEACT 1469- “BEG @CHLING. 
WST 200 ¢ (S) INTRO wOrEN 
MATES PAECALC ALG. 
FSHN 130: (B) NUTR LIVING), 
com = 101- (CH) PASS COM SOC 
PR 499 SP PROELEMS | 
29.0 31.0 98.3 0.0 3 

97657-119 FALL*' 1990 
ENGL 101 (WH) INTRO WaTG 
ANTH 316 (K)} GENDER & CUL 
FoA- 104s€H) INTROGUCTION 
THEN» “105 (P) PRINCIPLES | 
com |248": LANG & BEHAVE]! 
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Washington State University 

Pullman, Washington 99164-1035 

Washington State University is the tance -grant institution of the Evergreen 
State with the Iradi e and 
The unvversity was established by the ‘oat Washinglon State Legistalure on 
March 26, 1890, and was chartered under the name of Washington Slate 
Agricultural College and School of Science In 1905, the name was changed 
to State College of Washington and in 1959 became Washington Stale 
University, The university includes seven colleges. a graduate school, 
Intercollegiate Center for Nursing Education in Spokane and Yatuma, and 
Seatile Center tor Hotel and Restaurant Admmnistration, The university also 
has branch campuses at Spokane, Tri-Cities, and Vancouver, WA 

The university operates on the early start semester system, Summer classes 
are conducled in four, sx. and eight week sessions, running simuilaneously 

ACCREDITATION 

State U ity 1s by the Cr on Colleges of 
the Northwest Associalion of Schools and Colleges, Ihe regional accrediting 
association, 
The institution is a mamber of the National University Extension Association 
€nd is hsted in the official publications of the U.S. Office of Education and the 
State Department of Public Instruction Many departments and colteges are 
accredited by professional accrediting associations recognized by the 
Council on Postsecondary Accreditation 

EXPLANATION OF GRADING AND POINT 

SYSTEM 

  

A Provides 4.0 grade points per credit hour 

A- provides 37 grade pomts per credit hour 

B+ provides 33 grade poms per credit hour 

B Provides 3 0 grade poms per credit hour. 

8- provides 2.7 grade pomts per credit hour. 

C+ provides 23 grade poms per credit hour. 

C provides 26 grade points per credit hour 

C- provides 1.7 grade points per credit hour. 

O+ provides 1.3 grade pots per credit hour 

D provides 1.0 grade paints per credit hour 

F Provides no credi or grade points (credits attemptect are caiculated in 

gpa). 
credit given—grade points not calculated 

credit given—grade pomts not calculated 

Provides no credil or grade points 

Provides no credit or grade points. 

Provides no credit or grade points x
=
 

7 
H
Y
 

Case 12.1 

A plus (+) and minus {-) alpha grading system became effective with Fall 
Semester 1979. Grades of A * and D - are not awarded. A grade of C - or 
below is disregarded if a siudent repeats (he course and earns another grade. 
Itthe student repeals the course more than once, the last grade received shall 

stand as the course grade. and the last grade only shall count on the 
cumulalive grade point average and coninbute to the totat number of hours 
required lor graduation, Prior to Fall Semester 1973, if the student repeated 

the course more than ance the hours and grade points earned beyond the first 
enrollment counted in the cumulative grade point average. Effectrve in Fall 
1983, a student repeals a course in which an incomplele grade was 
recerved, the incomplele grade will be changed to F 

Honor Hour Prior ta Fall 1968. t honor hour was awarded ¢ the student 
earned a minmmum of 56 grade pomis in one semester 

The summary line toll g each indi 
from left 19 night: hours attempted in graded courses, hours earned. grade 
points, non-resident hours, total hours, and cumulative grade point average 
(gpa) Grade point averages are computed by dividing total grade points by 
the number of hours attempted in graded courses (A-F}. Grades earned in 
non-resident hours are not compuled in the Washington Slate University 
grade point average. Only the latest summary line is updated when grade 
corrections are made. 

Courses taken by correspondence do not yield grade points and carry no 
graduate credit. Grades earned in extension courses sponsored by 
Washington State University yield grade points toward graduation, Correspon- 
dence of extension work submitied for transfer credit yields credit only if 
completed with grades of C or better. 

  

General University Requirement Codes 

Code letters appearing in the right portion of the creat column indicate 
courses that meel General University Requirements (distribulive) for 
graduation, 
Effechve in Fall 1979, this course identification code was shifted to a   letter suttix of Ihe course number, e g., ENGL 201 (W) 

COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM 

001-099 do not carry university credit 
100-299 are lower-division courses. 
300-499 are upper-division courses. 
500-599 are primarily for graduate students. 
600 and above are exclusively for graduate students. 

Elective Fall 1988, Math 101 will no longer count toward the minimum credits 
required for graduation. 

COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS 

Washin ington State University 1s one of several insitutions engages in joint 
acadentic endeavors offering portions of a loial curnculum in off-campus 
focatiods within the state These include the Intercollegrale Center for Nursing 
Education in Spokane and Yakima, the Seattle Center for Hotel and 
Restaurant Admimstration the branch campuses of WSU Tr-Cites, WSU 
Vancouver, and WSU Spokare and the Washington Higher Education 
Talecommunication Sysiem {(WHETS) 

TRANSCRIPT NOTATIONS 

Grade changes are made only by the Registrar | {incomplete} and X {grade 
withheld] grades are changed by lining through the origina! grade in india ink 
and posling the correct grade beside the tined-oul grade, letter grade 

and summary information are also recorded in ink Only the latest 
summary line ts updated when grade corrections are made. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 

Astudeni who has completed any of the prescribed curecuta, with a minimum 

of 120 semester hours. may become a Candidate for an undergraduate 
degree (128 semester hours were requtred for graduation prior to summer, 
1966}, Graduate degree requirements aré bsied in the Graduate Study 
Bulletin. 

TRANSCRIPT REQUESTS 

Please note: During rush periods al the end of each semester, the transcript 
office will superimpose the semesier grade report on the transcript for matling 

as an official copy ol the currenl Iranscripl, (posting 1s usually compleled one 

month after the end of the semester | 

The home address of the student and othe: tems of personal inlormation 
appeanng on the transcript are hose recorded at the ime ol the sludent's first 

enroliment 

NOTE This unvversity does not provide transcripts from other universities. 
Transcripts of records in olher insiutions, | needed, must be obtained from 
the other college. university, or high schoot 

Washington State University follows the polcies of the American Association 
of Collegiate Registrars and Admisstons Officers with regard to the content 
and release ol student records 

Oltictal transcripts have the Registrar's signature stamped in blue with 
an embossed vatidation. Tranacripts tssued to students state 
“Unoftticial, Issued te student.” 

MARY GUNN 

Registrar
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am Urignam Young University 

REGISTRARS OFFICE 
4825 RICHARD ROAD 
CALGARY ALBERTA TIE 6K6 
ATTN: CANANA 

"aut gare Provo, Utah 84602 03/20/90 
Garé VRINTED 

; ee ws EMALE 
eeE AL SEC te LY NUMBER STUMLAL GAME SEX BYU STUOENT NO. 

cee cee ene AOT_ENROLLED 91 B70 B85. 
CURRENT GEPARTMENT CURRENT MAJOR BIRTHDATE 

BEPT CRS COURSE DESCRIPTION SEM GD 
NO. HRS 

BYU CREDITS POSTED 
FALL SEMESTER 1988 

FAMSC 210 004 CHILO DEVELOPMENT 3.0 C+ 
ENGL 115 403 FRESHMAN ENGLISH 3.0 B+ 
GEN S t10 O13 EFF STOY AND LRNG 2.0 € 
A HTG 100 025 AMERICAN HERITAGE 3.0 C- 
REL A 121 048 INTRO 800K OF MORM 2.0 D+ 
SEM HR ERN 13.0 HR GRO 13.0 THR 13.0 GPA 2.25 

WINTER SEMESTER 1989 
BIOL 100 001 PRINCIPLES BIOLOGY 3.0 8- 
MATH 100 400 INTERMED ALGEBRA 2.0 W 
PSYCH 111 001 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 3.0 8 
REL A 122 026 INTRO BOOK OF MORM 2.0 0- 
SOC 111 OL INTRO SOCIOLOGY 3.0 C+ 
FAMSC 301 004 PREPARATN MARRIAGE 3.0 B 
SEM HR ERN 14.0 HR GRO 14.0 THR 16.0 GPA 2,48 

FALL SEMESTER 1989 
ENGL 232 003 SHAKESPEARE 3.0 Ct 
GEOL 103 OOL LIFE OF THE PAST 3.0 
PES 129 020 FITNESS FOR LIVING 0.5 A- 
REL A 211 022 NEW TESTAMENT 2.0 C- 
HLTH 129 020 ~HLTH&LIFESTYLE MGT 1.0 B- 
PHY § 100 003 FUND PHYS SCI 3.0 C- 
SEM HR ERN 12.5 HRGRO 12.5 THR 12,5 GPA 1.86 

BYU HR ERN 39.5 HR GRD 39.5 THR 41.5 GPA 2.21 
TOT HR ERN 39.5 WR GRO 39.5 THR 41.5 

MAIL TO: MOUNT ROYAL COLLEGE 

Case 13.0
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KEY TO THE TRANSCRIPT 

1. Transcript 

Students may obtain in person copies of their own academic records at the 
Records Office. Appropriate identification and fee is required. A transcript 
can also be obtained by writing to the Records Office. A written request muat 
be signed by the student or accompanied by a release signed by the individual 
whose transcript is being requested. 

A transcript is official when signed by the University registrar or assiatant 
registrar, dated, and imprinted with the Brigham Young University seal. 

2. Grading and Credit Point System 

  

Grade Points 
Letter Grade Description per Unit 

A Superior 40 
A- 3.7 
We 34 

8 Above Average 3.0 
R- 27 

Cc. 24 
Cc Average 20 
c- 7 

De a 
D Marginal 1.0 
D- 07 
E Failure 0.0 
Ww Official Withdraw . 
WE Withdraw Failing 00 
uw Unofficial Withdraw 00 
' Incomplete 0.0 
IE Delinquent Incomplete 0.0 
T Course Work in Progress . 
Pp Pass ° 
NG Not Graded , 
NS Grade Not Submitted . 
v Audit . 
wy Class Waived . 

*Not calculated in GPA 

Law/MBAGrdes 0 Deseription 
80-90 Superior 
b-9 Above Average 
W- 74 High Pass 
6 - 70 Passing 
59 - 65 Marginal 
SU - 58 Unsatisfactory 

NOTE Grade Point Average is caleutated separately for Letter and Numeric grades. 

3. Credit Hours 

Allcredit hours on the BYU transcript are computed in semester hours. All 
transfer or BYU courses taken on the quarter system are converted to 
semester hours. A semester hour represents one recitation each week for a 
period of 16 weeks (or its equivalent). A normal load is considered to be 16 
hours per semester. 

Case 13,1 

4. Course Numbering System 

Preparatory Lower Upper Grad/Adv_ Grad. 

  

  

  

Years ‘& Remedial Diy. Div. Under 
Grad. 

Prior to 1-49 50-99 100+ 
1948/49 

1948/49 
to 1-99 100-199 200+ 

Summer 1957 

1957/58 
to 1-99 | 100-299 300-499 500-599 600+ 

Present. 
  

5. Class Standing 

Al the beginning of each semester, students are classified for that semester 
on the basis of hours completed. The classification is as follows: 

    
Credit Hours Earned Classification 

1-31.9 Freshman 
32-63.9 Sophomore 

64-95.9 Junior 
96 and over Senior 

6. Transfer Credit 

The name of transfer institutions the student has attended are noted on the 
BYU transcript. A summary line indicates the number of credit hours 
accepted from each institution. 

4. Suspension and Dismissal 

indicates a student has been denied continued enroll- 
ment privileges until the student has qualified for readmission. 

Academic Dismissal indicates a student has been suspended a second time 
and is not eligible for readmission to BYU. 

indicates a student has been denied continued 
enrollment privileges for lack of satisfactory progress towards a degree. 

i indicates suspension from the University 
for nonacademic reasons. 

8. Accreditation 

BYU is fully aceredited by the Northwest Association of Schools and Col- 
leges. This accreditation covers all courses and programs offered at Brigham 
Young University. See BYU General Catalog for other accreditations. 

9. Confidentiality of Records 

This transcript must not be released to a third party without written autho- 
rization of the student, 

BYU Records Office B-150 ASB Provo, UT 84602 
(801) 378-2631
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mor 
SRVADA, MO. 446772 & ? 

STUDERT INFORMATION COTTEY COLLEGE RECORD 3 3 

Gast Bane First Miaate 8/23/89 3 
Date Entered Date Withdrawn 2 

3/22/70 Calgary, Canada 3 
Birth Date Place of Birth § 

Dace Graduated Degree Zaracd = 

_ Senolastic Honors ” 
Home Address 

ay State Zip Cade 

xz 
Canada 

a 

» Country § 

Course Hours Hours Grade Course Hours Hours: Grade 

Depe. No, Course Title Attempted Credit, Points Grade Depe- No, Course Tide Attempted Creaty Points 

FAag9 2,24 Fago "2.348 

BIO 107 PRIN OF BIOLOGY 3.0 3.0 3.0 D | ART 105 VISUAL COHN = 3.0 340 Sed Be 
BIO 407 PRIN BIOLOGY LA 1,0 1.0 1,3 D¢| B10 222 ANAT & PHYS 3.0 3.0 6.9 Ct 
BAN 145 INTER MOD DANCE 1.0 1.0 3.7 A~ BIO 211 ANAT & PHYS LAB 1.01.0 2.3 Ct 

ENG 101 ENGLISH COMP 3.0 3.0 S.i C+] FRE 101 ELEN FRENCH 4.0 4.0 10.8 B- 
WIS 101 WESTERN CIV 3.0 320 Sei Ce} PRE 131i TENNIS T/BADH 1.0 1.0 3.7 @- 
PHE 1401 PERSONAL HLTH 2,0 2.0 7.4 A- FHE 138 WEIGHT TRAINING 1,0 1.0 3.0 8B 

PHE 111 INTRO TO P-E. 2,0 2.0 8.04 PHE 139 LIFETINE FIT 1.01.0 3.06 8 

15.0 15:0 3366 2.240 PSY 203 DEV PSY CHILN 3.0 3.0 1461 A- 
17.0 17.0 4s? 2.700 

SP90 2.135 
COM 110 INTRO COMP SCI 3.03.0 8.1 B- 

BAN 248 COMPOS/CHOREGG 0.06.0 0.0 W 

ENG 102 ENGLISH COHP 3.0 3.0 Si C- 
PHI 101 INTRO TO PHILOS 3,0 3.0 2.1 D- 
PHY 111 ELEM PHYSICS 3.9 3.0 6.9 Ct 

PHY 111 ELEM PHYSIC LAB 1,0 1.0 4,0 A 
13,0 13.0 28.2 O15 

Mount Royal College, Calgary, Alberta Case 14.0 
Transferred 09/24/90 

Fall 1968 

Ena ant Intra Sociology 3 credits JUN - 31991 
N 1 Novel & The Short Story 3 credits - rAd, 

Winter 1989 MOUNT ROY. “ 
SLGY 2203 Current Social Issues 3 credits COLLEGE - 

OA SE 

Semester is 16-weeks ia length 

Valid Only if College Seal is Affixed In Good Standing Unless Indicated. 
Hours Hours a 

iP Cresit mt 

wou Ae CC. Uae   
Regusuar   ora 
  

  = S | 30\q L 
  

The FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS AND PRIVACY ACT OF 18764 {as amendot) prohibits mnt release of Information irom tis 
document to « third party in a personally identifiable form without first obtaining the written consent of the student. 
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Case 15.0 

COUMJANINCTHYUKA SENEPATHBHA PES YBIHKA JYFOCUABHIJA 

CONNJANHCTHUYUKA PENYBAHKA MAKBQOHHJA 

© 
YHHBEP3SHTET ,KHPHT HW METORH)*" BO CKONJE 

@AKYJITET 34 EKOHOMCKH HAYKH 

OO3T EKOHOMCKH @AKVIITET ,CKONJE* BO CKONJE 

AHNAOMA 
Pextopor wa Yuieepaureror ,Kupua w Metoguj" so Cxonje « gexanor Ha Exowoucnnor canyater so Cronje, co caonte normucn W co 

NevaToy Ha YHHeePsHTeroy Novepgysaay AOke : 

  
(opesmuec, Tarxopo muse m muse) 

pogen-@ Ha 80 cp na Aen rOquHa FO SABpuM NoAArAneTO 

HA NPONMWAHHTS HCNHTH HM Ce agoSH co sxwe oOpasoaanHe (VI/l creneH) Ha Exonomcnwor dbanynter, HacoKa 

  

4 CTeKHA npaso Ha cTpyveH HasHs 

EKOHOMHCT 

Bps ochosa na toa Yxunepsuteror ,Kupia w Meroguf’ BO ‘Cxonje uy-h HsAaea AnNNOMA Ba SaBpweHO BHWe CBpar0sanne (VI/1 cTeneH) 
CO KOJA HAHAHAATOT-xaTR FH CTeHHysA CHTe npasa wo wy-A ApHnasact Cnopeg sakoHHTe Ha CounjanncTHina Meneparwana PenyOanna Jyrocaaenja. 

Bo Cuonje, 6p. 

AEKAH PEKTOP 

Ha Exonoucnwor charyater wa Yunpepsutetor 

  

ipod. a-p Cunnwa Cnacoe Npod. a-p Torop Yynoe
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SOCIJALISTISXA REPUBLIXA BOSNA I HERCUGOVINA 

GRADJEVINSKI FAKULTET SARAJEVO 
SEKRETARIJAT 

Broj: Lf. KEE F. ~ 

Sarajevo, 2.septenbar 1977. godine 

  

Na zolbu s diplomiranog gra- 

djevinskog ingenjera ovog fakulreta, & na osnovu_8lana 171. 

Zakona o op3tem upravnom postupku ("Sl.list SFRJ™ broj 18/85) 

izdaje 

UVJERENJE 

da je » Fodjen 22.3.19%8.godine u La- 

takiju, Sirija, diplomivani gradfevinski inZenjer saobra- 

€ajnog smjera od 5.7.1977 godine. 
“Studija na Gradjevinskom fakultetu trajala je devet 

Seneatara uw toku kojih je odslugano i polofeno 33 (trideset- 

tri) _ispita. ‘Uradjen je odgovarajuéi broj grafidkth radova 1 

tor 

  

  

  
  

  

pea Prednet (nedelings. __ Selene 
Predavanja VjeZbe Ispit Gra: .rad. 

a 2 3 a $ 6 

PRYA GODINA 
I SEMESTAR 

i. Matematika I s » .- - 
2. Hacrtna ceometrija 2 2 - - 

3. Fizika 2 2 - oe 
§. Menljska tebnologija 2 1 6Chext) - 
S. Gradjevinske konstrukeije 2 2 - - 
& Osnovi nauke o drudtve 2 - - - 

7. Yizi&ke obrazovanje - 2 - - 

PRVA GODINA 
IZ SEWESTAR 

1, Matenatika I 3 3 6(3est) - 
2. Nacrtma geometrija 2 2 S(3est) 7(sedam) 

3. Fizika 2 2 6C3est) 

&. Mehanika 3 3 - - 

S. Gradjevinsxa konstrukcija 2 2 - - 
6. Osnovi nauke o drustvu 2 - 6(Sest) = 
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-3- 1 

i 3 3 7. 6 € , ; bd vf ¥ 

Iv GODINA Y. Fleidke obrasovanje - a - - 
VIL SENXE: 

4. arairani Beton a 2 Oldest) 6{dact) DALOA GODINA 

2, Mevtalne konstrukeija a 1 Q(Best) S(teot) EET SEMESTAR 
3. Organisacije ® gredjeviaaretva 2 1 - - 1. Matesatika 22 - 3 2 . . 

&. Mehanika tie 1 fandiranje 3 a 8( lest) - 2. Gradjevinske konstrukoije 2 2 ClSeet) Sheet) 

§. Zeljermice I, ¥ dic a e - - 3. Geologijs 8 2 sheet) 
6. Putovi I a i - - &. Nehanika a ae - 
7. Oonovi hidrotehnike a s - - 6. Otpornost amatertjala : te- - 

I¥_Goprma 
¥ DRUGA GODIMA EXE SENESTAR IV SEHESTAR 

2. Orgentsactje © gradjevinerstvu § ’ . . i. Matematika IT a & 6lest) - 
2. Seljesaios I, I die s 2 
2. Seljesatce 1, It aio 2. Nehanixa 2 1 6( feet) . 

* Ggorn}i stro}? : a - . - §. Tepltivenje materijala 2 a- - 
*. Fatovi F . = 7 Fteedan) 8(seet} &. Opporncet materijale 3 2 @f3e0t) . 

@, Oenovna hidrotehnika 2 2 TMeedan) 1( sedan) &. Geoderije . a- : 

@. Sacbraéajna ekonoalja ’ 2 CEtact) eCeest) 8. Geodetoka prakes . + kolokvirano 
J. Gradeki eacbrates ‘ 5 Cloeam) 7(eedan) 

. TRECA SonttA 

wy Goursa YSEMCSTAR 
1K_SEHESTAR 1. Tepltivanje seterijals 2 2 

4, Betonekt mestovi ? & Fleedan) 7(sedan) 2. Teorija konstrukoije I 8 ® 

2. Seljesnice I, IT dle . 8. Geodesije 1 a 

; (goraji stroj) . 8 2 O(osan) &(osan) &. midrevtike £ bidrologlja ® s 
jo Beljeznioe I, IIT Sen): tune: peljetate : 2 . eCocms) ftean) 5. Jani radovi § ue s D Clheet) B(dcer) 

®. Organiszact{a » gradjevinaretve - 8 Cleean) 9(eedan) TRECA GOOISA 

6. "Purovi Ir ’? ® OChest) ?Ceedan) 3X_SEMESTAR ; 

@. feljesnice 21 2. Toorije konstrukelie IT ‘ & GCbeot> (sedan) 
+I aio 1 2 B{osan) @foean) 

. 2. Mehanika tla 2 fundiresje ? rR - - 
II dio a Ly Skene) CCdect) 

Qejene4iploakyag-ERaN— 150° 3. Arairent beton : a . 
Pros {ek-etudija—————===4,83.__ &. Seobraéajna ehoncatja 2 ae - 

Podact wzeti iz matiane injige droj 9119 6. Mohanisacija u gradjevinaretvy 2 1 7(seden) - 

Ujerenje ce isdaje ea svehy nostrifikecije. SB. Gradilidna prakea - © kolokvirae - 

- 7. Organisacije « gradjeviaarstvu 2 ze. - 

&. Drvane konstrukcije a 2 8CSest) 6(feot) 

   
PRODEXAN 

Boo. Faniglev Yerbié 
. i



COUHJAAHCTHYKA @EACPATHBHA PEMYBAKKA JYTOCAABHIA 
COUHJAAHCTHYRA PENYBAHKA CPBHIA 

  

YHHRCPSHTCT Y BEOrPAAY 
A\EAHUHHCKH AKYATET Y BEOrPAAY 

AHTAOMA 
0 CTEYEHO) BHCOKOJ LUKOACKO) CNPEA\H 

PEKTOP YHHBEPSHTETA Y BEOFPAAY H ACKAH MMEAHLHHCKO DAKYATETA 
CBOJHM MOTNHCHAA HNEYATOM NOTBPBYSY AA JE 

CA YCNEXOM MOAATAHE HCNHTA MPOMHCAHHX 3A CTHUAME MPABA HA 
AHMAOMY 0 BHCOKO) CTPYSHO) CPEMH HA AEAHLLHHCKOM 
@AKYATETY CA CPEADOM OLLEHOM Y TOKY CTYAHJA 

HA OCHOBY TOrA HIAAJE CE OBA AHMAOAA KOJOAN CTHYE 
BHCOKY IWKOACKY CAPEMY H CTPYSHH HASHB: 

AOKTOP C(ACAHUHHE 
KAO H MPABA KOJA MO SAKOHY MPHNAAASY 

Y BEOFPAAY, TOAHHE BPO) 

ACKAH MEAHUHHCKO® @AKYATETA PEKTOP YHHEEPSHTETA 

Case 17.0 
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UNTVERZA V MARIBORU 
VISOKA UKONOMSKO-KOMERCIALNA SOLA V MARIBORU 

DIPLOMA 
    

  

    

  

VISOKA EKONOMSEO-KOMERCIALNA 30LA V MARIBOAU MU(JT) PRIZNAVA 
VISJESOLSKO IZOBRAZBO IN MU(JI) DAJE STROKOVNI NASLOV 

EKONOMIST 

3 TEM SI JE PRIDOBIL{A) VSE ZAKONITE PRAVICE, DOLOCENE ZA TO IZOBRAZBO 

ATEVEZA: $= Wn F PAARIIOR, oases eeseessaenegtsmetee en meee — 

Denn BEXTOS 

VuOG2 CRONOMEO ZOMEROALNE SOLE toaveaza 

© maamoau ¥ mAAmOSU 

Case 18.0 

rUuLocs E Diriced 

UNIVERZA V MARIBORU 
VISOKA BKONOMSKO KOMERCIALNA SOLA V MARIBORU 

DIPLOMA 

  

  

VISOKA EKONONSKO KOMERCLALNA SOLA V MARIBORU MUG) PRIZNAVA 
VISOKOSOLSKO LZOBRAZBO IN MUU} DAJE STROKOVNI NASLOV 

DIPLOMIRANI EXONOMIST 

$ TEM SI JE PRIDOBIL{A) VSE ZAKONITE PRAVICE, DOLOCENE ZA TO IZOBRAZSO 

  

PAPAL Ba 

DEKAN arETOR 

VISOKE EKONOMIEO ROMZACLALNE (OLE uvens 
¥ mARIpOAU ee 

De. BANE MeLaYe PL DAL) PONLAGIC



COUHJAJINCTHUKA SEMEPATHBHA PENYBJIHKA JYTOCIIABHJA 

COUMJAJINCTHYUKA PEITYBJIHKA CPBHJA 

  

YHUBEP3HTET Y BEOrPAAY 

AWTIAOMA 
O AOKTOPATY TEXHHUKHX HAYKA 

PEKTOP YHHBEP3HTETA Y BEOrPALY H JEKAH FPABEBHHCKOL @A- 
KYJITETA, CBOJHM NOTTMCHMA H NEYATOM YHHBEPSHTETA MOTBPBYJY 
JA JE POBEH TOQHHE Y NOwWTO 
JE19 YOMWHE CTEKAO BHCOKY DIKOJICKY CIPEMY HA FPABEBHHCKOM 
@PAKYJITETY YHHBEP3HTETA Y BEOFPALLY, OJBPAHHO JOKTOPCKY RHCEPTA- 
WvjJY HA JAH TOJHHE HA FPABEBHHCKOM DAKYJITETY 
TIO HACJIOBOM 

Wi THME HCNYHHO YCIOBE 
_ 3A CTHUABE HAYUHOP CTEMEHA 

JOKTOPA TEXHHYKMX: HAYKA 

HA OCHOBY TOrA H3]AJE MY CE OBA JHIUIOMA KOJOM CTHYUE 
THTYJIY DOKTOPA TEXHHUKHX HAYKA, KAO H TIPABA KOJA MY IIO 3AKOHY 
NMPHTIATAJY. 

Y Sacrpasy, rosnwe, Spo} 

ARXAR 

TPABEBHHCKOS @AKYATETA 

PEKTor 

YHHBEPIHTSTA ¥ SEOIPAAT 

Case 19.0 

WW
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Case 20.0 

COMHJATHCTHYUKA DENEPATHBHA PEMYBAHKA JYTOCHABHJA 

COMHJANHCTHUKA PENMYBRHKA MAKEROHHJA 

& 
VHHBEPSUTET ,KHPHI H METONMHJ" BO CKONJE 

MABIHHCKH ®AKYNTET 

AHMNAOMA 
Paxropor wa Yuneepsureror ,Kxpun i Meroguj" 80 Cronje w jexanor wa Maumncnnor cbanynret a0 Crtonje, €o csoute fornucn » Co 

nesxaror Ha Yuusepanreror norepaysaar jena 

  
{opmune, varrew ae 8 mae) 

Pogen-a Ha 80 ce m RCNHTH Ha NOCTAWNNOUCKHTE 

  
eryaun (Vii/2 crenex) « Ha Aen FOAWHa fo ORGpann walKcrencKHOT TpyA Ha TeMa: 

  

  CO KOj CrenHa paso Ha cIpyyew maze 
MATPHCTEP NO MALIUHHCKH HAYKH 

Bpz ocnoea Ha toa Yxnsepanreror ,Hupun * Meroau|" ao Cxanje uy- waqaea AXNNOMa 3a 3aeBpwerN NOCTAWNNOUCKH CryAKH 3a MarHcTpaTypa 

  

  

(VII/2 crenen) co woja xanquaaror-mata fw crennysa Cure npaea wo uy-it Apnafaat cropen na Coun; Denep Pony6 

dyrocaaanja. 
Bo Cxonje, 6. 

AEKAH PEKTOP 

Ha Maumucinor danynter wa Yunsepsnreror 
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£0/3/8 Case 21.0 

  

AKADEMIA GORNICZO-HUTNICZA 
IM, STANISLAWA STASZICA W KRAKOWIE 

DYPLOM && 
urodzon.a dnia..6 ezerwee.1955. 
w Olkussu 

odby! & studia , Megisterskie  . 
na Wydziale ilaszyn Gorniczych 
i Hutniczych 

w zakresie ...maszyn i urzgdzen 
gorniczych i wiertniczych 

  

  

z wynikiem GOOD ne 
( po speinientu wymogéw- okreélonyon 

obowlgzulacyrm! przeplsam! uzyskala 

hop oe w dniu 14 marca 1979  tytul 

0. 

Or" 
magistre. ine ryniera mechanika 2 

KTOR 
pot Filcekm»/-/profe i Giergiel 

Krak6v . ania 45 marca aw 79



Case 21.1 

ZgodnoSé ninlejszego odpisu z orygina- 

lem stwierdzam 

Klerownlk Gekrotariatu Grkoly 

Spel \ 

Ay oben recat dnia 2 Oh 13} r. 

_ 
— 
~ 

  

DYPLOM 
UKONCZENIA STUDIOW 

CODPIS)



Case 21.2 wok,,.01318 

SERVICE DE TRADUCTION BERLITZ rs 
UNE DIVIJION DES ECOLES BERLITZ — LANGUES VIVANTES DU CANADA LTEE 

BERLITZ TRANSLATION SERVICE 
A DIVISION OF THE BEALITZ SCHOOLS OF LANGUAGES OF CANADA LTD. 

  

Cover: 

Folish State Emblen 
Wording: Diploma of completine higher ed 

Inside: 

Photograph, Circular seal 
Signature; Illegible 

Diploma WK». 2547/ Masz/ 79 

  

STAVISTAW STASZTC ACADENY 

OF HISTNG AND METALLURGY 

DIPLORHA Polish State Emblem 

born on June 6, 1955 at Olkusz, completed 
her education at the Faculty of Mining and hetallurgy 
lachines and specialized in Machines and itining and Drilling 
Installations with results classified as Good. 

Having complied witr the regulations in force she ohtained 
on the 14th of harch, 1979 the Title of "lbagistra Inzyniera 
Kechanika" /Canadian eauivalert: b.Se. in lechanical 
Enginzering,’. 

RECTOF DEA: 

Frof. . Filecek Prof. J. Giergiel}. 

xrakow, larch 19, 1979 

I certify that is @ true copy of the original. 

Registrar; 
\er one 

K. Buchowicz on px 

Krakow, April 73, 1979. 

plus grand soin em apporté A toutes tes traductions afin d’en asaurer [a fidélité. Cependant, les Ecoles Berltz — Langues vivanies du Canada Lite, ocs aivalons. 
ales, agenis et employés p'sasument aucune responsabillé en cas de dommages aftribuables A te erreur cu H dans is om ls 

cry care is taken to insure ihe accuracy of all translations, Howwrer, The BPerlitx Schools of Languages of Canada, Lid. hs divisions, affiliates, agents and employees 

aba not be Liable for any damages due to error or oegligence tn translation or typing. 

V5



Case 22.0 
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3T-1 635366 
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Case 22.1 

DIPLOMA 
3T-I No. 635366 

The present diploma is issued to to certify that in 
1981 he entered the Donetsk Technical School of Industrial Automatization. In 1985 
he completed ‘a full course of study at the above mentioned technical school 

specializing in Automatic Electrical Systems. 

By decision of the State Exarmination-Qualification Board on June 26, 1985 
has been qualified ai a Technician of Electrical Systems. 

Chairman of State Examination Board (signature) 

Principal (signature) 

Secretary - (signature) 

SEAL 

Donetsk, June 26, 1985 
Registration No. 6327 
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Case 23.1 

Translation from the copy 
of the original 

DEGREE CERTIFICATE 

HONOURS 

A 943117 

+- This Degree Certificate has been issued to 

in recognition of the fact that in 1971 she 
was enrolled in the Tashkent order of Labour Red Banner 
Railway Institute and in 1976 completed a full course at 
the above mentioned Institute, specializing in Economics and 
Organization of Railway transportation. 

By the Decree of the State Examination Committee, as of June 

23, 1976 was granted a title of an Engineer- 
economist in Railway transportation. 

Head of the State - 

Examination Committee Signature 

Rector Signature 

Secretary Signature 

City of Tashkent, June 23, 1976 

Reg. #37 

Seal 

Transilator’s note: Institute in the USSR is equivalent to 
the University in Canada. 

9



Tipuxoxeuve x aunnomy c oTamunem § & 943IL7 
Case 23.2 EE RSOEER coun) 

BHTMUCKA 

M3 3A4STHOR BBLOMOCTH 
Tos. 

3a spema npe6usanua p Tamxentcxom opazena Tpynonoro Kpacuoro 
Su yspn MHCTUTYTA UHKeEHEPOB MeNeSHOROpomHOTO Tpancnopra c L971 no 

TQ Cala oKSaMeHY M SaveTH M0 CAeAYOMMM AMCUMTAMRAR’ CHeUKA 
K roctn*** OHOMUK2 U OPraHHsalluA MeNesHOMOPORHOTO TpaucnoptTa"™: 

I, Ucropua Kilcc I77uac.  xopomo 
é, llonurmueckaa oxoHomna 3UUuac, —- XOpom0 
3, Mapxeucko-nenuuckan dunocogun 20yac, = oT AuuHO 
4, duoerpauuwi asuK e70yac. oo TAMYHO 
5. Buctan matemaTuxa 2l8yac.  oran4Ho 
6.2 usura T9euac. ot aMuHO 
7,.Xumuan IWyac.,  ongzyyi0 
8, Hayeprarexbuan reomerpua wu Yepyeune 70uac, ox/ora. 
9, 4KOHOMMYeCKaA reorpadua Tpakcnopra Teuac, SaUTeHO 
10, duuvcauterbive Mamniy M nporamm.ana SIM TS4uac,  xopomo 
II, Maremaruyeckoe nporpammupoBanue Ouac, OTAMYHO 
Ie, Kanpxynauma u akanu3s ceGecToumocTu xeneSHONOpOK— 

ux nepeBosoK 7Ouac.  xopomo 
13, fugsuueckoe BocnuTanue - Si6uac,  saureHo 
l4,Mexauurka T4Gyac. onan 
15, Teopua Bepoatuocrei vu MaTeMaTuyeckan cratuctuxa OSyac, 3a4TeHO 
16, Ocuopy HayuHoro KOMMyHU3Ma 8yac, BauTeHo 
L7, Osmua xype craructuxh i56yac,  oTraw4Ho 
18, Tenxorextuxa Teyac. xOpomo 

. InexTpotexHuka M OCHOBH o7eKTPOHHKU TH0uac,  oTanuio 
cU, Maremarmueckuve METORH MnaHKpoBaHuA vw ynpas. 84uac, OTAMYHO 
21, OcuoBy rpaxaanckoro u TpynOBOro mpaBa P4uac, 3aUTEHO 
cc, llyph uw nyreBoe xosaiicTRO Dluac. 3RUTeHO 
23, NloapwKnow coctaB uw TATOBOe XO3AHCTBO Dlaac. xopomo 
24, Marepuanobenenne lecyac. — xopomo 
e5, YueOuan npakruka no cyeTHow Texuuxe 4 Hea. OTIMYHO 
26, Jkowomuka u Opraku3alua MaTepuanbHo-TexHuyecKoro 

cHaOxeHHa T7eyac,  3auTeHO 
e7, ®exesHomopomuan cTaTHCTHKa i56uac.  xopomo 
28, Opranw3auna ABMKeHMA. Noesn0B léeoyac, oTaWUHO 
e9, Apromatuka,TeneMexaHuka MW CBA3b Ha Kee3HOZOpoK— 

HOM Tpakenopre 42yac, 3AauTeHO 
3U, byxranrepcexua yyer lé6yac, oTAM4HO 
31, Sunaucu xeresHOnOpoKHOrO Tpancnopta 70yac, OTAKYHO 
32, IkonOMMKa KeNeSHOMOPOHOTO Tpatchopra 1Scyac, oTmMyHO 
33, Oxpana rpyza Houac, OTAUYHO 
34, Opranusatiaa uw MexaHw3auna Ppy30BoH u KOMMep¥ecKOr 

260TH lUcuac,  xopomo 
35, Epaxnauckaa o6opona S4uac. 3auTeHo 
36, Bayunas opranv3auna u Texuv¥eckoe HopMupoBanue 

TPyHa Ha KXeNESHOAOPOAHOM TNAHCHOpTe ~~ S4uac, OTAMMHO 
37, Sauvaa TpaHCNOpTHaR ceTb K.B3aMMOAeicTBMe pa3z— 

quae BUAOB Tpancnopra 42uac. 3adTeHo 
38, Hayunue ochosy ynpaBneHua MpousBoncTBOM Ha K.A. 

; ppaucnopre 4ouac. 3R4UTeCHO 
39, JxonomMuecKwe H3NCKARMA M OCHOBY NpoeKTMpoBakna 

i CTpOuTeALCTBa MeNe3HNX WOpor Bauac, OTAUNHO 
40, InauupoBanue okchayaTauMOHHOH weaTenbHOCTM AM- 

HEH npeanpwatui 7Uyac, OTAMYHO 
41, wxene3uHyXx AOpor eCbuac, 3a4TeHO 
42 | A G y tl 4euac. 3auTeno 

43, Yue6uo-uccneaoBarerbcKaa pacota noe OTJMYHO 
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 Uqaxa SaneTamnDBOORsaTeAE NT ANCUMNAMHAM, 
yotanonrenuyM “CoBeTOK waCTUTYTA: 

I. Texnuxo-oxononmueckue pacueru m0 TpYsoBuM K NaeCARUPCKHM 
; gopezes SaYTeXO 
2. Jotosy U SAUTEHO 
3, JROHOMHKR cTpouTeNECTBA . gaureHo 
4, llzanmposauve Hapogsoro xo3aiicTaa SRUTEKO 
>, Xospacuer wu noBimeHHe o@hexTUsHOCTH NpOMSBOACTAR HA #22. 
¢ TPaltenopre SauTeHO 

Cnaxa sayeTy no KypcoBHM MpoexkTaN:. Moteeenees 
l, lo ne amiok: e€OCTAB MK TATOBOG XOSAHCTEO OTAHUHO 
2, AexesuoqopOMHAR CTRTHCTHRA OTXMBO 
3, Opranusauna ABMKeHHA moe320B xopomo 
4, Tonowok nxau rpy30BuXx MepeBo3OK no x.A. OTAWYHO 
>, linan. pasoru noaBwKHOTo cocTaBa HA OTeAeHKK OTIHYHO 
6, Opranusaina rpysoBo uw KoMMep¥ecKon padoTH xO pouo 
7, Hayyuad opranvaaliua @ TeXHMYeCKOe HOPMHPOBAHKE Tpyza HA 
. We. Tpancnopte OTIMIHO 
8, Jkonommuecke MSHCKAHHA M OCHOBY MpoexTHpoBanua uM CTpOH- 

eNCTBA KeRSSHUX MOPOT- _ oTmUHO 
9, Myannposanne oRcrlayaTAUKOHHOR RCATENDHOCTM AUHEHHUX MpeA- : 

npuaTHh OTAUYHO 
“ M KYpCOBHM paGoTaM m0: . 

1, Honuruyecko# sxoHoKHn OTXHYHO 
e,.kexauunnre ‘OTNMUHO 
3, JkouomnNeckow reorpadun tpaucnopra orxnuHo 
f° LuHaHCaM KA. Tpancnopta OTAUIHO 

‘ BynoTHMAA MPOUSBOACTBCHHNe MpAKTUKM M0 
CHOLMAABHOCTH C OLSHKAMH: ’ 

I. Texnonoruueckaa le yenxeas OTRMYHO 
2. MWnanopo-axonomuyeckan 12 Herzen - OTIMYHO 
3, Apexnunzomnan 4 Hememn OTIMYHO 

Grana TocynapeTseHuu o9x3amMeH MO HayyHoMy KOMMYHUSMY 
© OleHKoi ‘OTAUNHO 

OUNOTHWTR Ui 3AuVMTUTA AVMAOMHBM NpOeKT HA TeMy: 

MCCIAOZAHKs NYTAn COBsPISHCTB,TAPKGOBR ANA 

AANbHETO fACCARUMP ,COOBuWcHMA HA 4,0, TP-Tx, 

MPOTOKOA & 6 OT 23/YI-T6p, 

@ OueHKOK OTAMYHO 

Pexrop wncTutyta (noannes) 
Aexan gaxyasteta - \nognucn) 

a Hoa 190 VexpeTapb pexyasrera (noanuep) 
a0 -    
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Case 23.4 

Suplement to Honours Degree Certificate A »943117 
Seal 

EXTRACT FROM THE CARRICULUM VITAE 

for the period of study at Tashkent 
Order of Red Banner of Railway Institute from 1971 to 1976 

passed the following exams on the following subjects in 

“Bconomics and organization of Railway Transportation". 

1. History of Communist Party 
of the U.S.S-.R. 177 hours good 

2. Political economy 300 hours good 
3. Marxist-Leninist phylosophy 90 hours excellent 

4. Foreign language 270 hours excellent 
5. High mathematics 318 hours excellent 

6. Physics 192 hours excellent 
7. Chemistry 108 hours excellent 
8. Descriptive Geometry/Drafting 70 hours excellent 

8. Economical Geography of 
transportation 72 hours passed 

10.Computers and programming 154 hours good 
11.Mathematical programming 90 hours excellent 

12.Calculation and self cost analysis 
of railway transportation 70 hours good 

13.Physical education , 576 hours passed 
14.Mechanics 140 hours excellent 
15.Probability theory and mathematical 

statistics 68 hours passed 
16.Basis of scientific 

Communism 80 hours passed 
17.General course on statistics 156 hours excellent 
18.Heat technology 72 hours good 

19.Electrical Engineering and basic 

electronics 140 hours excellent 

20.Math methods in planning ‘ 

and management 84 hours excellent 

21.Basis of civil and labour 
legislature 54 hours passed 

22.Railways and railway econony 51 hours passed 

23.Railroad rolling stock and 
traction equipment 51 hours good 

24.Material design 122 hours good 
25.Practical computer training 4 weeks excellent 

26.Economics and organization of 
procurement 72 hours passed 

27.Raylway statistics 156 hours good 

28.Organization of train movement 126 hours excellent 

29.Automatics, telemechanics, and 

connections on Raylway transport 42 hours passed 

30.Accounting 126 hours excellent 
31.Finances for Railway transportation 70 hours excellent 
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32. 
33. 
34. 

35. 
36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41 

42. 

43. 

Case 23.5 

Economics of Railway transportation 182 

Labor protection 42 
Organization and mechanization of 
freight and commercial works 102 

Citizen defence 54 
Scientific organization and 
technical norms for works at 
railway transportation 84 

Common transportation network 

and interaction of different 

types of transportation 42 
Scientific basis for railway 
transportation management 42 
Economical survey and 
basis for Railway design and 
construction 84 
Planning of operation activities 

of direct railway enterprises 70 
-Rules for technical operation 
on Railways 20 
Automation of interprise 
management 42 
Training-reserch work 
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hours 
hours 

hours 

hours 

hours 

hours 

hours 

hours 
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excellent 
excellent 
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passed 
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passed 
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excellent 

passed 

passed 
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Case 23.6 

had passed the following subjects, 
approved by the Council of the Institute: 

Technical-economical calculations on 
freight and passenger transportation passed 
Basis of Enterprise management passed 
Construction economics passed 

National economy planning passed 
Economics and increase of railway 
transport efficiency passed 

Passed the following course projects: 

Railroad rolling stock and traction 
equipment excellent 
Railway statistics excellent 

Organization of Railway train movement good 

Annual plan for Railway Freight 
transportation excellent 

Planning of local railroad rolling stock 
operation. excellent 
Freight and commertial work organization good 
Scientific management and technical 
norms for Labour at Railway transportation excellent 
Economical research and basis for design 
and construction of Railways excellent 
Planning of operation activity for 
local enterprises excellent 

Fullfilled the following course assignments: 

Political economy excellent 

Mechanics excellent 
Economical geography of transportatoin excellent 
Finances for Railway transportation excellent 

Fullfilled the following field assignments 
with the following marks: 

Technological 12 weeks , excellent 
Economical planning ‘12. weeks excellent 
Final 4 weeks excellent 
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Case 23.7 

Passed the State Exams on Scientific 
Communism with the mark — excellent 

fullfilled and defended the Diploma project, on the topic: 
“RESEARCH OF WAYS TO IMPROVE THE COST FOR’ 

. EXTENDED RAILWAY ROUTES " : 

PROTOCOL No 6, JUNE 23, 1976 

with the mark excellent 

Rector of the Institute (Signature) 

Dean (Signature) 

Faculty Secretary (Signature) 

Nov.. 27. 1990 

  

Russian copy is verified by the notary of the Notary Public 

office as of June 23, 1976 in the U.S.S.R. 

Registration No. 27329 

Stamp 

.I hereby certify that this is a true translation from the 

Russian language 

Simac International Inc. 

/S. CHULSKY/ 

  

May 10, 1990 
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Case 24.0 

AMVTAOM 
ROKRTOPRA HAYEK 

  

Pewennes 
Beicwef artectaunonHoA KomuccHK 

np Copete Munnctpos CCCP 
ee, onlevunahiae$$§r.. (nporonos MI 

iets HAR, STENEH» J C/ 

NOKTOPA: 
NCHXOAOPHUECHHN’ HAYEK 

See -" aes sme ~ . 
LectSe\,  Npederduren-: -—— em 

fart TIRCTOYRONAOR ZAMUCCHR 

ee Rigi yvenaa craperaps 
fo cee VEY UTTECTANAONNEH KeRACeNIt 

—_—_— — tet omens 
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BADEN-WCURTTEMBEAG 

  

Vor = und Zunanme 

geboren an 

in 

Kreis. 

GEWERBLICH - TECHNISCHES BERUFSKOLLEG in 

TEILISTTUNTERRICHT 

GEWERBLICHE BERUFS- UND FACHSCHULE HEIDENHEIM 

Zeugnis der Fachhochschulreife 

Dirk 

  

20.03.1959 

Heidenheim 

Heidenhein 

hat nach der Verordnung des Kultusministeriums Baden-Wirttemberg iber dis 
Ausbildung und Prifung an Gewerblich-technischen Serufskollegs in Teilzeit- 

unterricht im Zusammenhang mit der Abschludprifung die Zusatzprofung zum 

Erwerb der Fachhochschulreife abgelegt, beide Prifungen bestanden und damit 

die Fachhochschulreife erworhen. 

LEISTUNGEN IN DEN EINZELNEN FACHERN: 

            

Werkstoffkunde u. 

      

  

  

Religionsienre befreit Technische Chemie gut 

Deutsch I sehr cut Technologie befriedigend 

Wirtschafts- Tachn. Zeichnen mw. 

u. Sozialkunde sehr gut Darst. Geometria pefriedigend 

Industriebetriebs- gut 
Englisch I sehr cut lehre 

Mathematik T 
u. Fachrechnen austeichend Prakt. Fachkunde aut 

Techn. Physik befriedicend Englisch IT sehr aut 

Mathematik II befriedicend Soort = 

Deutsch II sehr cut — 

Bemerkungen: Durchschnitt 2, 0 

Heidenheim, den 11. Juli 1980 

Der Vorsitzende {Siegel Der Schulleiter 

da. Prufungsausschusses 

Notenstufes 

der Schule) 

(reg 
sehr gut(1), gut({2), befriedigend(3), ausreichend(4), mangelhaft(5), ungendge



Case 26.0 

8. Anhang: Beispiele von Urkunden der Berufsakademie 

BADEN-WURTTEMBERG 
BERUFSAKADEMIE STUTTGART 

DIPLOMURKUNDE 

GEBOREN AM IN 

WAT AM 

BEL DER BERUFSAKADEMIE STUTTOART 

IN DER FACHRICHTUNG 

DIE STAATLICHE PRUFUNG FUR DIPLOM-INGENTEURE ERFOLGREICH 
ABGELECT. 

AUF GRUND VON § 9 DES GESETZES UBER DIE BERUFSAKADEMIEN tM LAND 

BADEN. WURTTEMBERO WIRD DIE STAATLICHIE BEZE!CHINUNG 

DIPLOM-INGENIEUR (BERUFSAKADEMIE) 
— DIPL.-ING. (BA) — 

VERLIEHEN 

STUTTOART. DEN DER DIREKTOR 
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Case 27.0 

  

  

HUMBOLDT-UNIVERSITAT ZU BERLIN 

  

ZEUGNIS 
UBER DEN HOCHSCHULABSCHLUSS 

  

  

hat in der Fachrichtung 

Pflanzenproduktion 

studiort, 

den HochschulabschluB mit dem Gesamtpradikat 

  

  erworben und ist berechtigt, die Berufsbezeich 

DIPLOM-AGRARINGENIEUR 

zu fahren. 
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Es wurden folgende Lelstungen nocigewiosen: 

|. Diptom 

Thame der Diplomarbett 

Prddkot des Diploms 

Hoauptpréfungen 

Maraiemun-Leniniomus 

Indy: 

  

madbige Pansenproduktion 

Agrordtonomle 

Soulalistische Betrlebswirtschatt 

AbschluBprifungen und Belege 

Bodenhunde und Stondorttshra 

PitonrenernBhrung und Dingung 

Genettt und Plansenstichtung 

Aderbou 

Meliorotionen und Laendestuhur 

Phytepothelogie und Pflonrenschuts 

Mechanisierung 

Technologie 

Tlerproduttion 

Mathematiiche Statistik und Blometrie 

Botonth 

Chemie 

Russlsch 

    

Phyl 

Agrorpeschichte 

tov 

Agrarmeteorologie 

Belegarbait 

Leitunguprohtiium 

Sport 

Wabhrend des Studiums erworbene Spericikenntal 

Austeldhnungen wdhrend des Studiumn: 

Berlin, den 

Rettor 

    

    

   
tion 

  

Oirettor der Settion Phlantenpr   
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UNIVERSITAT MANNHEIM 

  

Case 28.0 

VORPRUFUNGSZEUGNIS 
(germn38 der Priifungsordnung fiir den Diplomseudiengang Soziologie an der 

Universicic Mannheim vom 29. September 1976) 

__Frov stud. soc, Si Speman 

geboren am 3. Dezember 1961 in LUdwigshafen 

har Ende WS/%X 1982/83 die Diplom-Vurprifung im Diplomstudiengang Soztotocre benanden 

und in den einzelnen Priifungsfichern folgende Noten erhalcen: 

  een ey Geundziige der Soziologie: —_ gut 

Grundziige dee Sozialpsychologie: gut 

Gemi® § 12 (4) der Priifungsordnung liegen folgende Leistungsnachweise vor: 

» Stativeh: Lei Aweise aus ciner i Ve Ieung iber Seatistik; 

. Mcthoden der ischen Soristforschune: Lei ch P h aus einer 

Versmualeuns ber Methodcn der empiritchen Suxialforschung; 

J. Sorivlogie: rwei Lei chweise aus inacistinchen Ve 1 im Grund- 
studiaum; 

2 ~ Suriatpsychologie: tin Leiuneinachweis uber eine seminaristinhe Veransraleung im 

Grundnudivm: Volkswirtschaftstheorie 
.Und Wissenschoftslehre os deei Leisonganach: 
were aus Veranstaltungen im Geunduudium der Studienlicher im rweiten Haupegebict 
(gem. § 10 {}] PO). 

Mannheim, den 3. Marz 1984 

Ne Ubereinstimmung vorstehender Den Vonsitzenne DES PRUFUNCSAUSSCHUSSES 

stokapie/Abschrift mit der Urschrift 
wird. beclaubigt. 

eur Dircom-Soz1ovocEeNn 

Glee bo 
ao. ore 

(Prof, Or, Zopf) 
    



Case 29.0 

  

  

    

  

MEDIZINISCHE FACHSCHULE 
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ged.am in 

hat in der Fachrichtung Krankenpilege studiert, 

den Fachechulabschlu8 mit dem Gesamtprddikat 

ervorben und ist berechtigt, dle Berulsbezeichnung 

Krankenschwester/Krankenpfleger 

zu fahren. 

Es wurden Jolgende Leistungen nachgewiesen: 

1. Komplexe prakiische AbschiuSpratung 
~ Krankenpflege - 

Il. AbschluBprafungen und Belege 

Grundlagen des Marzismus-Leninismnus Y 

Sport Yy 
A 

Deutsch 4 

Russisch wy 

    

Mediziniecher Schutz der Bevotkerung 

Exste Hille 

Anatomie 

Physiclogie ' 

Grundlagen der medizinischen Biochemie 

Hygiene * 

Grundlagen der Didtetik 

Grundlagen der Aszneiminellehse 

Gmndlagen der Medizintechnik 

Lettung. Organi und Ok jie im Gi 

Allgemeine Krankheitslehre 

Innere Medizin 

Chirurgie/OnhopSdie/Urologie/Andsthesiotogie 

Gynakologie und Geburtshilfe 

Infektionslehre/Mikrobiologie 

Psychiatrie und Neurologie 

Hals-Nasen-Ohrenheilkunde 

Augenheilkunde 

Dermatologie und Venerologie 

Paychologie tir Krankenschw 

Kulturelle Betreuung des kr; 

Krankenpflege 

Das Durekios     

dh 

   
   
   
   
   

   
   
   

   
   

   

  

» den 

   

   
    

   
   

  

Der Abtellungeleies   
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Case 30.0 

UNIVERSITAT HAMBURG 

DIPLOM 

geborenam 13. Juli 1959 ' in” Mannheim 

hat am 8. Februar 1984 die Diplompriifung fir Kaufleute gema8 

Priifungsordnung bestanden. 

Auf Grund dieser Priifung wird ihm -s der akademische Grad 

Diplom-Kaufmann 
verlichen. 

HAMBURG, den 8. Februar 1984 

Der Vorsitzende des Pritfungsausschusses 

fiir Diplom-Kaufleure 

a)
 

  

— 

(Prof. pr. Dr. h.c. Jacob) 
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UNIVERDSIIAL NAMDURG 

  

  

Case 30.1 

Priifungszeugnis 

| S 

geboren am 13. Juli 1959 vee AY, Mannheim 

hat sich am _. 8. ._ Februar 1984 mosses der 

Diplompriifung fiir Kaufleute 

unterzogen und die Prifung mit der Gesamtnate gut 

bestanden. 

In den einzeinen Prafungsfichern wurden folgende Noten erzielt: 

Business Ua com, Retriebswirtschaftslehre Prof. Dr. H. Schmidt gut 
Ezemerm* Volkswirtschaftslehre Prof. Dr. Lubbert befriedi. 

Panking Bankbetriebslehre Prof. Dr. H. Schmidt befriedi 

Paterna tunel $5 ¢ oem, Management Prof. Dr. Lipfert , sehr gut 

» Fiypthe ks y- Psychologie Prof. Dr. Schmale gut 

Thema der Diplomarbeit: 

. Devisenoptionen oder Devisentermingeschdfte als 

Selektionsproblem international anbietender deutscher 

Industrieunternehmen 

sehr gut . - Die Arbeit wurde mit der Note . beurveilt, 

Guatachter: ct one eneneeeen Prof. Dr. Lipfert    

Hambarg, den |. 8. Feb ruar 1 984 ceseccnsermuncueserpecsetenns 

Der Vorsitzende des Prafungsausschusse 
far Diplom-Kaufleute 

oe: hock rao    
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Case 31.0 

  

  

HOCHSCHULE FUR ARCHITEKTUR UND BAUWESEN 
WEIMAR aCHlTEx, 

oh 
> ‘ 

: % 
> - 

5 E 
%, = 
by ro 

“WEetarn® 

Der Wissenschaftliche Rat 

der Hochschule fiir Architektur und Bauwesen Weimar 

verleiht 

geboren am 

den akademischen Grad 

  

Doktor-Ingenieur (Dr.-Ing.) 

nachdem die wissenschaftliche Befahigung auf dem Gebiet 

  

nachgewiesen und das Gesamturteil 

    

SSS ertcilt wurde 

Weimar, den 

Prof. De. h. c. Fuchs Prof. Dr. ter. nat. habil. Henning 
Rektor Dekan 

Vie 4 am Be py 77 re 
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Case 32.0 

FACHHOCHSCHULE 

FURTWANGEN 

D IP LOM 

GEBOREN AM 10. Oktober 1959 in Wutdschingen 

HAT DIE DIPLOMPRUFUNG am 27. Juli 1984 

IM STUDIENGANG ALLGEMEINE FEINWERKTECHNIK 

ERFOLGREICH ABGELEGT. 

DIE FACHHOCHSCHULE FURTWANGEN VERLEJHT 

DURCH DIESE URKUNDE DEN HOCHSCHULGRAD 

DIPLOM-INGENIEUR (facHHOCHSCHULE) 
DIPL-ING. (FH) 

FURTWANGEN, DEN O1. Auqust 1984 DER REKTOR 

Sele £, 
Prof. Or. Oinius 
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Case 32.1 

FACHHOCHSCHULE 

FURTWANGEN 

DIPLOMZEUGNIS 

a ; 

geborenam 10. Oktober 1959 in Wutdschingen 

  

hat das Studium der Fachrichtung 9 FEINWERKTECHNIK 

im Studiengang ALLGEMEINE FEINWERKTECHNIK 

am 27.07.1984 mitderGesamtnote gut (1,8) 

erfolgreich abgeschlossen. 

Die Einzelnoten sind umseitig angegeben. 

Furtwangen,den 01. August 1984 

Der Rekcor Der | des Priifungsausschusses 

pole ( 
Prof. Or. Dinius Prof. Dr. Acheuble 
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Case 32.2 

Diplomarbeit 

Untersuchung von Leistunas-FET“s 
in Gleichstromanwendungen gut 

Muindliche Priifung 

Allgemeine Feinwerktechnik sehr gut 

Fachnoten aus 

1. Allgemeine MeBtachnik, 
Elektrische MeBtechnik 1 und 2, 
Zei tmeBtechnik befriedigend 

(1,8) 

(1,0) 

(2,9) 
  

Grundlagen der Elektronik, 
Schaltungen der Analogelektronik 1 und 2 befretdigend (3,0) 
  

Digital technik 1 und 2, 
Mikroprozessortechnik gut (2,2) 
  

Feinwerktechnische Gerdte, 
Technische Optik - sehr gut (1,2) 
  

Industriebetriebslehre 1 und 2, . 
Technische Statistik | Sehr gut (1,0) 
  

Elektrische Antriebe der 
Feinwerktechnik, : 
Getriebetechnik aut (2,0) 
  

Regelungstechnik, 
Nachrichtentechnik gut (1,8) 
  

Konstruktionslehre 2, 
Konstruktion elektrischer Gerate, 
Konstruktion feinwerktechnischer Gerate gut (1,7) 
  

Fertigungsmethoden der Feinwerktechnik sehr gut (1,0) 
  

Menschenfihrung, 
Einfiihrung 7. d. gewerbl. Rechtsschutz sehr qut (1,5) 
  

{Wahl ptlichtfécher } 
kologie und Umweltschutz, 

Gas- und Partikel-Luftverunreinigung gut (2,0) 
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Case 33.0 

MWissenschaltliches Landespriifungsamt Berlin 

ZEUGNIS 

Frau Ces , 

geboren am 18. April 1954 in Berlin, 

hat nach einem 14 -semestrigen Studium an der Freien Universitat in Berlin-Dahlem 
und der Technischen Universitat Berlin 

am 26. November 1982 vor dem Wissenschaltlichhen Landespriifungsamt Berlin 

die Erste (Wissenschaltliche) Staatsprifung fir das Amt des Studienrats 

- gut bestanden - 

Inre — Leistungen wurden bewertct in: 

der Hausarbeit mit gut 

Erziehungswissenschalt und Philosophie mit gut 

Englisch als erstem Fach mit gut 

Geschichte als zweitem Fach mit gut 

Ihre Hausarbeit galt dem Thema: 

Realitdt und Illusion - Elne Studie zu Arthur Millers 
‘Death of a Salesman! 

Die Prafung wurde nach der Verordnung iiber die Erste (Wissenschaltliche} Staatsprifung fir 
das Amt des Studienrats vom 25. Marz 1980 durchgefihrt. 

Berlin-Charlottenburg, den 26. November 1962 

WISSENSCHAFTLICHES LANDESPRUFUNGSAMT BERLIN 
rN 

Gieterky 
I 
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Case 36.1 

  

TIVERSIDAD DE BUENOS ARES 

LTAD DE. FILOSOFIA Y LETRAS 

tL DIRECTOR TECNICO DE ALUMNOS DE LA FACULTAD NE FILOSOFIA 
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Seal of: 

University of Buenos Aires 

University of Buenos Alres 

Case 36.2 

College of Philosophy and Letters 

The Operations Director for students of the College of Philosophy and 

Letters of the University of Buenos Aires, certifies that; 
(student [.D. * Khas completed in this institution of Studies the 

following subjects: 

SUBJECTS 

Introduction to Sociology 
Introduction to Psychology 

Introduction to Philosophy 

‘Introduction to History 

Statistic Methodology 

Biology | 

General Psychology | 
Social Psychology 
General Psychology JI 
Psychoanalitic. Theory 
Neuroanatomy 

Mathematics | 

General Psychology III 

Developmental Psychology | 

Psychopatology 

Group Dynamics 

History of Psychology 

Projective Techniques 

Psychohygiene & Mental Health 
‘Psychometric Techniques 

Theory of Personality 

Developmental Psychology II 

Pedagogy 

Institutional Psychology 

Marketing Psychology 

Differential Diagnosis 
Industrial Psychology 

Vocationa) Orientation 

GRADES  — FQLIO.-~——Ss@dDATES-~ 
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Good 
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Pass 
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Good 

Good 
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Distinguished 

Good 

Good 
Good 

Distinguished 

Good 
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Distinguished 

Oustanding 
Good 
Distinguished 

Good 

Good 

Distinguished 

Good 

Distinguished 

Good 

Distinguished 
Distinguished 

147 

65 

828 

1118 

2007 

2747 

3177 

3368 

3836 

3979 © 

3056 

15518 
16153 

17094 

26411 

26580 
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28364 

27565 

27711 

29994 

28711 

27415 
30298 

30337 

30358 
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30340 
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Jul. 1960 

Aug. 1960 

Mar.1961 

Dec.1961 

Mar.1962 

Mar. 1962 

Jul. 1962 

Aug. 1962 

Mar.1963 

Jul. 1968 

Aug.!968 

Mar.1969 

Dic.1972 

Dic.1972 

Aug.1973 

Dic.1973 

Aug.1973 

Aug.1973 
Aug.1974 

Dic.1973 

Aug.1973 

Mar.{975 

Mar.1975 

Mar.1975 

Mar.1975 

Mar.1$75 

Apr.3975



Other studies published in the series Papers on Higher Education: 1983-1989 

I. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Andre Salifou, Perspectives du développement de l'enseignement supérieur 
en Afrique dans les prochaines décennies (English & French versions), 
Unesco 1983, ED-83/WS/76, 
Michel Carton, Tendances et perspectives de développement de |'en- 
seignement supérieur dans la région Europe. Unesco 1983, ED-83/WS/77. 

Juan Carlos Tedesco, Tendencias y Perspectivas en el Desarrollo de la 

Educaci6n Superior en America Latina y el Caribe (English & Spanish 

versions). Unesco 1983, ED-83/WS/75. 
Omer M. Osman, Perspectives of the Development of the University in the 

Arab region from the present to the year 2000 (English & Arabic versions). 
Unesco 1983, ED-83/WS/78. 

S.C. Goel, Higher Education in Asia and the Pacific: A Perspective Study. 

Unesco 1983, ED-83/WS/99. 

Study Service: a tool of innovation in higher education. (English & French 
versions), Unesco 1984, ED-83/WS/ 01. 
R. Goodridge, A. Layne, A Digest of Unesco Studies and Documents on 

the Democratization of Higher Education. Unesco 1984, ED-84/WS/52. 
L.P. Laprevote, Pour un bilan social de I’ Université, instrument 

d’intégration de la communauté universitaire. Unesco 1984, ED- 

B84/WS/58. 
C. Rakowske-Jaillard, A. Rochegude, H. Acoca, La problématique de la 

pédagogie de l'enseignement supérieur et de la recherche pédagogique 

dans la perspective de la reforme globale de 1’ éducation en Afrique fra- 

ncophone. Unesco 1985, ED-84/WS/85. 
G. Berger, T.K. Thévenin, A. Coulon, Evaluation des expériences 

novatrices sur la démocratisation dans l’enseignement supérieur. Unesco 

1985, ED-85/WS/1. 
Prof. Dr M.L. Van Herreweghe, Etude préliminaire sur la nature et l'impo- 
rtance de I’enseignement relatif aux sciences de |’éducation dans les établi- 

ssements d’enseignement supérieur. Unesco 1986, ED-86/WS/34. 

Mme E. Rakoboiskaya, Andre Salifou, D. Lustin, Trois études de cas sur la 

formation pédagogique des enseignants d’enseignement supérieur. Unesco 
1986. 
Georges Thill, Xavier Marbille, Christiane Coene, Francois Hurard, 

Structures de fonctionnement de Ia recherche et perspectives de coopér- 

ation. Unesco 1986, ED-86/WS/63. 
Marcel Guillaume, Georges Thill, Formation et recherche universitaires: 

feurs interrelations. Unesco 1986, ED-86/WS/64.



15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

Annotated Bibliography of Selected Unesco Publications and Documents 

relative to Training and Research. Unesco 1986. 
Stocktaking of Needs and Resources relative to Training and Research: 

Volume 1: Australia, Hungary, Kenya, Syrian Arab Republic. Unesco 
1987. 
Cesar A. Aguiar, Analisis de las Necesidades y Recursos relativos al Adies 

tramiento e Investigacion. Formaci6n Superior y Desarrollo Cientifico en 

America Latina: Indicaciones preliminares sobre la integraci6n de 

sistemas. Volumen 2: America Latina.Unesco 1987. 
Inventory of Educational Research on Higher Education Problems Under 
taken by Higher Education Institutions (Preliminary Version). Unesco 
1987, ED-86/WS/122 Rev. 
Jagbans K Balbir, Aspects of Training and Research in Higher Education 
with Case Studies.on India and Venezuela. Unesco 1987. 
L'Enseignement supérieur et le Monde du Travail. Table ronde Unesco- 

Federation internationale syndicale d'enseignement (FISE). 

Mobilité et échanges universitaires en vue de favoriser la formation et la 

coopération internationales. Table ronde Unesco-Association des 

universités partiellement ou entiérement de langue francaise (AUPELF) 
Fonctions et taches condition et statut du professeur d’ université dans les 

société de progrés. Table ronde Unesco-Association internationale des pr- 
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